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Using the standard Jurassic zonal scheme, this 
work attempts to determine the ages of the four members 
of the Snowshoe Formation that crop out in the Izee area. 
As a corollary, regional correlations are possible. The 
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relative stratigraphic ranges of the fossils calculated 
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The Snowshoe Formation was deposited in marine 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the western Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon 
there occurs an extensive inlier of Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
rocks. Part of the immensely thick Jurassic portion of 
this sedimentary pile, named the Snowshoe Formation, 
crops out discontinuously over a wide area stretching 
from the Silvies River valley, Grant County, in the north 
to the Emigrant Creek area, Harney County, in the south. 
Exposures of the Snowshoe Formation in the Suplee area 
to the west are separated from easterly exposures in the 
Izee and Seneca areas by the Mowich upwarp. This report 
is concerned with the Snowshoe Formation where it is 
exposed on the eastern flank of the Mowich upwarp near 
the former town of Izee (see fig. 1). 
Fossil collections were made during the summers of 
1974 and 1975 along the entire strike of the Snowshoe 
Formation in the Izee area as mapped by Dickinson (1958; 
Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965). Sections were measured, 
using compass and tape techniques, at five locations 
within this area and fossils collected or obtained from 
eight localities (see fig. 1 and Appendix A). In excess 
of a thousand samples yielded over six hundred iden-
tifiable ammonites and sundry other fossils. The 
stratigraphic position of each specimen was calculated 
using a computer program written by the author. A copy 
of this program and the necessary documentation is 
included (Appendix B) • 
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This study was undertaken to establish more clearly 
the age of the Snowshoe Formation and its biostratigraphic 
relationship to the subjacent Hyde Formation and super-
jacent Trowbridge Formation. Complex facies relationships 
between the Silvies Member and the informally named lower, 
middle and upper members of the Snowshoe Formation were 
also investigated. 
The Izee area itself is important in evaluating the 
biostratigraphy of the Snowshoe Formation because it is 
at the geographic center of the total area of outcrop and 
shows the maximum development of the Formation in terms 
of age. Furthermore, the Izee area does not show the 
tectonic complications evident further to the east around 
Seneca where Cretaceous intrusions have caused the added 
difficulty of contact metamorphism. With a detailed 
knowledge of the biostratigraphy of the Snowshoe Formation 
in the Izee district, which contains the type areas for 
both the Snowshoe Formation and the Silvies Member of the 
Snowshoe Formation, the tectonic problems to the east 
should be more easily resolved. 
This work also adds useful information to the body of 
knowledge concerned with global ammonite distributions 
during the Jurassic Period. 
GEOLOGY 
Introduction 
The Snowshoe Formation, subjacent and superjacent 
Jurassic deposits in the Izee area strike northeast-
southwest along the eastern flank of the Mowich upwarp 
and dip steeply to the southeast. · The Formation is 
traversed by the South Fork of the John Day River around 
the former conununity of Izee, where the type area was 
designated by Lupher (1941, p. 259) • Exposures every-
where are generally poor and this is particulary true 
for the type area. 
To the southwest of Izee the Snowshoe Formation can 
be traced around the flank of the Mowich upwarp to the 
eastern half of section 32, T. 18 s., R. 26 E. where it 
disappears beneath a cover of Cenozoic volcanic rocks. 
Dickinson and Vigrass (1965, p. 44) have since demonstrated 
that deposits cropping out around the abandoned town of 
Suplee and separated from the Izee area to the east by the 
Mowich upwarp, are shallower water facies equivalents of 
the type Snowshoe Formation. Since these deposits are 
areally limited they were incorporated into the Snowshoe 
Formation as the Weberg, Warm Springs and Basey members 
by Dickinson and Vigrass (loa. ait.) as a simplification 
of Lupher's terminology. 
To the northeast of Izee a thick volcaniclastic 
unit named the Silvies Member (Dickinson and Vigrass, 
1965, p. 49) interdigitates with sedimentary rocks of 
the middle part of the Snowshoe Formation. Snowshoe 
sedimentary rocks have been traced some eighteen miles 
beyond the area of study eastward toward Seneca (Brown 
and Thayer, 1966) where the Silvies Member reaches a 
thickness in excess of 5,000 feet (a. 1,524 meters) and 
includes andesitic lavas (Dickinson and Vigrass, 1964, 
p. 51, 59). 
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For the purposes of this study the Izee area is 
defined as the area covered by the geologic maps of 
Dickinson (1958: Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965). Throughout 
this area, the Snowshoe Formation rests conformably on 
the Hyde Formation, the uppermost unit of the Mowich 
Group. The Hyde Formation is composed of thick beds of 
blue gray andesitic marine tuff and tuffaceous volcanic 
graywacke which weathers greenish brown (Dickinson and 
Vigrass, 1965, p. 41). The unit, which is unfossilif-
erous, forms an admirable base to all the sections measured 
since it is highly resistant, particularly in comparison 
to the easily eroded argillaceous sedimentary rocks of 
the lower Snowshoe Formation. Consequently, the Hyde 
Formation crops out as crags on the western banks of 
subsequent streams (tributaries of the South Fork of the 
John Day River) whose courses are guided by the outcrop 
5 
of the Snowshoe Formation. The contact between the two 
formations is somewhat gradational over a stratigraphic 
interval of less than 20 feet (a. 6.1 meters) but the 
contact is easily drawn at the top of the stratigraphically 
highest sandstone bed in a continuous sequence. 
The contact between the Snowshoe Formation and the 
overlying Trowbridge Formation is not conformable but if 
any angular discordance exists it is too small to be 
discernable. The Trowbridge Formation is divided into 
three members. The lowermost, the Rosebud Member, is 
composed of massive to faintly bedded, black to green, 
faintly laminated mudstone. It thins to the southwest 
and does not reach Big Flat so that the overlying Officer 
Member comes to lie directly on the Snowshoe Formation in 
this area. The Officer Member is composed of alternations 
of Rosebud-like mudstones and resistant, ledge-forming, 
volcaniclastic rocks. The latter are diagenetically 
altered tuffs and volcanic sandstones. For detailed 
descriptions of the petrology and discussions of the 
significance of all the Jurassic rocks in the Izee area, 
the interested reader is referred to the works of Lupher 
(1941), Dickinson (1958, 1962a, 1962b, 1962c) and Dickinson 
and Vigrass (1964, 1965). 
Tracing the Snowshoe Formation along strike from 
southwest to northeast within the Izee area, the outcrop 
is seen to widen considerably. The most southerly section 
6 
measured (Section 1) yielded a total stratigraphic thick-
ness for the Formation of 1,485 feet (a. 453 meters) 
whereas in the north (Section 3) a stratigraphic thickness 
of 3,200 feet (a. 975 meters) was measured, with an 
estimated 1,000 feet (a. 305 meters) of the upper part of 
the sequence not seen. At Caps Creek (Section 5}, between 
these two extreme localities, a total stratigraphic 
thickness of 2,370 feet (a. 722 meters} was obtained. 
This represents a thickening at the rate of 120 feet per 
mile from Section 1 to Section 5 and approximately three 
times that rate between Sections 5 and 3. 
Structurally, the southern part of the area is more 
simple, with shallower dips and only a few major normal 
faults. To the north the dips become much steeper and, in 
the most northerly part of the area, the rocks are tightly 
folded into the northeast-southwest trending Tamarack 
anticline and Lewis syncline. Section 3 was measured 
between the axes of these two folds and it is tempting 
to attribute the thickening to drag folding (cf. Dickinson, 
1958, p. 115}. The lower part of this section is well 
exposed and no such complications are evident but in the 
poorly exposed upper part, near the axis of the Lewis 
syncline, drag folding is a possibility, suggested by 
locally anomolous dips. However, it will be later reasoned 
that any tectonic thickening is merely in addition to the 
thickening attributable to stratigraphic and sedimentologic 
7 
causes (see p. 62). 
The Snowshoe Formation 
In 1965 Dickinson divided the type Snowshoe Formation 
of Lupher's terminology into three gradational, lithologic-
ally distinctive but unmapped and informally recognized 
lower, middle and upper members (Dickinson and Vigrass, 
1965, p. 44). These are very useful divisions but they 
are retained as informal members because their contacts 
are occasionally diffuse. The relative thicknesses and 
relationships between these three members and the Silvies 
Member in the Izee area is shown in fig. 2. Lithological 
features of the sequence are shown in the stratigraphic 
columns contained in the biostratigraphic section of this 
work (figs. 6 to 11). 
It should be noted that in no section measured 
during this study did the lower, middle and upper members 
follow each other in uninterrupted stratigraphic sequence. 
Either the upper member was missing or the Silvies Member 
separated, or probably separated, the middle and upper 
members. 
Where the upper contact is fairly clear (Sections 
1 and 3) , the lower member is seen to maintain a constant 
thickness (630 feet, a. 192 meters) over much of the area. 
However, the contact on Section 5 is diffuse, spanning a 
stratigraphic interval of 200 feet (a. 61 meters) so that 
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Figure 2. Lithostratigraphy of the Snowshoe Formation in the Izee area. 
the lower member has reached a thickness of 725 feet 
(c. 221 meters). 
The lower member is composed of brown and dark gray 
to black, thin-bedded mudstone, shale and siltstone. 
The siltstones are usually predominant in the basal part 
of the member, especially in Section 4. Most of these 
argillaceous rocks are calcareous and calcareous nodules 
9 
are evident in Sections 3 and 5. The nodules are diagenetic 
and characterized by their silty laminae being etched into 
relief on weathered surfaces. Limestones are developed 
in the lower member at 50 to 100 foot intervals in all 
of the sections measured except Section 4. These limestones 
may reach a thickness of 5 feet but are usually thinly 
bedded and not persistent. 
The middle member is of variable thickness but 
disappears before reaching the type area of the Sil vies 
Member (Localities G and H) to the northeast. It is com-
posed of alternating laminae of gray, green or, rarely, 
buff colored siltstone or sandstone and dark gray to black 
lutite. These alternations are usually a millimeter or 
so in thickness but thicken to the northeast where they 
may be a little in excess of one centimeter. The bleached 
spots that are sometimes seen have been attributed by 
Dickinson and Vigrass to the porphyroblastic growth of 
diagenetic laumonite (1965, p. 47). Rare, thin beds of 
limestone occur in the northeasterly sections but they are 
more common and thicker (up to 3 feet thick) in section 
1, to the southwest. 
The Silvies Member is at a maximum thickness in 
the type area and thins rapidly to the southwest. It 
was thought that the Silvies and middle members inter-
f ingered in the headwaters of Lewis Creek (Dickinson and 
Vigrass, 1965, p. 49) although conglomeratic key beds 
10 
were mapped as far south as Buck Creek before the Silvies 
Member was named (Dickinson, 1958). The interval where 
the Silvies Member would be expected to occur on Section 
5 is unfortunately covered but reconnaissance by the 
author and Dr. R. w. Imlay in the drainage of Rosebud 
Creek suggests the Member should be mappable as far south 
as Izee. The Silvies Member is composed of intercalations 
of lutites identical in lithology to the middle member 
and thick sequences of blue gray, hard greywacke sandstones, 
which weather brown, and conglomerates. The sandstone 
and conglomerate units may be over 100 feet (a. 30 meters) 
thick in the type area but the thickest individual unit 
seen in Section 3 is only 20 feet thick. 
The upper member is the most poorly exposed. On 
Section 5, a thickness of 870 feet was measured but the 
base is not visible. The member does not reach Section 
1 (Big Flat) where the Trowbridge Formation rests directly 
on the middle member of the Snowshoe Formation. 
The upper member is composed of brown, green or 
black, thin-bedded mudstones and siltstones with inter-
calated gray, thick-bedded sandstones (which weather 
11 
brown) • Some parts of the section display rapid alternations 
of five centimeter beds of siltstone and sandstone, the 
latter often displaying planar cross-stratification 
(usually high angle). Locally, thin limestones and large, 
fossiliferous, calcareous nodules occur. 
PALEONTOLOGY 
Ammonites 
Fig. 3 shows that the Snowshoe ammonite fauna is 
dominated by the families Hildoceratidae, Stephanoceratidae 
and Sonniniidae. All the other families combined constitute 
less than 20 percent of the fauna. The Phylloceratidae, 
Lytoceratidae, Oppeliidae, Hammatoceratidae, Leptosphinctinae 
and Macrocephalitidae are all groups represented in the 
Snowshoe Formation that are characteristic of the Tethyan 
Realm (Hallam, 1971, p. 136) • In fact the Kosmoceratidae, 
represented by one specimen, is the only group within the 
Snowshoe fauna of any Boreal affinity. 
A detailed statistical breakdown of the ammonite 
fauna to generic and subgeneric level is shown in Table 
I. Of the genera and subgenera listed, 17 are new to the 
Izee area and 7 of these are new to Oregon. The geographic 
distribution of the ammonites within the Izee area is 
summarized in Table II, which shows that most of the ammonite 
collections were made north of the South Fork of the John 
Day River • . The fauna from Localities G and H marks the 
first fossils ever collected from the Silvies Member of the 
Snowshoe Formation. 
Most of the ammonites described herein agree with the 
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AMMONITE GENERA AND SUBGENERA FROM THE SNOWSHOE 
FORMATION SHOWING BIOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS AND 
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS AVAILABLE FOR STUDY 
Family Subfamily Genus and Subgenus 
Phylloceratidae Phylloceratinae PhyZZoceras 
Calliphylloceratinae HoZcophyZZoceras 
Lytoceratidae Lytoceratinae Ly toe eras 
Hildoceratidae Harpoceratinae PseudoZioceras 
PoZypZectus 




Hammatoceratidae Hammatoceratinae Hammatoceras 
PZanammatoceras ? 
Sonniniidae Sonninia 
























Parkinsoniidae Garantiana ? 
Perisphinctidae Leptosphinctinae Leptosphinates 










































GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
SNOWSHOE FORMATION FAUNA 
IN THE !ZEE AREA 
15 
Sections and localities are arranged from southwest 
to northeast (see figure 1 and Appendix A) • 
Key: 
TAXA 
Ammonite gen. and 
sp. indet. A 
Ammonite gen. and 
sp. indet. B 
Ammonite gen. and 
sp. indet. C 
Aptychi 
Belemnite gen. 





Cadomites ? sp. 
Camptonectes sp. 
Chondriocerias 









LOC SEC SEC 





• • • 
1 - 2 specimens 
3 - 6 specimens 
More than 6 specimens 
.SEC LOC LOC SEC LOC SEC LOC 
4 c D 5 E&F 3 G&H 
A • • 
• 









pinguis (Roemer) . 
·D. roomani (Oppel) : 
D. cf. D. 
subteata Buckman 
D. sp. A 
D. sp. B 






D. cf. D. 
dumortieri 
: . (Thiolliere) 
D. cf. D. 
exaata Buckman 
D. ? cf. D. 
pusilla Jaworski 
Garantiana ? sp. 
Gastropod gen. 








TABLE II (Continued) 
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L. Zi Z Zoe ttensis 
Crickmay 
L. mer>tonyar>woodi 
? Crickmay · 







espinazitum Pugin . 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
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A&B 2 l 4 C D 5 E&F 3 G&H 
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(Euh oploc eras) spp. 
s . (Papi l liaeras ) . 
spp. 
Sphaeroaer as sp. 
Stemma toaeras aff. 
s. alb ertens e 
McLearn 
s . sp. 
Step hanoaera s 
nodos um 
( Quenstedt) 
s. sp. A 
s. spp. 
s . n. sp. ? 
s. (Skirr oaeras) 
juhlei Imlay 
s . (S . ) kirsahneri 
I mlay 
s . (S.) a ff . 
s . (S . ) juhlei 
Imlay 
Strigoae r as cf. 
s . languidum 
(Buckman) 
Tmetoaeras sai ssum 
(Benecke) 
Witahellia aonna ta 
(Buckman) 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
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on Invertebrate Paleontology" (Arkell, et a Z., 1957) • 
Genera listed in the "Treatise" and regarded here as 
synonomous are discussed in detail below. In addition, 
those taxa are discussed which have proved difficult 
to work with due to controversy over their status. The 
bearing of the hypothesis concerning sexual dimorphism 
in ammonites, that has been generally accepted since the 
"Treatise" was written, is outlined in terms of its 
effect on nomenclature. 
Dumortieria, CatuZZooeras and Tmetooeras were 
recognized as distinct genera within the family Hildo-
ceratidae by Arkell (1957, p. L262) although Tmetooeras 
was placed in a separate,monotypic, sub-family (after 
Spath, 1936, p. 3). Dumortieria and CatuZZooeras are 
restricted to the upper Toarcian whereas Tmetooeras is 
thought to be restricted to the lower Bajocian. Recent 
developments in the literature have cast doubts on the 
validity of these genera and, although a major taxonomic 
revision is well beyond the scope of this work and the 
capacity of the hypodigm available, a discussion of the 
approach adopted herein should prove useful. 
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The relationship between CatuZZooeras and Tmetooeras 
is interesting. The former is similar in appearance to 
the latter except that CatuZZooeras possesses a low keel 
whereas on the ventral surface of Tmetooeras, a sulcus 
bordered by the swollen ventral ends of the ribs is evident. 
Constrictions are connnon to both, to a greater or lesser 
extent, but Westermann (1964a, p. 432) has demonstrated 
with Tmetoaeras that no great taxonomic significance can 
be attached to their presence or absence since the seg-
mental growth which they _representwas probably environ-
mentally controlled. Tmetoaeras probably evolved from 
Catulloaeras by the gradual change in features of the 
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ventral surface, a lineage suggested by many workers (e.g. 
Roman, 1938, p. 100) and, as such, the wisdom of placing 
them in separate subfamilies is open to question. The 
stratigraphic evidence also indicates the intimate connection 
between the two genera. Catulloaeras ranges through the 
Moorei and Aalensis sub-zones of the Levesquei zone 
(uppermost Toarcian) in the northwest European province 
(see fig. 5). Tmetoaeras has been recorded throughout 
the Opalinum, Saissum and Murahisonae Zones of the lowermost 
Bajocian (Westermann and Riccardi, 1972, p. 22). However, 
it has also been reported from the uppermost Toarcian by 
Donovan (1958, p. 40, p. 53) and Westermann (1964a, p. 433). 
Thus the uppermost portion of the range of Catulloaeras 
possibly overlaps the lower part of the range of Tmetoaeras. 
Furthermore, a complete morphological intergradation has 
. been observed between the two genera over a short strati-
graphic interval (Westermann, 1964a, p. 433) • 
Concentrating on the two Toarcian genera, we find 
that the situation is not quite so straightforward. 
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Dumortieria is a genus showing a considerable range in 
the strength and nature of the ribbing. Low in the Leveaquei 
Zone there occurs what Ernst has referred to as the 
"Levesquei-Gruppe" (1923, p. 118) which consists of 
coarsely ribbed species that are later almost entirely 
replaced by the finely ribbed "Radioaa-Gruppe". The mor-
phological variability displayed by Dumortieria has also 
been discussed in considerable detail by Setti (1968) • 
Dumortieria is distinguished from CatuZZoaeraa by its 
slightly lower keel; ribs that flex more prorsiradiately 
onto the venter and (supposedly) by the absence of con-
strictions (Imlay, 1968, p. C4). These minor differences 
have not been considered valid by some workers and as a 
consequence, CatuZZoceras and Dumortieria have been regarded 
as synonomous (Donovan, 1958, p. 53; Geczy, 1967, p. 137; 
Setti, 1968, p. 320). Recent objections to this practice 
have been raised by Guex (1975) who feels that he has 
established distinctly different stratigraphic ranges for 
the two genera in the Causses, France. However, after 
close examination of what after all are only the teilzones 
that he presents, it can be seen that rather than increasing 
the range of CatuZZoceras below that of Dumortieria (Guex, 
1975, p. 124), he merely extends the range of CatuZZoaeras 
to include the Reynesi sub-zone of the Inaigne Zone so 
that the new range coincides with that established for 
Dumortieria in northwest Europe (Dean, Donovan and Howarth, 
1961, p. 489). This is summarized in fig. 4. 
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Reynesi IN SIGNE 
I Stratigraphic range 
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1 Ammonites rare or range uncertain (?) 
.L 
(After Dean, Donovan and Howarth, 1961; 
Gabilly et al., 1971; Guex, 1975.) 
Figure 4. The stratigraphic range of Dumortieria 
Haug and CatulZoaeras Gemmellaro in northwest 
Europe and southern France. 
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Specimens collected during this study are generally 
poorly preserved with the ventral surface often difficult 
to see. Tmetoaeras is readily distinguished by the swollen 
ventral ends of the ribs that protrude beyond the outline 
of the shell, especially when the shell is flattened. 
The genus is further characterized by its rectiradiate 
costation. Catulloaeras is here regarded as a synonym of 
Dumortieria for the reasons stated above. Minor differences 
such as differing keel heights and relative magnitude of 
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ventral rib inflection could only be satisfactorily determined 
using a large, well preserved population sample. The genus 
Dumortieria can therefore be differentiated from Tmetoaeras 
on the basis of the ribbing which flexes prorsiradiately 
onto the ventral surface in Dumortieria, and by the presence 
of a keel as opposed to a ventral sulcus (or smooth band) • 
The family Sonniniidae contains a diverse suite of 
anunonites whose sutures tend to show a trifid first lateral 
lobe where the three accessory lobes are approximately of 
equal length, no matter how complex. The family ranges from 
the Conaavum Zone (Bajocian) to the Lower Bathonian with the 
acme in the Middle Bajocian. Several sonniniid genera are 
represented in east-central Oregon but the taxonomy of the 
group is by no means straightforward; genera often having 
been retained simply because they are stratigraphically 
useful. 
Sonninia sensu striato comprises planulate forms 
characterized by fairly evolute coiling with moderately 
compressed whorls; a narrow venter bearing a high, hollow 
keel; lateral tubercles or swellings on inner and intermediate 
sized whorls; strong, irregular, flexuous to sickle-shaped 
ribs that may divide into two or more secondary ribs, and a 
more or less smooth body chamber (Imlay, 1973, p. 4). 
Sonninia s. s. is only questionably represented in the Izee 
area but poorly preserved specimens of its two subgenera 
Pa~iZZiaeras and EuhopZoaeras, have been collected. The 
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subqenus , Papi Z Ziaeras, contrasts with Sonninia s. s. in 
. 
being more evolute and more compressed and in having simpler, 
straighter, more uniform ribs that are rectiradiate on the 
lower parts of the flanks and curve slightly forward on the 
upper parts. Strigation may be present and most character-
istically, a median row of lateral tubercles occurs on the 
septate whorls and on some body chambers (Imlay, 1975, p. 5). 
EuhopZoaeras is an extremely variable group and has been 
the subject of intensive study. The many species of 
EuhopZoaeras that were first named by Buckman from the 
exceedingly fossiliferous Disaites Zone at Bradford Abbas, 
England were later included in a single species, Sonninia 
adiara (Waagen) by Westermann (1966) • Westermann, using 
semi-quantitative work, maintained that all Buckman's species 
were morphological variants and that, if necessary, infra-
subspecific categories (viz. "forma") should be recognized 
within s. adiara (Westermann, 1966, p. 310). Westermann's 
arguments ·were based on the premise that the Bradford Abbas 
deposits were not condensed and that the ammonites found 
together, actually lived together. Unfortunately, this does 
not seem to be the case (Morton, 1975, p. 46) and EuhopZoaeras 
must, for the time being, be recognized as distinct. It can 
be differentiated from Sonninia by its broader, more quadrate 
whorls; distinct subtabulate (or even bisulcate) venter, and 
low keel (Morton, 1975, p. 44). 
The many similarities between the sonniniid genera 
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Witahellia and Doraetensia have led some workers to regard 
the latter as a junior synonym (see Morton, 1972, p. 505) 
whereas Oechsle (1958, p. 77 and passim) went a step further 
and included both genera in Sonninia. Doreetensia was 
recently restudied and revised by Huf (1968) • It consists 
of forms ranging from small and evolute with a shallow 
umbilicus, low solid keel, and sharp ribbing to large and 
involute with a deep umbilicus, pronounced hollow keel, and 
absence of ribbing (the "liostraca group" of Buckman, 1892, 
p. 308; see also the generic diagnosis of Huf, 1968, p. 72). 
The umbilical wall is vertical and the shoulder abruptly 
rounded. Ribs or lirae are falcoid and simple except on 
the innermost whorls (Imlay, 1973,_p. 7; cf. discussion of 
D. pinguis below). The whorl section is ovate (higher than 
wide) to triangular and ornamentation in the form of nodes 
is distinctly absent. A group of ammonites classed here 
with Dorsetensia has had a varied and colorful history. 
They are characterized by being evolute and strongly ribbed, 
except that the ribbing branches near the umbilical edge and 
the venter may be bisulcate and as such they resemble 
Witahellia (see below). D~rsetensia pinguis and D. hannoverana 
are typical examples. These species have been included in 
Sonninia by Hiltermann {1939, p. 164-170) and Oechsle (1958, 
p. 113); in Witahellia by Dorn (1935, p. 116) and in 
Poeailomorphus by Huf {1968, p. 54-69). It was Huf (1968, 
p. 54) who first noticed the occurrence of intermediates 
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between D. hannoverana and D. deltafalaata (Quenstedt}. 
Morton (1972, p. 505) finally transferred them to Dorsetensia 
and it is this practice that is followed here. 
The lectotype of the genus Witahellia (W. laeviusaula 
(J. de c. Sowerby)} has been refigured by w:estermann (1969b, 
text-fig. 35). Witahellia is characterized by its corn-
pressed whorls; involute to fairly evolute coiling; a dis-
tinctly separate venter bearing a low keel bordered by 
furrows; weak to fairly strong, flexuous ribs that arise 
singly and in pairs at the base of the flanks, trend 
radially or slightly forward on the flanks and may weaken 
or fade out on the body chamber; and tubercles on the smallest 
septate whorls (Imlay, 1973, p. 5). The subgenus 
La t iwitahell i a also has a bisulcate, carinate venter and 
. 
some rib furcation at the base of the flanks but the coiling 
is much more evolute, the whorls stouter, the ribbing 
stronger on the body chamber and there may be .blunt nodes 
high on the flanks (Imlay, 1973, p. 6). 
The genus Pelekodites is a loose group composed of 
p~lyphyletic rnicroconchs. The species are small and evolute 
with low umbilical walls. A low, blunt keel is bordered 
by narrow, smooth areas; the ribbing is simple rursiradiate 
to biconcave, becoming stronger ventrally and adorally. 
When preserved, the aperture bears lateral lappets. This · 
genus might well become obsolete as sexual pairings are 
made, perhaps with Sonninia or Witahellia . (Morton, 1975, 
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p. 45; see discussion of sexual dimorphism in this report, 
p. 30. 
Sonninia s. s. ranges from the upper Conaavum Zone 
to the lower HumphPiesianum Zone (Imlay, 1973, p. 19~ 
Morton, 1975, passim). EuhopZoaePas is restricted to the 
Disaites Zone (Westermann, 1966, p. 19) but has been re-
ported from the upper Conaavum Zone (Morton, 1975, passim) 
and also associated in the upper part of its range with 
PapiZZiaeras in Oregon (? LaeviusauZa Zone) (Imlay, 1973, 
p. 5). This association is not corroborated by the detailed 
studies of Taylor (1976). PapiZZiaeras itself is restricted 
to the Sauzei Zone (Westermann and Riccardi, 1972, p. 75; 
Morton, 1975, p. 76, 78) except for the association with 
Euhoploaeras mentioned above. According to most authors, 
Witahellia is restricted to the LaeviusauZa Zone and this 
is one of the main arguments for retaining Dorsetensia, 
which is mainly restricted to the HumphPiesianum Zone 
(Morton, 1972, p. 505). However, Witahellia has been 
reported from the Sauzei Zone (Imlay, 1973, p. 19) as has 
Dorsetensia (Dorn, 1935, p. 120; Imlay, 1973, p. 7). The 
Dorsetensia pinguis group is characteristic of the upper 
Sauzei and lower HumphPiesianum Zones (Morton, 1972, p. 
505; 1976, p. 28, 29, 31). The subgenus of WitaheZlia, 
LatiwitahelZia, was previously found to occur only in the 
Disaites Zone {lower "SowePbyi Zone", Imlay, 1973, p. 7) 
and was therefore older than the oldest occurrences of 
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WitaheZZia in Europe. This restricted range is not 
substantiated here since the subgenus is found associated 
with WitaheZZia and Dorsetensia on Section 3 (see fig. 8). 
PeZekodites ranges from the Disaites Zone to the Sauzei 
Zone inclusive. 
In 1963 two classic papers were published simul-
taneously and independently concerning the recognition of 
sexual dimorphism in Jurassic ammonites (Callomon, 1963; 
Makowski, 1963). The association of forms that were 
identical in all respects except for shell size and the 
nature of the peristome had been noticed before but these 
were the first attempts to draw together the facts and offer 
an acceptable explanation. The larger macroconchs, as they 
have been called, possess a simple collared peristome 
whereas the smaller microconchs possess various forms of 
lateral lappets. Parallel lineages evident in both types 
have allowed the hypothesis of sexual dimorphism to be well 
established. 
Sexual dimorphism is a subject that has regenerated 
the old controversy of the species problem in paleontology. 
The topic of the morphospecies and the biospecies has 
received much attention from paleontologists and neontolo-
gists alike (see, for example,Sylvester-Bradley, 1956) but 
the main problem here is one of nomenclature. Forms that 
are now recognized as sexual dimorphs have been accorded 
separate specific and even generic rank in the past. The 
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Rules of Zoological Nomenclature hold that sexual dimorphs 
should bear the same specific name and recommends that the 
law of priority apply (Stoll, 1961, Article 24 {b}, p. 27). 
However, since sexual dimorphism in ammonites can only 
remain a hypothesis, the issue cannot be forced by the Rules 
of Nomenclature. As a consequence, two different nomen-
clatural approaches are evolving at present, one where the 
dimorphs are accorded subgeneric rank and the other where 
the dimorphs are given the same name and differentiated 
using the standard biologic symbols for male and female. 
This whole problem of dimorphism and its effect on nomen-
clature was thought to be so important as to be worthy of 
an international symposium almost held in Prague (Westermann, 
Ed., 1969a). 
Certain Toarcian and Bajocian ammonites collected 
during this study show evidence of sexual dimorphism but 
the pairing up of dimorphs and "marriage" into a single 
species would be foolhardy at this early stage. More 
stratigraphically controlled collecting in surrounding 
areas is necessary so that paleoecological factors can be 
taken into account, and precise stratigraphic ranges can 
be compared. Features of sexual dimorphism will be des-
cribed and discussed but standard binomial names will be 
applied. This conservative approach, with the aim of 
encouraging nomenclatural stability, has been adopted by 
several workers where pairings are obscure (s.g. Morton, 
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1975) or where detailed biostratigraphic studies are just 
beginning (Imlay, 19731. 
At a higher taxonomic level, however, it becomes 
impossible to recognize the family Otoitidae (Arkell, et 
al., 1957, p. L287) which is composed predominantly of 
microconchs now paired with members of the Stephanoceratidae 
and Sphaeroceratidae. The abandonment of Arkell's classi-
fication on this point, which in the case of the Snowshoe 
Formation fauna concerns only Normannites, is based on 
arguments and discussions presented by Westermann (1954, 
1964b}, Imlay (1964b) and Morton (197lb}. 
Other Fossils 
One very interesting aspect of the Snowshoe fauna 
is the abundance of ammonite aptychi which are usually rare 
except in rocks of the "Posidonia" Facies (see section of 
paleoecology, p. 54}. All the specimens collected are true 
aptychi consisting of paired calcareous structures as 
opposed to the single unmineralized objects often referred 
to as anaptychi (Kennedy and Cobban, 1976, p. 12). Aptychi 
are often found in the body chambers of ammonites or, 
rarely, closing off the aperture. Basically, there are two 
theories as to the function of aptychi. One school of 
thought maintains that aptychi were opercula that could be 
withdrawn to a ventral resting position (Arkell, et al. 
1957, p. L99} or perhaps lifted dorsally as with modern 
Nautilus (Schindewolf, 1958, p. 1). The other, more current 
school maintains that anaptychi and probably aptychi 
functioned as jaws (Lehmann, 1970, 1971, 1972) although 
Kennedy and Cobban have suggested that aptychi underwent 
a secondary adaptation to function as opercula (1976, p. 
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13) • No attempt has been made as yet to split the Snowshoe 
aptychi into the taxonomic units described in the "Treatise" 
which this author feels to be inadequate. Most of the 
aptychi were found completely isolated while others were 
found next to, but not inside, the body chambers of ammonites 
whose apertural size would have corresponded approximately 
to the size of the aptychi. Some of the aptychi compare 
with those found in the body chambers of sonniniids collected 
from Scotland (Morton, 1973) • Others show a diversity of 
size, shape, ornamentation and stratigraphic range suggest-
ing that several genera are represented. The aptychi from 
the Snowshoe Formation will be the subject of a detailed 
study at a later date. 
Other fossils that were collected from the Snowshoe 
Formation include a variety of pelecypods such as Ostrea, 
Gryphaea ? (grouped as "oysters"), Inoaeramus ? and 
Camptoneates (pl. 9, fig. 12). By far the most abundant 
is the small Bositra buahi (Roemer) (Posidonomya aZpina 
and Posidonia ornati, auat.) which crowds bedding planes 
at many horizons throughout the sequence, but most commonly 
in the lower member. 
While carrying out thin-section studies, Dickinson 
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came across minute "ovoid, bell-shaped and helmet-shaped" 
objects in the mudstones of the lower, middle and Silvies 
members that he took to be replaced or recrystallized 
radiolarian tests (1965, p. 46). These objects comprise 
10 to 25 percent of the mudstones. Samples of the lime-
stones collected from the lower member on Section 3 were 
dissolved in acid to reveal perfectly preserved radiolaria, 
with spines intact, indicating that Dickinson's inferences 
were correct. 
Much of the dark color of the mudstones in the lower 
member is attributed to dispersed organic matter. Black 
and brown organic material is often visible on bedding planes. 
Some of this material may be the remains of radulae and per-
haps siphuncles (see Andalib, 1972) although most is 
probably attributable to fish. On a larger scale, pieces 
of carbonized wood up to 15 centimeters in length have been 
collected from rare localities in all the members of the 
Snowshoe Formation. 
Two specimens of turreted gastropods were collected 
from beds of Silvies-like lithology behind the Izee 
Schoolhouse (pl. 9, fig. 9). One small, poorly preserved 
belemnite was found 840 feet (256 meters) above the base on 
Section 5 where a few rhynchonellid brachiopods were also 
collected from a nodule 50 feet (c. 15 meters) above the 
base. 
BIOSTRATIGRAPHY 
The stages and standard zonal succession used in 
this work are shown in fig. 5. The Callovian Stage is 
assigned to the Upper Jurassic in accordance with the 
current practice of the United States Geological Survey. 
It should be noted, however, that many workers now regard 
this stage as part of the Middle Jurassic because such a 
designation has historical priority (von Buch, 1837, p. 
49; Arkell, 1956, p. 8; Hallam, 1975, table 2.1). The 
term Aalenian is here regarded as a synonym of the lower 
Bajocian following the reconunendations of the Luxembourg 
colloquia on the Jurassic System (Sapunov, 1964, p. 226; 
Morton, 197la, p. 86) • The zonal scheme incorporates 
several revisions over that used by Arkell (1933, 1956, 
1957) to include the work of Dean, Donovan and Howarth 
(1961) and the more recent work of Parsons (1974). 
The stages and zones recognizable in each section 
have been marked on the stratigraphic columns where the 
ranges of each taxon are also indicated (figs. 6 to 11). 
The correlation between sections and some localities within 
the Izee area is shown in fig. 12 (cf. fig. 2). The 
significance of these correlations is discussed in the 
concluding part of the section on biostratigraphy. 
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SYSTEM STAGE ZONE 
UPPER SigaZoaeras aaZZoviense 





BA'i'HONIAN Tu lites subaontraatus 
Middle 
Proaerites prograaiZis 
Lower Zigzagiaeras zigzag 
Parkinsonia parkinsoni 
Upper Garantiana garantiana 














JURASSIC TOARCIAN Upper Grammoceras thouarsense 
Haugia variabitis 
(After the works of Arkell (see text): Dean, 
Donovan and Howarth, 1961: Parsons, 1974: Cox, 
1964: Callomon, 1964: and others.) 
Figure 5. Standard zones of the European Jurassic. 
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Key: For figures 6 to 11 (stratigraphic columns) • Figures 
8 and 10 are found in the pocket. 
Abundance symbols: (for intervals of ten stratigraphic feet). 
• l - 2 specimens .. 3 - 6 specimens 
• More than 6 specimens 
I Approximate generic range 
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Figure 12. The age of the Snowshoe Formation in the Izee area. 
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Age and correlation - The Lower Member 
The basal 180 feet (less at some localities) of the 
lower member yielded Dumortieria, Polyplectus and Lower 
Jurassic species of Hammatoceras and Pseudolioceras. A 
correlation with the uppermost zone of the Toarcian, the 
Levesquei Zone, is suggested by the presence of species 
of Dumortieria (including Catulloceras) which is restricted 
to that Zone (Dean, et al., 1961, p. 489) and Hammatoceras 
speciosum Janensch which is found in the upper Thouarsense 
and lower Levesquei Zones in Europe (Guex, 1975, pl. 12). 
Imlay recognized the Variabilis Zone in eastern Oregon 
(1968, p. Cl4) but this was based on the occurrence of 
Haugia which is here assigned to Hammatoceras. 
The base of the Middle Jurassic is marked by the 
incoming of Tmetoceras scissum (Benecke) which is restricted 
to the lower Bajocian. If Planammatoceras ? has been 
correctly identified, a correlation with the Murchisonae 
Zone is suggested on Flqt Creek where T. scissum and 
Planammatoceras ? are associated. 
The 100 to 150 feet of rocks assigned to the lower 
Bajocian correlate broadly with the lowest beds of the 
Weberg Member in the Suplee area. Many of the ammonites 
of the lower Weberg Member as well as other ammonites 
characteristic of the lower Bajocian in Canada and Alaska 
such as Praestrigites, Eudmetoceras, Erycites and Pseudo-
cidoceras have not been found in the Izee area. 
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The middle Bajocian is marked by the incoming of 
the Sonniniidae and Stephanoceratidae. The following dis-
cussion refers primarily to Section 3 where Bajocian 
deposits are the most continuously fossiliferous. The 
lowest, Disaites Zone is only evident by two poorly pre-
served specimens of Sonninia (EuhoplooePasJ, one of which 
occurs on Section 3 only 50 feet below beds of Laeviusaula 
Zone age in a 175 foot thick, otherwise unfossiliferous 
sequence above the highest occurrence of T. saissum. Some 
undeterminable portion of this 175 foot interval represents 
the time during which the middle and upper parts of the 
Weberg Member were deposited. If one were to assume an 
equal rate of deposition at both Sections 3 and 4, and 
extrapolate the position of the highest occurrence of T. 
soissum from Section 4 (205 feet above the base), this 
interval is reduced to just over 50 feet. In the Suplee 
area,the beds of the Snowshoe Formation above the range 
of T. soissum and below that of Witahellia sensu stPiato 
comprise approximately 100 stratigraphic feet that yield 
an extremely abundant, well preserved and varied fauna. 
The temporally equivalent beds in the Izee area, on the 
other hand, can only be described at best as poorly fossil-
iferous. This could be due: (a) to collection failure, 
(b) to slow or non-deposition, in which case a condensed 
sequence or layer would be expected, (c) to erosion, 
producing an unconformity, (d) to ecologic conditions that 
were inhospitable to the annnonites flourishing in the 
Suplee area. 
The many hours of bed-by-bed collecting in well 
exposed sections by several workers during the course of 
this study does not favor explanations (a) and (b) • The 
fact that there is a suitably positioned stratigraphic 
interval that has yielded two annnonite fragments of 
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probable Disaites Zone age suggests explanation (c) is 
unlikely. Explanation (d}, unfavorable ecologic conditions, 
therefore seems most promising. Furthermore, Taylor 
(personal communication, 1976) is marshalling evidence 
that the Weberg Member annnonites within the Suplee area 
itself were limited by ecologic controls. There appears 
to be a correlation in that area between the distribution 
of some of the ammonites and the lithology of the host 
rocks which, incidentally, were believed to have been 
deposited in shallower water than in the Izee area (Dickinson 
and Vigrass, 1965, p. 58). 
The 60 stratigraphic feet or so of the lower member 
on Section 3 that is assigned to the Laeviusaula Zone is 
characterized by an association of Witahellia connata 
(Buckman) and w. (Latiwitahellia) evoluta Imlay. The upper 
boundary of the Zone is drawn above the last occurrence of 
w. connata and below the first occurrences of Dorsetensia 
(except for one specimen), Sonninia (Papilliaeras) sp., 
species of Stephanoaeras (Skirroaeras) and Pel.ekodites 
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silviesensis Imlay tin abundance). The boundary between 
the Sauzei and Humphriesianum Zones is drawn above the 
highest occurrences of Sonninia (Papilliceras) sp., Peleko-
dites silviesensis, Lissoceras hydei and below the first 
occurrences of Poeailomorphus varius Imlay and Normannites 
sp. The incoming in abundance of Dorsetensia spans the 
boundary between the Sauzei and Humphriesianum Zones 
whereas species of Stephanoceras and S. (Skirroaeras) are 
· not abundant until the Humphriesianum Zone. 
The Laeviusaula and Sauzei Zone age deposits correlate 
with the Warm Springs and lower Basey Members of the Snow-
shoe Formation in the Suplee area. The Warm Springs Member 
is also similar lithologically to the lower member and it 
has been suggested that the name might be applicable in 
the Izee area if it weren't for the fact that the upper 
boundary of the lower member is diffuse (Imlay, 1973, p. 
14). The Laeviusaula Zone is only recognizable on Section 
3 where it encompasses approximately 60 feet of deposits 
that correlate with the lower part of the Warm Springs 
Member. The overlying 80 feet or so correlate with the 
remainder of the Warm Springs Member, the lower part of 
the Basey Member and Imlay's lower assemblage from the 
Snowshoe Formation of the Seneca area (Imlay, 1973, p. 28) • 
This entire interval in these areas is characterized by the 
ammonites Witahellia aonnata, Pelekodites silviesensis, 
Sonninia (Papilliaeras), Lissoaeras hydei and Dorsetensia 
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subtecta Buckman. Notably absent from the Izee area are 
ammonites such as Fontannesia intermedia Imlay which is 
restricted to a narrow interval at the base of the Warm 
Springs Member, EmiZeia buddenhageni Imlay and Otoites 
contractus (J. de C. Sowerby) which are both common in the 
upper part of the Member. Again, ecologic controls may 
have been at play. 
The remaining 200 feet of the lower member are 
assigned to the Humphriesianum Zone and are discussed in 
the next section dealing with the middle member. 
Age and Correlation - The Middle Member 
Approximately the upper 200 feet of the lower member 
and the basal 2 or 3 hundred feet of the middle member on 
Section 3 correlate with the Basey Member of the Snowshoe 
Formation in the Izee area. These stratigraphic intervals 
are characterized by the following ammonites, which indicate 
an assignment to the Humphriesianum Zone, probably the lower 
part: Dorsetensia edouardiana (d'Orbigny), D. oregonensis 
Imlay, PoeciZomorphus, Stephanoceras nodosum (Quenstedt), 
Chondroceras aZZani (McLearn) and Normannites, with 
Stephanoceras (Skirroceras) kirschneri Imlay appearing in 
abundance. Within 200 feet of the base of the middle member 
appear representatives of the genus Btemmatoceras together 
with Lupherites senecaensis Imlay and Cadomites ?, none of 
which are found associated with Chondroceras aZZani, s. (S.) 
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kirschneri, s. (S.) juhlei and Sphaeroaeras sp., the inter-
val also being characterized by an absence of the genus 
Dorsetensia. Like the upper part of the Basey Member, 
these beds on Section 3 are assigned to the Humphriesianum 
Zone, probably the upper part, and correlate with Imlay's 
middle assemblage of the Snowshoe Formation in the Seneca 
area (Imlay, 1973, p. 28), part of the Silvies Member and 
probably the Snowshoe Formation in the Emigrant Creek area 
(op. cit., p. 30). 
The middle member in the southwestern part of the 
area has yielded fossils characteristic of the Sauzei Zone, 
400 feet above its base on Section 1 and 60 feet below the 
top of the Formation at Localities A and B where the Trow-
bridge rests directly on the middle member. The basal 
middle member, therefore, is younger in the southwest than 
in the northeast. 
The transition from the middle to the upper Bajocian 
is rather difficult to delimit because of the sparsity of 
the data. The ammonite assemblage that occurs on Section 
3 some 250 feet above the association characteristic of the 
upper part of the Humphriesianum Zone is very tentatively 
assigned to the upper Bajocian because of the occurrence 
of a species of Normannites that is similar to N. vigorosus 
(Imlay) of the upper Bajocian (Imlay, 1962a, p. A2), a 
specimen referred questionably to the genus Garantiana and 
undescribed fragments resembling Oecotraustes. Since the 
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upper Bajocain anunonites Leptosphinctes cf. L. evoZutus 
Imlay and Leptosphinctes sp. occur in the upper member 
between 218 feet and 345 feet above its lower contact with 
the Silvies Member on Section 3, this would mean that the 
upper three quarters of the middle member, the entire 
Silvies-Member and at least the basal part of the upper 
member are possibly entirely late Bajocian in age on that 
section. This interpretation should be tempered by the 
information presented in the next section concerning the 
age of the Silvies Member. Also, the assemblage from Sec-
tion 3 in question is associated with Normannites (Normannites) 
orbignyi Buckman, which is characteristically found in the 
upper part of the Humphriesianum Zone, particularly the 
Blagdeni subzone (Westermann, 1954, p. 135). 
Age and Correlation - The Silvies Member 
Dickinson and Vigrass described the type sequence 
of the Silvies Member as unfossiliferous (1965, p. 51). 
In fact, the Member as a whole was thought to be unfossil-
iferous, only a few unidentifiable anunonite fragments 
having been found (Imlay, 1973, p. 15). A thorough search 
of the argillaceous interbeds in the type area of the 
Silvies Member, however, yielded a large fauna consisting 
of an association of Lupherites senecaensis Imlay, Stephan-
oceras sp. A., Stephanoceras (Skirroceras) kirschneri Imlay 
and Stemmatoceras sp. (Localities G and H). This association 
is identical with that found between 700 and 800 feet above 
so 
the base of Section 3 in the middle member rocks that 
correlate with the upper part of the Humphriesianum Zone. 
The basal contact of the Silvies Member, therefore, is 
probably diachronous, bearing in mind the arguments pre-
sented in the previous section. Since upper Bajocian 
ammonites have been collected from directly above the unit 
(Section 3 and Imlay's locality 95, 1973, p. 41, 49), the 
Silvies Member probably spans the boundary between the 
middle and upper Bajocian. It certainly is no younger 
than the upper Bajocian and no older than the Humphriesianum 
Zone. 
Age and Correlation - The Upper Member 
The stratigraphically highest occurrence of a late 
Bajocian ammonite occurs on Section 3, 3,115 feet above 
the base of the Formation, indicating that at least the 
lower 345 feet of the upper member is of late Bajocian 
age. 
All the beds in the Snowshoe Formation assigned to 
the upper Bajocian correlate with unnamed beds in the 
Juniper Mountain and Huntington areas (Imlay, 1973, p. 30, 
31) • 
On Section 5, 1,770 feet above the base, occurs an 
assemblage of Li'lZoettia 'li'lZoetensis Crickmay, L. buakmani 
(Crickmay), L. mi'lZeri ? Imlay, L. mertonyarwoodi ? 
(Crickmay), Xenoaepha'lites viaarius Imlay and BuZ'latimorphitea 
? sp. which is assigned to the lower Callovian. The 
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overlying Trowbridge and Lonesome Formations are also of 
this age (Imlay, 1964, p. D9). The Bathonian Stage has 
not been identified in the collections made during this 
study. In fact, Bathonian ammonites have not yet been 
recorded in the Pacific Coast region south of Smithers in 
north-central British Columbia {Imlay, in titt., 1974). 
Poorly preserved fragments occurring 220 stratigraphic 
feet below the Callovian assemblage on Section 5 are 
questionably assigned to the genus Proaerites. This genus 
is typically Bathonian but has been collected from lowermost 
Callovian rocks in southern Alaska {Imlay, 1975, fig. 2). 
The upper member, therefore, appears to range in age from 
the upper Bajocian to the lower Callovian with an unfossil-
iferous or covered interval of 1,000 stratigraphic feet on 
Section 5 which may represent in part the Bathonian Stage. 
Paleoecology 
As members of the nekton, ammonites were supposedly 
free from the limitations imposed on other organisms by 
environmental conditions; hence their great value in 
biostratigraphy. However, Kennedy and Cobban have recently 
suggested that even apparently facies independent ammonite 
species may var~ in their relative aburrlance between facies 
(1976, p. 44). The vast majority of ammonites collected 
from the Snowshoe Formation were found in argillaceous 
rocks. The succession contains a higher ~roportion of 
coarser elastic material in its middle and upper parts 
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where anunonites are rare to absent. The great input of 
volcaniclastic material from the east by turbidity flow 
(Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965, p. 59), that now constitutes 
the Silvies Member of the Snowshoe Formation, could well 
have marked the beginning of a period of conditions suffi-
cient to drive ammonites from the area. This rarity of 
ammonites is a characteristic that persists throughout 
the remainder of Jurassic time in east-central Oregon when 
immensely thick sequences of sediments were rapidly laid 
down. Even so, unaccountably barren thicknesses in the 
lower, fossiliferous part of the Snowshoe Formation, without 
any change in lithology, suggests that subtle or far removed 
ecological controls were at play that did not leave their 
mark in the local sedimentary record. 
The only anunonites which have any water depth 
connotations at present are the "leiostracans" (phyllo-
ceratids and lytoceratids) which, on grounds of f acies 
associations and shell structure, were thought to inhabit 
deep water {Westermann, 1971, p. 33). They are generally 
absent from shallow inland and epicontinental seas but their 
distribution may include the outer margin of the shelf 
{Westermann, 1975, p. 34). In the Snowshoe Formation the 
proportion of phylloceratids and lytoceratids to all the 
other ammonites is low (3 percent) but their presence is 
enough at least to suggest ease of access, if not proximity 
to the open ocean. Such a conclusion is strengthened by 
SJ 
an abundance of radiolaria. 
The small and fragile pelecypod, BositPa buahi 
(Roemer) , is found throughout the sequence and in abundance 
in the lower and middle parts. Jefferies and Minton (1965) 
have elegantly argued that BositPa was a nektoplanktonic 
organism and this is in keeping with its world wide 
occurrence. The pelecypod is ubiquitous in the quiet-
water, euxinic facies typified by the "Posidonia shales" 
(= BositPa) of Europe. Conditions must indeed have been 
quiet during the deposition of the Snowshoe Formation for 
the delicate shells to be fossilized unbroken. Sedimen-
tologic evidence also suggests quiet conditions for the 
middle part of the sequence where fine, alternating laminae 
of siltstone and mudstone are found. For such structures 
to be preserved, deposition must have been rapid or perhaps 
euxinic bottom conditions suppressed the benthonic fauna, 
preventing bioturbation (see Pettijohn, 1975, p. 105). The 
rarity of benthonic organisms from much of the Snowshoe 
Formation favors the latter idea but probably both causes 
were effective. A likely water depth of 650 feet to 1,650 
feet (a. 200 to 500 meters, upper bathyal, continental 
slope) has been suggested for some European deposits rich 
in BositPa but these limits are by no means rigid (Westermann, 
1975, p. 35; see also, Sturani, 1971, p. 43). 
Oysters (sensu lato) are often found encrusting 
ammonites, usually concentrated in the umbilicus of large 
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forms. As a consequence, many of the oysters have grown 
xenomorphically, forming a partial external mold of the 
ammonite, in the fashion described by Lewy (.1972) artd 
Stenzel (1971, p. Nl022). The fact that oysters are absent 
from bedding planes where they encrust ammonites suggests 
a muddy bottom unsuitable for oyster colonization. Although 
euryhaline oysters are thought to have arisen in the 
Middle Jurassic (Hudson and Pa·lmer, 1976) , there can be no 
doubt that normal marine conditions prevailed during the 
deposition of the Snowshoe Formation since the oysters 
collected were always associated with stenohaline cephalo-
pods and pelecypods. Normally the presence of oysters 
suggests shallow water and such conditions of deposition 
have been postulated for at least the upper part of the 
Snowshoe Formation (Imlay, 1964, p. D6). However, none of 
the oysters collected during this study are the thick 
shelled, large forms characteristic of shallow waters in 
modern seas. 
The Snowshoe fauna as a whole is characterized by 
locally abundant ammonites and aptychi, ubiquitous Bositra 
buchi, oysters and other rare pelecypods, organic matter 
and radiolaria. Such a composition compares well with the 
fauna of the typical Bositra buahi facies which was des-
cribed by Jefferies and Minton (1965, p. 158) as consisting 
••• mainly of shale, often bituminous, with 
subordinate limestone and radiolarian chert. 
Apart from B. buahi, which is often exceedingly 
abundant, almost the only macrofossils are ammo-
nites, often including Phylloce:ras and Lytoce:vas, 
together with aptychi and cephalopod {? ammonite) 
beaks (Rhynchoteuthis) , though tracks, including 
Zoophycus, may be present. 
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The Snowshoe Formation and fauna, particularly in the lower 
part of the sequence, are probably partial developments of 
this facies but perhaps of lower neritic rather than 
bathyal depths. The facies is widespread throughout the 
world, having been recorded in the Middle Jurassic rocks 
of Tethyan aspect in Europe, Africa, Turkey, Persia, Iraq, 
Indonesia and South America (Arkell, 1956, passim; Jefferies 
and Minton, 1965, p. 158; Westermann, 1975, p. 35). 
Conclusions 
In summary, the Snowshoe Formation .fauna ranges in 
age from the Lower to the Upper Jurassic, spanning the 
uppermost Toarcian, Bajocian and lower Callovian stages. 
The zonal succession seems to be fairly complete in the lower 
part of the sequence but after the middle Bajocian, the 
dearth of anunonites does not allow the recognition of zones. 
The age relationships between the various members of the 
Snowshoe Formation, as postulated in this paper, are shown 
in fig. 13. 
The Toarcian portion of the lower member has no known 
correlatives in Oregon. This is also true of most of the 
Jurassic sequences in Canada where the Toarcian is often 
represented but not the Levesquei Zone (Frebold, 1958, 









































The "Shaw Member" is not included 
within the Snowshoe Formation in 
this report (see Imlay, 1973, p. 9). 
IIlil1B Not represented. 
Not to scale. 
Fi2'ure 13. Correlation of members of the Snowshoe 
F·ormation in the Izee and Suplee areas. 
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Frebold et al., 1969, table 1). One possible exception 
is recorded in the southern Yukon where specimens of 
Catulloaeras ? spp. indet. have been collected from the 
Laberge Group (Frebold, 1964, p. ~6, 26, table 1). The 
Levesquei Zone is probably represented in unnamed sedi-
mentary rocks cropping out in the Puale Bay and Alinchak 
Bay areas on the Alaska Peninsula and in the Utukok and 
Etivluk Rivers area of northern Alaska (Imlay and Detterman, 
1973, fig. 11). Parts of the Kingak Shale in northern 
Alaska are probably correlative with the lowermost Snowshoe 
Formation but the case for the age of all of the Alaskan 
deposits is based on stratigraphic position rather than on 
the basis of fossils. The diverse Levesquei Zone fauna in 
eastern Oregon appears, at present, to be unique in the 
Pacific Coast region of the North American continent. The 
nearest comparable fauna occurs in the Mendoza Province of 
western Argentina (Jaworski, 1926) • 
The upper part of the lower member, the middle and 
Silvies members and the lower part of the upper member that 
are assigned to the Bajocian Stage constitute in excess of 
2,000 stratigraphic feet of sedimentary rocks. This interval 
correlates wholly or in part with the following formations: 
the Kialagvik Formation, Red Glacier Formation, Gaikema 
Sandstone, Fitz Creek Siltstone, Cynthia Falls Sandstone, 
Nizina Mountain Formation and the Gemuk Group of Alaska 
{Imlay, 1953b, table 5; 1962b, fig. 7; 1964b, fig. 5; 1973, 
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fig. 1: Imlay and Detterman, 1973, fig. llA): the Sawtooth 
and Piper Formations of Montana (Imlay, 1953a, table 2: 
1962b, fig. 7; 1967, fig. 101; the Twin Creek Limestone of 
Idaho, Wyoming and Utah (Imlay, 1953a, table 2; 1967, fig. 
10) ; the Gypsum Spring Formation of Wyoming and Dakota 
(Imlay, 1953a, table 2; 1967, fig. 10); the Navajo Sandstone 
(?), Arapien Shale (.?) and Carmel Formation (?} of Utah 
{Imlay, 1953a, table 2; 1967, fig. 10); the Thompson Lime-
stone, the Mormon Sandstone and Sailor Canyon Formation of 
California (Imlay, 1964b, fig. 5; 1973, fig. 1, p. 35}. 
Fossiliferous but unnamed Bajocian beds in Canada are 
described by Frebold (1964, table l; Frebold and Tipper, 
1967, pl. 2; Frebold et al., 1969, table 1). Other Bajocian 
sequences from Canada include the Yakoun Formation and parts 
of the Thompson, Fernie and Hazelton Groups (Frebold, 1953, 
pl. l; Frebold and Tipper, 1967, p. 8; 1973, p. 1,109). 
If the Bathonian Stage is represented in the Snowshoe 
Formation of the Izee area, its correlatives would include 
the following: the Sawtooth Formation, Piper Formation, 
Gypsum Spring Formation, Carmel Formation, Arapien Shale, 
Twin Creek Limestone and Bowser Formation. All of these 
units are partly Bajocian in age except for the Bowser 
Formation of Alaska which is entirely Bathonian (Imlay, 
1964b, fig. 5; Imlay and Detterman, 1973, fig. llA). In 
Canada, part of the Hazelton Group is of Bathonian age 
(Frebold and Tipper, 1973, p. 1,109). 
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The lower Callovian portion of the Snowshoe Formation 
correlates wholly or i .n part with the following uni ts: the 
Shelikof Formation, Chinitna Formation and Kotsina Conglomer-
ate (1) of Alaska (Imlay, 1962b, fig. 7; 1964b, fig. 5; 1975, 
fig. 8; Imlay and Detterman, 1973, fig. llA); the Rierdon 
. Formation of Montana (Imlay, 1962b, fig. 7; 1967, fig. 10}; 
the Twin Creek Limestone of Idaho, Wyoming and Dakota 
(Imlay, 1953a, table 2; 1967, fig. 10); the "Lower Sundance" 
Formation of Wyoming and Dakota, and the Arapien Shale and 
Carmel Formation of Utah (Imlay, 1953a, table 2; 1967, fig. 
10) ; the Consumnes Formation, Bicknell Sandstone and Hinchman 
Sandstone (?) of California (Imlay, 1961, fig. l); the 
Mysterious Creek Formation, Minabariet Formation, parts of 
the Yakoun Formation, the Savik Formation and various 
unnamed sequences in Canada (Frebold, ·1953, pl. l; Frebold 
and Tipper, 1967, table 2). 
From the detailed evidence accrued during this study, 
a model can be outlined that explains the distribution in 
space and time of the sedimentary rocks that now .constitute 
the Snowshoe Formation in the Izee area. The gradational 
contact between the Hyde and the Snowshoe Formations attests 
to a gradual change in the nature of the sedimentation. 
Furthermore, this change began synchronously throughout the 
Izee area since upper Toarcian fossils are found in the basal 
part of the lower member on most sections • . The lower member 
maintains fairly constant thickness throughout the area so. 
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that, as might be expected from a dominantly argillaceous 
unit, its geometr~ offers no clue as to provenance. As quiet 
deposition of suspended andesitic silt, clay and organic 
matter proceeded in the Izee area, the Suplee area to the 
. west was e.Xperiencing transgression across the nascent 
"Suplee platform" ·(Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965, p. 58) • 
. Here lies an obvious possible source area for the sedimentary 
rocks of the lower member .but certainly this was not the · 
only ·source. 
The hypothesis presented by Dickinson and Vigrass 
concerning the origin and relationships between the Silvies 
· and middle members (1965, p. 59) is entirely compatible with 
· the evidence gathered during this investigation. These 
workers suggest that the Silvies Member is a 
wedge-shaped apron of andesit1c detritus deposited 
by turbidity currents moving downslope toward the 
"Izee basin" from a constructional volcanic pile . 
lying more than 25 miles east of . Izee beyond Seneca 
(Zoa. ait.). The graded volcanic siltstone laminae of the 
middle member are interpreted as the distal ends of these 
.. turbidity flows. In· the southwestern part of the Izee 
area, the middle member is decidedly older than to the 
north. It is suggested, therefore, that . the distal ends of 
these turbidity flows first reached the southwestern part 
. . 
of the area during Sauzei Zone time or earlier whereas 
they did not reach the northeastern part of the area until -
Humphraiesianum Zone time. Eventually the Silvies Member · 
itself arriv.ed in .the area, encroaching from approximately 
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the east or the northeast, if the evidence concerning the 
diachronous nature of its basal part holds good. 
The deposition of the Silvies Member during the upper 
part of the middle Bajocian and the upper Bajocian was a 
geologic event of major proportions · that not only appears 
to have had an influence on the distribution of anunonites 
but possibly heralded a period of shallowing followed by 
tectonic disturbance and subsidence. The problem of whether 
or not the Bathonian is present remains unsolved but it 
could mark a period of non-deposition or erosion. The upper 
member was probably deposited in the shallowing water of an 
almost filled Izee basin. · Not only is the Snowshoe Formation 
a coarsening upward sequence but the overlying Rosebud Member 
of the Trowbridge Formation was thought to have been deposited 
in a lagoon or broad 'bay (Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965, p. 
64) • 
The relationship between the Snowshoe and Trowbridge . 
Formations remains problematical in some respects. The 
upper member disappears in a westerly direction where 
·. Bajocian fossils are found directly below the contact as 
opposed to Callovian fossils 600 feet below the top of 
Section 5. Such a situation could be explained by the 
Snowshoe/Trowbridge contact being diachronous so that the 
Rosebud Member in the southwest could be equivalent in age 
to the upper member in the northeast. Unfortunately, the 
Rosebud Member has never yielded any fossils but is assigned 
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to the lower Callovian merely because it rests on the 
upper member of the Snowshoe Formation in some areas and 
the Magill Member, the uppermost member of the Trowbridge 
· Formation, has furnished lower Callovian fossils. However, 
a diachronous relationship is not the only possible explan-
... ation. The upper member could pinch out at depth before 
reaching Big Flat or, if there were any angular discordance 
: between the two formations, the upper member could be 
progressively overlapped by the Trowbridge Formation in a 
westerly direction as suggested by Dicki~son and Vigrass 
(1965, p. 60, 84). The Snowshoe/Trowbridge contact could .well 
be conformable north of the South Fork of the John Day River 
but represent a diastem to the southwest, closer to ·the then 
active Mowich upwarp. 
The progressive thickening of · the Snowshoe Formation 
to the northeast described on p. 6 can therefore. be 
attributed to two causes. Firstly, a tongue of the Silvies 
Member adds. thickness to the Formation in that part of the 
area. Secondly, fossil collections indicate that the 
Snowshoe Formation rep~esents a longer period of time in 
the northeast than in the southwest. 
As more detailed geologic maps become available the 
study of the biostratigraphy of the Snowshoe Formation should 
be continued to the east where the unit, particularly in its · 
upper . parts, is often more fossiliferous. Eventually., · a 
detailed understanding of Oregon's· geologic history during · 
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this part of the Jurassic Period could be achieved across 
an area stretching from Suplee to the Idaho border. 
SYSTEMATIC SECTION 
Notes on Preservation and Quantification 
Certain ammonites collected from east-central Oregon 
provide a valuable right s _ide-up criterion in an area where 
beds may be near vertical or overturned. The lowermost 
surface of the a.mmonite, i.e. the surface that came to 
.·. rest on the. sea floor, is · often well preserved while the 
upper surface is crushed• Also, aptychi tended to come to · 
rest in a stable position with the convex side of each 
valve facing upward. Rigorous evaluation of these casual 
. observations would be a useful study. 
Usually ammonites show a relatively well preserved 
body chamber. The absence of septa allows the free passage · 
. of sediment into the body chamber after the. soft parts have 
decayed (Arkell, 1957, p. L86). This author has collected 
specimens from the English Lias, for example, where the body 
chamber is preserved as an internal mold almost in its 
original form whereas the phragmoconei unsupported by 
. . 
sediment, · is crushed in the plane of C()iling by the weight 
of the superincumbent deposits. Differences in preserva-
tion of this sort have been noted by several authors from 
Europe (e.g. Arkell, 1951, 1957). Some of the eastern 
Oregon ammonites, .however; show a body chamber that is 
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relatively more crushed than tbe phragmocone. This may be 
a reflection of the different .rates of sedimentation that ·. 
prevailed in Oregon during the Jurassic compared to the 
relatively slow rates experienced in the classic area's of 
Europe. The Jurassic sequence in southern England, for 
example, is a mere 5,000 feet (1,524 meters) or so thick 
(Cope, .et a i. , 1969, table 1) whereas the dominantly vol-
caniclastic Jurassic succession in east-central Or~gon is . 
four times thicker with at least three stages unrepresented 
{Dickinc:;on and Vigrass, 1965, pl. 3). Rapid deposition .would 
· " cause burial before decay of the soft parts thus preventing 
a complete infilling of the body chamber, leaving it weaker 
relative to the septate phragmocone (see Jackson, 1970, 
p. 381). 
Preservation· is generally poor. The vast majority of . 
the ammonite specimens described herein are fragmentary or 
crushed in the plane of coiling and occasionally slightly 
.. crushed at right angles to this plane. This greatly in-
hibits quantification. Whorl width and height cannot 
usually be measured whereas umbilical measurements and 
shell diameters are exaggerated to some degree by crushing. 
However, fea~ures of ribbing are important in identification 
and rib densities are best expressed in terms of density 
.Per half whorls at given umbilical diameters. Only speci""'. 
mens that show a similar . state of preservation are used for 
graphical work and a comment is made on the nature of the 
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preservation. This will aid later workers attempting to 
study similarly preserved ammonites collected from the 
Snowshoe Formation in other areas. Suture lines are 
rarely evident and are usually corroded or distorted when 
preserved. Consequently, little use could be made of 
suture lines in identifying the specimens • . 
Parameters measured are listed below. · All dimensions 
are in millimeters. All regression lines drawn on graphs 
are linear. Regression -equations are given followed by 
·· · the correlation coeffecient in parentheses. Approximate 
·measurements are preceeded by "c." (cirda). · 
D Diameter of specimen (see fig. 14). 
Ud Diameter of umbilicus (see fig. 14). 
u A measure of the degree of involution where 
u = Ud x 100 (to the nearest whole number) • 
D 
Rd Ribs per half whorl at given umbilical diameter 
using the prefix ."p 11 or "s" for primary and 
secondary ribs respectively (see fig. 14). 
Wh Whorl height. 
Wb Whorl breadth. 
The geographic distribution of specimens is shown 
· in Table II in the section on paleontology whereas the 
the stratigraphic -distribution is illustrated in figs. 6 
to 11 in the section dealing with biostratigraphy. 
Information regarding specimen. numbers . from section 
x 
Key: x Umbilical diameter measured 
between umbilical seams. 
Half whorl for the given 
umbilical diameter x. 
Figure 14. The umbilical diameter of anunonites. 
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collections is presented in Appendix c. Appendix A (section 
· and locality descriptions) describes the fossil numbering 
system for isolat_ed localities. 
Identification of the specimens collected during 
this study was mostly achieved by comparing the Oregon 
material with specimens figured and described by other 
authors. The only museum material available for study 
consisted of a few specimens of Doraetensia ·from Lupher's 
collection (two of which are ~efigured here, see pl. 4, 
· figs. 9, 10) and some rubber molds of. Ca tu 7, Zoaera·s 
collected from eastern Oregon and kindly made available . . . ' 
by Dr. Imlay. A collection of sonniniids from Scotland, 
,; 
collected by or·. Morton, was seen briefly during · the 





Class BIVALVIA Linne, 1758 
Order PTERIOIDA Newell, 1965 
Family POSIDONIIDAE Frech, 1909 
Genus Bositra De Gregorio, 1886 
Bositi'a buchi (Roemer) 
? Posidonia cf. P. orn~ti Quenstedt; Iml~y, p~ . 
264, pl. 39, figs. 22-24 • 
... . ' 
. . . . . . 
1955 Posidonia cf. · P. ornati Quenstedt; - Imlay, p. 86, 
pl. 10, fig. 21. 




Posidonia ornati Quenstedt; Imlay, .p. 102, pl'. 
14 I f igS o 10-13. 
1964a Posidonia ornati ·ouenstedt; Imlay, p. Dl3, pL 1, 
_fig. 22. . . 
. . 
1964c Posidonia ornati Quenstedt; Imlay, p. 507, pl . 
78; figs. 1-2. 
. . 
1965 Bositra buchi (Romer ) ; Jefferies and Minton, 
pl. 19, figs. 1-4, 6-9. 
1971 Bositra buchi (Romer); Sturani, p. 44, ·pl. 16, 
fig • . 5. 
· Material: Several hundred specimens with thousands seen 
·· in situ but not collected~ 
Description: All the specimens are small, usually in the 
order of 9 mm in length, slightly less iri height, and mostly 
preserved as .external molds with the .valves .often open and 
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separated. Hinge line fairly straight; dorsal angles 
rounded; broadly rounded ventral margin becoming more straight 
anteriorly and posteriorly. The surface displays marked, .·· 
rounded costae (with sharp interspaces) that are concentric 
about the low prosogyral umbos. 
Discussion: The differences between Bositra (Toarciari to 
Oxfordian} and Posidonia are described by Jefferies and 
Minton (1965, p. 157), who also discuss the synonomy of the 
specific name. 
? 1871 
Class CEPHALOPODA Cuvier, 1797. 
Order AMMONOIDEA Zittel, 1884 
Family PHYLLOCERATIDAE Zittel, 1884 
Genus PhyZZoaeras Suess, 1865 
Phy Z Zoaeras kunthi ? · Neumay.r 
Pl~ ·1, fig. 1 
PhyZZoaeras kunthi Neumayr; p. 312, pl. 13~ figs. 
la, b. 
? 1964b . PhyZZoaeras cf.P • . kunthi Neumayr; Imlay, p. 
B31, pl. 2, figs. 3-4. 
1973 PhyZZoaeras sp.; Imlay, p. 54, pl. 1, fig. 17; 
pl. 2, fig. 9. 
Ma t erial: Eleven fragmentary specimens. 
Description: . Very poorly preserved fragments of a compressed 
· species that reached a l~rge size,. probably well in excess 
of 10 cm. Each fragment bears dense lirae or fine ribs. 
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lJisaussion: These specimens compare in style of ribbing . 
with the anunonites figured by Imlay CZ.oa. ait.) . and will 
probably be referrable to P. kunthi as suggested by Imlay 
(1973, p. 54), when better preserved material becomes 
available. 
Phylloaeras sp. 
Pl. 1, figs. 2 - 3 
Material: Six specimens. 
Dimensions: Specimen no". D Ud u Wh Wb 
Float 2-52 21 1 5 11 10 
F5-4-3 16 1 6 10 6 
F5-5-29 30 a.2 7 19 13 
Desaroiption: Three crushed fragments .and three well pre-
served specimens ·that are extremely involute to convolute 
with an ovate, slightly compressed whorl section. The 
specimens are featureless in terms of ornamentation. · The 
. suture is exposed on specimen Float 2-52 revealing a· complex 
line with triphyll.ic saddles. 
Discussion: These specimens are assigned to Phylloaeras 
on ·the basis of their suture line, degree of involution and 
lack of costation. Phylloaeras sp. can _be differentiated 
from Ho laophy l lcfoeras aos tisparsum Imlay in being more 
inv6lute and in ~ot posses~ing cons~rictions .• 
Genus Holeophylloaeroaa Spath, 1927 
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HoZoophyZZoaeraa ooatiaparaum Imlay 
Pl. 1, fig. 4 
1962a CaZZiphyZZooeraa sp.~ Imlay~ p. AS, pl. 1, fig. 
8. 
1964b HoZaophyZZoaeraa ooatiaparaum ·n. sp.; Imlay, 
p. B32, ·pl. 1, figs~ 10-12, 14-17. . 
1969b HoZaophyZZoae1'a8 aoatispar8um Imlay; Westermann, 
p. 40, pl. 8, figs. 3a, b; pl. 9, figs. la, ' b. 
Ma teriaZ: Thirteen specimens. 
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Desoription: Seven of the specimens are fragments ·and all 
but two of the complete individuals ·are flattened in the 
plane of coiling. All the specimens are internal molds, 
· occasionally with some shell material still adhering. This 
species is extremely involute to almost . convolute, the 
narro.w umbilicus ·being bordered by a low umbilical wall 
that rounds evenly into the somewhat flattened flanks. On 
·an ·uncrushed specimen (FS-3-3) . the whorl height is 22 mm 
. . 
· and the whorl width ·16 mm at a diameter of 42 .mm. The 
·whorls are compressed ovat'e with a broadly rounded venter. · 
Each ·specimen bears between 2 and 4 constrictions 
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{per half whorll, which are seen to be restricted to the 
-internal mold on one suitably preserved specimen. These 
constrictions are generally rectiradiate with a slight 
adoral inflection just above the middle of the flank. The 
constrictions pass rectiradiately or arch slightly forward 
across the venter. The internal molds are otherwise quite 
smooth. 
Discussion: There is an excellent resemblance between these 
specimens and the type material des.cribed from Alaska except 
for the absence of the very weak riblets ·ori the upper 
flanks and venter (Imlay, 1964a, p. B32)~ Westermann des-
cribed similar specimens from the Sowerbyi .Zone {= Discites 
and Laeviuscula Zones} of Alaska extending the rang~ of 
this species to include the middle and the upper Bajocian 
{Westermann, 1969b, p • . 41). Acording to Westermann (Zoe. 
cit.), this species is intermediate between H. ultramontanum 
'(Zittel, 1869, p. 66, pl. 1, figs. 4-6>. of the lower Bajocian 
(+ ? Sowerbyi Zone) and H. mediterraneum (Neumayr, 1871, 
p. 340, pl. 17, figs. 2-5) which ranges from the upper 
Bajocian to the T.ithonian. H. ultramontanum bears small, 
acute,adoral ' inflections of .the constrictions but its umbili-
cus, which is slightly wider than that of ~. coatisparsum, 
is comparable to the Oregon specimens. H. mediterraneum 
also has a wider umbilicus but the constrict~ons are similar 
in style and density to H. costispaioaum. It differs, however, 
in having much stronger costation. 
Family LYTOCERATIDAE Neumayr, 1875 
Genus Lytoceras Suess, 1865 
L~toceras espinazitum Pugin 
p 1. 1, . fig. 6 . 
1878 Lytoceras Eudesianu~ d'Orbigny; Gottsche, 
p. 8, pl. 1, fig. 1. 
1964 Lytoceras espinazitu~ n. sp.; Pugin, p. 32. 
Materiat: One specimen. 
Dimensions: Specimen ~o. D Ud Rd u 
FS-4-23 d.32 c~l5 a.so 64 
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Description: This specimen . is a laterally crushed internal 
mold with a considerable amount of corroded shell material 
°"adhering. It is an evolute form ornamented with fine, dense 
lirae or riblets that trend slightly rursiradiately from · 
the rounded umbilical wall across the rounded flanks. The 
costation is interrupted at four points on the outer half 
whorl by shallow constrictions. The inner whorls are too 
poorly preserved to determine whether they are also constricted. 
Discussion: This specimen appears to be identical to the 
specimen figured by Gottsche (too. oi~!) which he identi-
fied with the holotype of L. eudesianum (d'Orbigny, 1846, 
pl. 128). · However, d'Orbigny's. figure does not show the 
. regular constrictions e~ident in Gottsche'.s figure •. Pugin 
(too . . oit.) therefore created the new _species L. espinazitum 
and designated Gottsche's specimen as the holotype. 
Lytoaeras aff. L. eudesia~um (d'Orbigny) 
p 1 • 1, fig. '5 
aff. 1846 Ammonites Eudesianu~ d'Orbi~ny; pl. 128. 
1969b Lytoaeras sp. aff. L. eudesian~m (d'Orbigny); 
Westermann, p. 42, pl. 9, figs •. 2-3. 
Material: One specimen. 
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Desaription: This fragmentary specimen shows a crushed outer 
(? body) whorl whereas the internal whorls are well pre-
served displaying a circular cross section. The shell is 
extremely evolute and bears fine rursiradiate riblets (Rd -
34 at Ud = 6) that are not interrupted by constrictions. 
Di scussion: This specimen differs from d'Orbigny's holotype 
. of L. eudesianum tzoa. ait) by the absence of lamellar 
flares and in that respect is similar to Westermann's figured· 
specimens. Lytoaeras aff. L. eudesianum differs from L. 
· espinazitu~ in not possessing constrictions and being less 
densely costate. 
Family HILDOCERATIDAE Hyatt, 1867 
Genus PseudoZioaeras Buckman, 1889 
PseudoZioceras cf. P. spitsbergense Frebold 
Pl. 1, fig. 7 
cf. 1960 . Grammoaeras ? sp. indet; Frebold, p. 23, pl. 12, 
figs. ·Sa, b~ 6, 7. 
cf. 1975 . PseudoZioa.ei>as spitsbergense trebold1 p. 12, 
pl. 4, figs. 6-9~ ~ 
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Material: One specimen. 
Desaription: This specimen is a poorly .preserved, flattened 
fragment that shows a very high whorl section (35 nun in its 
·: fossilized state) and a tightly arcuate umbilical wall 
suggesting it was an involute form. The umbilical wall is 
small, and steep, passing abruptly into the very gently 
convex flanks. The ribs have been . weathered, especially 
near the umbilicus, but they appear to arise fairly low Ori . 
the flanks as weak, prorsiradiate ribs that become stronger 
and falcoid on the upper four~fifths of the flanks. The 
ribs are fairly wide and rounded with narrower, sharp 
interspaces. They do not reach the venter but fade into a 
smooth band that borders the keel. The keel is extremely 
high (almost 5 mm) and possibly laterally sulcate. A section 
was cut through the keel, revealing that it is hollow. 
Discussion: This specimen is assigned to the genus · 
Pseudotioaeras rather than Pseudogrammoceras because the 
ribbing is straight and prorsiradiate on the lower flanks; 
· it is an involute;· compressed form; the keel is very high · 
and the umbilical wall is low and steep. · The much younger 
genus Daretlia (Buckman, 1910, pl. 11, fig. 2) has consider~ 
a:Ply .weaker costation whereas Leioaeras, the supposed homeo-
morph .of Pseudotioceras, differs in possessing a solid 
instead of ahollowkeel (Arkell, et al.; 1957, p • . L259). 
The .ribbing on the Oregon specimen is much stronger and the 
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keel higher than on a Toarcian specimen of HyperZioceras 
(= PseudoZioceras, Westermann, 1964a, p. 351) collected in 
Japan by Sato (1957, p. 347, pl. 2, figs. 7, 8). Pseudo-
Zi o ceras is a long ranging genus, having been collected 
from both Toarcian and Bajocian deposits (Imlay, 1968, 
p. C21). 
Pseud ol i oceras is well represented in Jurassic deposits 
of the Canadian Arctic (Frebold, 1958, 1960, 1975) and in 
Alaska (Westermann, 1964a). Most of the species have been 
associated with Bajocian faunas and differ from the Oregon 
. . 
example in possessing a raised, ridge-like umbilical margin 
(Pse u d ol i ocera s whit e av e s i (White); White, 1889, p. 499, 
pl. 13, figs. 1-5) or in the ribbing being more falcate, less 
persistent on the lower flanks and the keel being lower 
(Pse u do l i ocera s mcli n todki (Haughton); see figures in 
Frebold, 1960, and Westermann, 1964a). The Oregon specimen 
compares most favorably with the recently erected species, 
Fs eu dolio c eras s pi tsberge ns e (Frebold, 1975, p. 12), but 
again the ribbing is not quite as falcate. In this respect 
it compares with an ammonite collected by H. W. Tipper from 
the Spruce Lake area, British Columbia and very questionably 
assigned to the genus Oe d a n ia by Frebold (Frebold, e t a Z. , 
1969, p. 23, pl. 2, fig. 5). 
P . cf. spitsberge ns e may be differentiated from the 
Toarcian species figured by Monestier (1921, p. 29-36, 
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pls. 1-3} by its higher keel and from P. compaotiZe (Simpson) 
(Imlay, 1955, p. 89; Frebold, 1958, p. 5; Guex, 1972, pl. 
5, fig. 13) by the ribbing which is not projected on P. 
oompactiZe. 
Genus PoZypZectus Buckman, 1890 
PoZypZectus spp. ? 
Pl. 1, figs. 8-10 
Material: Twenty-nine fragmentary specimens. 
Description: One of the larger specimens and the two 
smallest specimens indicated that this form was narrowly 
umbilicate and probably an oxycone since all the fragments 
show what would have been a very high whorl section. 
The flanks of the whorls bear dense falcate ribs 
that arise from the umbilical margin and pass onto the very low 
keel that is evident on a few of the fragments. The strength 
of the costation varies slightly from specimen to specimen 
and sometimes on the same specimen (see pl. 1, fig. 8) but 
it tends to be finest and faintest on the lower two-thirds 
of the flanks where the ribs crowd toward the narrow umbili-
cus. On the upper third of the flanks the ribs thicken 
considerably but are still fine. 
Discussion: The indifferent preservation of the material 
does not allow accurate specific identification but the 
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fragments do show the essential characteristics of the 
genus viz. an involute oxycone bearing fine, falcate ribs. 
All the fragments suggest that this ammonite reached a 
fairly large diameter, probably well in excess of 6 cm. 
Guex (1973, p. 8) has recently recognized a new genus he 
has named MicropoZypZectus which is supposedly the micro-
conch of Polyplectus differentiated on the basis of its 
small size. 
These specimens compare favorably with the two examples 
of Po lypZectus cf. P. subplanatus (Oppel} figured by Imlay 
(1968, pl. 9, figs. 13, 16). However, the ribbing on 
specimen F4-3~61 (pl. 1, fig. 9), for example, is slightly 
coarser and is reminiscent of the ribbing displayed by 
Harpoceras (Polyplectus) discoide (Zeiten) as figured by 
Parisch and Viale (1906, pl. 8, figs. 1-4; see also, G~czy, 
1967, pl. 30, fig. 1). More than one species may therefore 
be represented. 
In the past, this genus has been confused with 
Harpoceras (Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965, p. 48, 49) which is 
represented in Canada (Frebold, 1964, p. 16). However, 
PoZypZectus may be differentiated from Harpoceras by its 
much narrower umbilicus (Imlay, 1968, p. C44). Ribbing 
also tends to be finer and denser on PoZypZectus. 
It might transpire, should better preserved material 
become available, that the genus Osperlioceras is represented 
among the small specimens (D = less than 25 mm) • 
Grammoceras sensu Zato 
Pl. 1, figs. 11-14 
MateriaZ: Twenty-one fragmentary specimens. 
Description: These wretchedly preserved fragments all 
appear to be keeled. There is a considerable variety of 
costation that may be divided into five broad categories. 
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The first group, represented by four specimens, is 
characterized by a high whorl section, a prominent keel and 
ribs that are gently falcoid. The ribs are faint near the 
umbilical wall, strong on the flanks and faint again toward 
the keel. The ribs are rounded in cross section with narrow, 
sharp interspaces (F4-J-165, pl. 1, fig. 13). 
The second group is characterized by a lower, probably 
more rounded, whorl section and ribs that are slightly 
sharper and more falcoid. The interspaces on these three 
specimens are wider than those of the first group (F4-3-123, 
pl. 1, fig. 14). 
The third group, represented by twelve specimens, is 
similar to the second group in whorl shape (as far as 
preservation allows comparison) but differs in having sharper 
ribs that are less flexuous and more closely spaced 
(F4-4-17, pl. 1, fig. 12). 
Specimen FS-1-0 (pl. 1, fig. 11) has gently convex 
flanks bearing very closely spaced, wirey, falcoid ribs. 
The fifth group, also represented by only one specimen, 
possesses flattened flanks bearing moderately sharp, low 
ribs that are gently flexuous (not figured) • 
Discussion: In the classification presented by Arkell, 
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e t al. (1957), the genus Pseudogrammoaeras was synono-
mised with Grammoceras but such a step has been rejected 
by several workers (Donovan, 1958, p. 52; Dean, et al., 
1961, p. 488). Grammoceras differs from Pseudogrammoceras 
in possessing sharp ribs with concave interspaces as 
opposed to flat, rounded ribs with angular interspaces 
(Donovan, 1958, p. 52} although the two styles are thought 
to intergrade. Pseudogrammoceras is probably represented 
by group one, which compares with some of the species 
figured by Buckman (1904, especially P. thrasu Buckman, 
p. 114, pl. 36, figs. 3 - 5). 
The second group is similar to the specimens of 
Grammocera s ? spp. of Imlay (1968, pl. 9, figs. 11 and 12 
only) except that the ribbing is slightly less dense. 
Imlay (1968, p. C45) compared his specimens to Grammoceras 
( Pse u dog rammoc e ras) regale Buckman (1904, fig. 138 on 
P. 146) although, when better preserved material becomes 
available, it might transpire that these specimens should 
be assigned to the similarly ribbed genus Podagrosites. This 
genus was created by Guex (1973, p. 8), separating all the 
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species of Pseudogrammoceras characteri~ed by a subquadrate 
whorl section and a tabulate, unicarinate, bisulcate venter. 
Group three is similar to Imlay's figured specimen of 
Grammoceras ? spp. that he compares with G. thouarsense 
(d'Orbigny) (1968, p. C45, pl. 9, fig. 10 only). Frebold, 
e t aZ. (1969, pl. 1, figs. 16, 17) also figured similar 
specimens questionably compared with Grammoceras from 
British Columbia. 
Specimen F5-l-0 is very similar to Grammoceras 
:> triatu lum (Sowerby) as figured by Guex (1975, especially 
pl. 4, fig. 8) whereas specimen F4-4-l is identical with a 
specimen of Grammoceras ? spp. from eastern Oregon that is 
questionably compared with G. striatulum (Imlay, 1968, 
p. C45, pl. 9, fig. 8 only). 
Obviously, several species are represented in this 
group of ammonites referred to as Grammoceras s. l. but 
better preserved material must be collected before specific, 




Genus Dumortieria Haug, 1885 
Dumortieria insignisimilis (Brauns) 
Pl. 1, fig. 17 
Ca tu l loceras insigni-simi lis (Brauns); (C. 
insignisimile in text), Buckman, p. 278, pl. 
39, figs. 12-14. 
Dumortieria insigni-similis Brauns; Ernst, 
p. 56, pl. 9, figs. 1-3. 
Catu loceras insignisimile (Brauns) (nomen 
nullum); De Villalta and Rosell, pl. 1, fig. 6. 
? 1967 
1967 
Mate ri a l: 
Dime ns i ons: 
Dumorti er i a insignisimiZis n. supsp.; G~czy, 
p. 145, pl. 32, fig. 5. 
Dumortieria insignisimiZis (Brauns) 
p. 144, pl. 31, fig. 6. 
Five specimens. 
Specimen no. D Ud 
*F4-4-66 23 c.10.3 






F4-4-42 24.3 11. 6 c.19 
*F4-4-24 18.6 7.9 17 
F4-4-14 33.6 16.3 20 








All specimens are flattened in the plane of coiling. 
Those marked with an asterisk have suffered slight compression 
at right angles to this plane. 
Ribbing densities for various umbilical diameters are 
plotted in fig. 15. 
Descr ip t i on : All the specimens assigned to this species 
are characterized by evolute coiling (u mean = 45.8; 
~ = 2.48) and a low rounded keel. Judging from the way 
in which the material is preserved, the whorl section 
was probably higher than wide. 
The ribs are fairly sharp and rectiradiate, except 
near the venter where they swing abruptly forward to abut 
directly against the keel. The interspaces are wider than 
the ribs. 
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Discussion: These specimens are considered conspecif ic 
, 
with those figured by Ernst and Geczy (see synonomy above). 
There is a noticeable increase in the ribbing density pass-
ing up the succession which is evident in fig. 15. On 
this figure, ribbing densities for Dumortieria cf. D. 
dumor tieri are also plotted to show the relationship 
between the two species in terms of ribbing. The last 
number in the specimen numbers denotes the relative strati-
graphic position (see Appendix C}. 
Dumortieria in_signisi.mi Zis differs from Dumortieria 
cf. D. exacta in being more evolute; less densely costate; 
the ribs being less wirey and lacking a mid-flank inflection. 
It differs from D. cf. D. dumortieri in being less densely 
costate and having a much more pronounced adoral inflection 
of the ventral ends of the ribs. D. raricostata differs 
in features of the ventral surf ace and in: the ribbing which 
is much more projected in D. raricostata. 
Dumortieria raricostata G'czy 
Pl. 1, figs. 15-16 
1967 Dumortieria stefaninii? raricostata n. subsp.; 
G~czy, p. 142, pl. 31, fig. 8. 
1968 Dumortieria raricostata G'CZYi Setti, p. 332, 
pl. 32; fig. 3. 
? 1968 Ca tuZZoceras cf. C. dumortieri (Thiolli~re): 
Imlay, p. C46, pl. 9, fig. 5 only. 
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Figure 15. Rib densities for Dumor t ieria i nsignisimiZis (Brauns) and 
Dumor tie r ia cf. D. dumortie r i (Thiolli~re) - Section Four. co 
~ 
Dimensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F4-3-138 55.9 26.7 *23 48 
* A collar is present; the last half whorl, 
excluding this collar, bears 25 ribs. 
Descr>iption: These specimens are coiled in an evolute 
fashion with a wide, shallow umbilicus bordered by a low, 
rounded umbilical wall. Specimen F4-3-138 (pl. 1, fig. 
15) bears a rounded keel approximately three-fourths of 
a millimeter in height. 
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The inner whorls bear sharp, rectiradiate to slightly 
prosiradiate ribs. At an umbilical diameter of approxi-
mately 20 mm, a marked constriction is evident. Other 
constrictions may be present but the state of preservation 
makes this difficult to determine. 
On the outer whorl, the ribs are seen to pass 
rursiradiately from the umbilical seam onto the lower 
flank from whence they follow an arcuate path, projecting 
forward onto the venter. The ribs are bold with the 
interspaces wider than the ribs. On the venter, the ribs 
do not abut directly against the keel but terminate very 
close to it. 
Specimen F4-3-138 (and possibly specimen F4-3-128) 
bears a pronounced collar which is approximately 8 mm wide 
at its widest point. Faint growth lines are evident on 
the collar and the peristome is constricted. 
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Di scussion: Specimen F4-3-138 is a complete, mature indi-
vidual that would be classified as a macroconch because 
of the presence of a collar and in accordance with the 
current ideas concerning sexual dimorphism in ammonites 
(see p. 30}. The fact that it is smaller than other 
examples of this species that have been described to date 
(D mean= 74.7, '= 8.6) cannot be regarded as of great 
significance in a group possessing constrictions. The 
specimens described by Setti, £or example, show £our or 
five constrictions on the outer whorls. These are thought 
to indicate segmental growth that is perhaps environment-
ally controlled. 
These Oregon ammonites are assigned to this species 
because 0£ the style of the ribbing; the presence 0£ a 
keel that is separate from the ventral ends of the ribs, 
and the degree of involution (u mean for the specimens 
, 
measured by Geczy and Setti = 52.5, d"= 0.82). The name 
of the species signifies the density of the ribbing which 
is 26 per half whorl on the outer and penultimate whorls 
, 
of the holotype (Geczy, p. 142) compared with . 25 on F4-3-138. 
G~czy notes that the peristome of the holotype appears to 
be constricted obliquely (ibid., p. 143) in a similar 
manner to the Oregon specimen but a collar is not evident. 
The specimen figured by Imlay (see synonomy above) 
and assigned by him to Catulloceras cf. C. dumortier i is 
included here because the ribbing appears to be arcuate, 
similar to D. raricostata. In fact, the specimen in 
question looks very similar to the specimens described 
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here before they were cleaned, using sand-blast equipment. 
Dumortieria cf. D. dumortieri (Thiolli~re) 
Pl. 1, fig. 19 
1874 Ammonites Dumortieri (Thiolli~re in Dumortier); 
figured by Roman, 1938, p. 105, pl. 9, fig. 96; 
and Arkell, et ~Z., 1957, p. L262, fig. 296. 
1892 CatuZZoceras Dumortieri (Thiolli~re); Buckman, 
p. 277, pl. 39, figs. 6-9. 
cf. 1964 CatuZZoceras ? sp. indet.; Frebold, p. 16, 
pl. 7, figs. 5-9. 
1967 Dumortieria dumortieri (Thiolli~re in Dumortier); 
G~czy, p. 137, pl. 30, fig. 8. 
cf. 1968 CatuZZoceras cf. C. dumortieri (Thiolli~re); 
Imlay, p. C46, pl. 9, figs. 2-4 only. 
1968 Dumortieria dumortieri (Thiolli~re in Dumortier); 
. Setti, p. 329, pl. 30, fig. 3, pl. 31, fig. 1. 
1975 Ca tuZloceras dumortieri (Thiolli~re); Guex, 
p. 115, pl. 7, fig. 1. 
Mate rial: Three specimens. 














Ribbing densities for various umbilical diameters 





Description: These specimens are rather poorly preserved 
but one specimen, F4-4-76 (not figured}, shows a very 
low keel. All the specimens are evolute with sharp dense 
ribbing that is almost straight except for a very slight 
projection onto the ventral surface. The umbilical wall 
is low and rounded. 
Discussion: These specimens are much smaller than the 
examples figured from elsewhere and less evolute (u mean 
for those specimens measured by G~czy and Setti is 57, 
<f" = 1.86, n = 7; whereas D mean is 74). 
The inclusion of this species under Dumortieria 
rather than CatuZZoceras is discussed on page . 23 and its 
distinguishing characteristics on page 83 (under D. 
insignisimilis). 
It is possible that Dumortieria cf. D. dumortieri 
evolved from D. insignisimilis by a diminution of the 
keel and the ribs becoming more closely spaced and more 
rectiradiate. This seems reasonable on stratigraphic 
grounds. Fig. 15 illustrates that both species show a 
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general trend of becoming densely costate up the succession 
but over a narrow stratigraphic interval (c. 10 feet). 
cf. 1892 
cf. 1905 
Dumortieria cf. D. exacta Buckman 
Pl. 1, fig. 18 
Dumortieria subunduZata (Branco); Buckman, 
p. 259, pl. 45, figs. 6-7. 
Dumortieria exacta Buckman; supplement, p. 
187. 
Material: One specimen. 












Description: A small, fairly evolute specimen flattened 
in the plane of coiling. The ventral surface, which is 
exposed on part of the outer whorl, bears a low keel 
bordered directly by the ventral ends of the ribs without 
the interruption of a sulcus (although the ribbing does 
fade slightly) • 
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The earliest whorls are not visible but at a. 2.5 mm 
umbilical diameter, sharp, wiry, rectiradiate ribs are 
evident on the lower part of the whorl. These ribs are 
simple and equally spaced with the interspaces a little 
wider than the ribs. Ribbing densities for various diameters 
are shown above. At a. 5 mm umbilical diameter, the ribs 
are seen to pass prorsiradiately from the small, evenly 
rounded umbilical wall to the middle of the whorl flanks 
where they flex rursiradiately across the ventro-lateral 
shoulder before finally projecting adorally onto the 
ventral surface. At 8.5 mm umbilical diameter, this mid-
flank inflection of the ribbing fades, the ribs becoming 
fairly straight except for the forward projection onto the 
venter which becomes slightly more pronounced adorally. 
The specimen is not complete so that the nature of 
the peristome cannot be determined. The suture line 
cannot be traced. 
Discussion: This specimen compares most favorably with 
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the ammonite figured by Buckman (1892, pl. 45, figs. 6-7}. 
D. subunduZata is a species noted for its variety of 
costation but Buckman (ibid., p. 262) describes a variant 
whose ribbing is identical with that shown by the specimen 
figured here. This variant is later elevated to the rank 
of species by Buckman and named D. ezacta. The keel, whose 
presence indicates that this specimen should be assigned 
to the genus Dumortieria, is low with no bordering sulci, 
as with Buckman's specimen. The Oregon specimen differs 
from the English specimen in being slightly more involute 
(u = 40 cf. u = 43) and having what appears to be a higher 
whorl section in the outer whorl. The latter feature could 
be due to post-mortem deformation. 
There are certain resemblences between this specimen 
and D. pseudoradiosa as figured by Guex (197 5, pl. 7, 
fig. 7) and also with a specimen of D. pseudoradiosa 
collected from the French Jura and now held in the University 
of California Museum of Paleontology. These specimens do 
not show the inflection of the ribbing on the mid-flank, 
however. This mid-flank inflection is acharacteristic common 
to the genus Grammoceras which Buckman notes as being 
difficult to separate from Dumortieria in some instances 
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(1892, p. 162}. The short forward projection of the ribs 
onto the ventral surface in the case of specimen F4-4-38 
and the straightness of the ribbing on the outer half whorl 
is enough to suggest an assignment to Dumortieria rather 
than Grammoceras. 
Dumortieria ? cf. D. pusilla Jaworski 
Pl. 1, figs. 20-22 
cf. 1926 Dumortieria pusilla Jaworski; p. 213, pl. 4, 
figs. lOa, b, 11. 
1968 Dumortieria ? cf. D. pusilla Jaworski; Imlay, . 
p. C45, pl. 9, figs. 1, 6, 7. 
Material: Seventy-five specimens. 
Dimensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F4-3-25 c.27 a.14 52 
F4-3-51 33.1 c.12.1 13 37 
F4-3-92 20.3 10.8 9 53 
F4-3-96 18.7 8.1 10 43 
F4-3-121 (3} c.19 8.5 13 45 
F4-3-163 26.8 12.9 14 48 
F4-4-2 c.30 c.17 57 
F4-4-41 19.6 8.1 12 41 
F4-4-54 15 6.2 41 
FS-1-4 28 12.5 c.11 45 
F5-l-ll c.22 10.6 12 48 
F5-1-12 16.7 7.3 44 
F5-1-29 c.12.9 5.8 11 45 
F5-l-38 c.19.5 12 c.11 62 
F5-l-50 c.19 6.5 c.13 34 
F5-l-50 (10) c.15 c. 6.5 11 43 
Description: All the ammonites included here are evolute 
(u mean for 16 specimens = 46.13; (j = 6.94) and fairly 
small (D mean= 21.41). The venter bears a keel bordered 
on each side by smooth areas. The umbilical wall is low, 
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steep and rounds abruptly into the flattened flanks. 
The nucleus of each individual is smooth to a maximum 
umbilical diameter of approximately 7 nun. Smooth juveniles 
are included in the collection. At diameters greater than 
7 mm. these annnonites bear rounded, widely spaced ribs, 
that are rectiradiate to slightly rursiradiate and swing 
feebly forward high on the .flanks. On internal molds the 
ribs are much sharper. The number of ribs per half whorl 
increases very slowly with growth. This is shown in fig. 
16 where an indication of the development of the smooth 
stage is also given. 
Discussion: To date, this species had only been collected 
from one locality in North America, from the west bank of 
Wickiup Creek just to the northeast of the Izee area. It 
was first identified in conununications from the u. s. 
Geological Survey as Arnioceras which everywhere else in 
the world is restricted to the Sinemurian Stage (Imlay, 
1968, p. C45). Later collecting indicated its association 
with Toarcian fossils and this is confirmed here. Dr. 
Imlay of the United States Geological Survey suggested a 
comparison with D. pusilla from Argentina, described by 
Jaworski, which differs from European examples of Dumortieria 
in possessing a smooth nucleus (Imlay, oral conununication, 
1975). 
Some of the individuals collected during this study 
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ibid., pl. 9, fig. 7) and are probably conspecific with 
D, pusiZZa. Specimen F5-l-4, figured here (pl. 1, fig. 20), 
is almost identical with one of the types figured by 
Jaworski {.1926, pl. 4, fig. lOa, b). Other specimens, 
however, {.see pl. 1, fig. 21) are more evolute and possess 
wider ribs comparing with Imlay's pl. 9, fig. 6. 
A few other small ammonites occurring fairly high in 
Section 4 are included here but differ from the rest of 
the specimens in possessing much sharper ribs (see pl. 1, 






Genus Tmetoaeras Buckman, 1892 
Tmetoaeras saissum {.Benecke) 
Pl. 2, figs. 1-2 
Ammonites saissus Benecke; figured by Roman, 
1938, p. 105, pl. 9, fig. 97 and Arkell, 1957, 
p. L262, fig. 297. 
? Cosmoaeras RegZeyi Thiolli~re; Gottsche, p. 
16, fig. 3. 
Tmetoaeras saissum (Benecke); Buckman, p. 273, 
pl. 48, fig. 1-9. 
Tmetoaeras saissum (Benecke}; Arkell, pl. 33, 
fig. 4. 
1951 Tmetoaeras regZeyi (Thiolli~re) Dumortier; 
Frebold, p. 18, pl. 15, fig. 1-4. 
1954a Tmetoaeras reatiaostatum Sato; Sato, p. 118, 
pl. 13, figs. 1-18. 
1955 Tmetoaeras sp.; Imlay, p. 89, pl. 12, figs. 
7-10. 
1955 Tmetoaeras saisaum (Benecke); Maubeuge, p. 17, 
pl. 2, figs. la-c. 
1964a Tmetoaeras {Tmetoaeras) saissum (Benecke); 
Westermann, p. 428, pl. 72, figs. la, b, 
2a, b. 
1964 Tmetoceras regZeyi Dumortier; Komalarjun and 
Sato, p. 157, pl. 6, figs. 10-12, 14, 15. 
1969 Tmetoceras cf. T. scissum (Benecke); Frebold, 
Tipper and Coates, p. 21, pl. 1, figs. 1-5. 
1972 Tmetoaeras scissum (Benecke); Westermann and 
Riccardi, p. 22, pl. 1, figs. 1-5. 
1973 Tmetoceras scissum (Benecke); Imlay, pl. 2, 
figs. 1-6. 
Material: Ninety-four specimens. 
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Dimensions: Fig. 17 is a scatter diagram showing the 
density of ribbing at various ontogenetic stages in compar-
ison with the holotype. 
Description: Most of the specimens are · fragmentary and all 
are flattened in the plane of coiling to some degree. 
Suitably preserved specimens show that this species was 
evolute with a high umbilical wall and strongly convex 
flanks. The rectiradiate ribbing is characteristically 
sharp, dense and high, terminating ventrally in small 
spines which flank a shallow, mid-ventral groove. 
Discussion: The genus has been discussed at length in the 
section dealing with paleontology (p. 21). Westermann 
(1964a, p. 428-435) has made a detailed study of T. scissum 
which has a world wide range and is restricted to the 
early Bajocian, with rare or questionable occurrences 
+- -+Holotype (Arkell, 1956)._ I 1 / I ;f-
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Figure 17. Tmetoceras saiBsum (Benecke): variation of ribbing density during ontogeny. m 
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in the uppermost Toarcian. T, saissum can be differentiated 
from .Dumortieria insignisimiZis (Brauns} by the straight-
ness of its ribbing and from D. cf. D. dumortieri (Thiolli~re) 
by the absence of a keel and by its ventrally swollen ribs. 
Family HAMMATOCERATIDAE Buckman, 1887 
Genus Hammatoaeras Hyatt, 1867 
Hammatoa e ras speaiosum Janensch 
Pl. 2, fig. 4 
1975 Hammatoaeras speaiosum Janensch; Guex, p. 111, 
pl. 9, fig. 8; pl. 10, figs. 1, 3. 
Mat e rial: Two specimens. 














Description: Specimen F4-4-39 (pl. 2, fig. 4) is crushed 
in the plane of coiling with only a small part of the 
ventral surface visible. Specimen F4-3-137 (not figured} 
is an external mold. The specimens are very involute with 
the last incomplete whorl egressing and inflating slightly. 
The whorl height of the outermost whorl (from umbilical 
seam to venter) at the point at which the diameter was 
measured on F4-4-39 is c. 16.5 mm. i.e. 47 percent of the 
diameter. This is exaggerated slightly by crushing but the 
whorl section was probably considerably higher than wide. 





umbilical wall with swollen primary ribs arising low on the 
wall and becoming bullate very close to the umbilicus. 
Where egression of the last whorl has occured, the last part 
of the penultimate whorl shows that each bulla gives rise 
to two wide, sub-parallel, secondary ribs. At 6 mm. umbili-
cal diameter, the tubercles become sharper and progressively 
less bullate. The tubercles are always close to the umbili-
cal margin. On the outer whorl there are approximately three 
secondary ribs per primary, the third rib arising by inter-
calation or perhaps trifurcation (poor preservation obscures 
this). The secondaries are dense, rectiradiate to slightly 
prorsiradiate and are seen to pass onto what is preserved 
of the ventral surface. 
The suture line could not be traced. 
Discussion: These specimens are almost identical with 
the specimen figured by Guex from southern France (1975, pl. 
9, fig. 8 where D = 35, sRd = 22, Td = 8 and u = 27, measured 
from the plate) as far as preservation allows comparison. 
H. speciosum is similar to H. praefallax Monestier, 
but the latter species is characterized by an absence of 
tubercles on the nucleate whorls and the early part of the 
body chamber (Monestier, 1921, p. 37). 
1968 
Hammatoceras spp. 
Pl. 2, figs. 3, 5 
Haugia spp.; Imlay, p. C46, pl. 9, figs. 14, 
15, 17, 18. 
Ma t erial: Thirteen fragments. 
Description: All the specimens assigned to this genus are 
wretchedly preserved, flattened fragments. 
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One specimen, F4-4-25 (pl. 2, fig. 3}, is a whorl 
fragment with a high whorl section and a not very promi-
nent keel. Fairly sharp, straight, closely spaced ribs 
arise by bifurcation from sharp tubercles low on the flanks. 
On the other specimens the ribs are less sharp but this 
could be a result of weathering. On specimen F4-4-28 (pl. 
2, fig. 5), the ribs are slightly flexuous. This specimen 
also shows its ventral surface where a low, rounded keel 
is seen to be bordered almost directly by the ventral ends 
of the ribs. 
Di s cuss i on: These specimens are considered to be probably 
congeneric with the specimens figured by Imlay (.ibid.). 
They are tentatively assigned to Hammatoceras rather than 
Haugi a because the latter genus is characterized by a tall, 
massive keel (Arkell, et aZ., 1957, p. L266) whereas 
Hamm a t oceras has a much lower, rounded keel as found on the 
eastern Oregon ammonites. However, in other respects, these 
genera are fairly similar. The variation in the strength 
of the ribbing described by Imlay (1968, p. C46) is also 
evident in these specimens and is reminiscent of the style 
of ribbing displayed by various Toarcian species figured by 
Merla (1933, pls. 1 and 2}. Much better preserved specimens 
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are needed, however, before reliable specific determinations 
can be made. 
Genus PZanammatoaePas Buckman, 1922 
PZanammatoaeras ? spp. 
Pl. 2, figs. 6-9 . 
Material: Seventeen specimens. 
Description: All the specimens are poorly preserved, 
flattened fragments. The group as a whole is characterized 
by being large, having a high whorl section and by the 
presence of a fairly high keel. 
One style of ornamentation consists of strong, 
swollen primaries that pass prorsiradiately across the lower 
half of the flank at which point two equally strong second-
aries arise by furcation. The secondaries do not fade 
ventrally but appear to abut directly against the keel. 
All the ribs are wide, rounded and separated by relatively 
sharp interspaces. At furcation points on some specimens, 
pronounced, blunt tubercles are evident. This group is 
characterized by the figured specimens F2-19-67 and F2-19-93 
(pl. 2, figs. 9, 7) • 
Other specimens show much finer, denser ribbing 
(F2-12-20, pl. 2, fig. 8) while in others, the furcation 
points are sharply bullate and the secondaries divergent 
as opposed to parallel or sub~parallel (F2-19-43, pl. 2, 
fig. 6). 
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Discussion: PZanammatocera$ was also questionably recog-
nized from eastern Oregon by Imlay (1973, p. 61, pl. 24, 
figs. 2, 3; pl. 27, figs. 2, 31. The taxonomic position of 
PZanammatoaeras is not settled at present. Imlay points 
out that the presence of tubercles does not bar an assign-
ment to PZanammatoceras U973, p. 611 because Parammatoceras 
rugatum Buckman (1925, pl. 578) and Hammatoceras pZaninsigne 
/ Vacek (see Geczy, 1966, pl. 11, figs. 1-3) both possess 
swellings or tubercles and are assigned by Arkell to 
PZanammatoceras (1956, p. 177; Arkell, et aZ., 1957, p. 
L267). However, PZanammatoceras is considered a synonym 
" of Hammatoceras by some workers (Geczy, 1966, p. 31). 
Those forms with swollen primaries or low, blunt 
tubercles compare with Hammatoceras planinsigne Vacek 
" (Geczy, pl. 11, fig. 2), Parammatoceras rugatum Buckman 
(1925, pl. 578, figs. 1, 2) and the inner whorls of P. 
obt e ctum Buckman (1925, pl. 555) except that the ribbing 
is gently flexuous in the latter. Those forms with finer 
ribbing and sharply bullate furcation points compare with 
Planammatoceras sp. cf. P. kitak~miense (Sato) (Hirano, 1973, 
p. 46, pl. 9, figs. 7a, b) and Hammatoceras chibai Yokoyama 
(Sato, 1954b, p. 94, pl. 8, fig: 6) as far as preservation 
allows comparison. 
Family SONNINIIDAE Buckman, 1892 
Genus Sonninia Bayle, 1879 
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Sonninia cf. S. nodatipinguis (.Buckman} 
Pl. 3, fig. 8 
cf. 1923 Stiphromorphites nodatipinguis Buckman; pl. 398 
1973 Sonni'nia cf. S. nodatipinguis (Buckman); Imlay, . 
p. 62, pl. 13, figs.· 1~4. 
Material: Three specimens. 
Dimensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F5-5-199 *170 a.25 10 36 
10 9 
*2Fl-23-3 a, 8 a.14 
*l Estimated 
*2 Compressed at right angles to the plane of 
coiling 
Description: One specimen is a fragment of a whorl, the 
others incomplete individuals, one of which is distorted. 
All are internal molds with a considerable amount of shell 
material adhering. 
The coiling is evolute and the venter bears a high, 
somewhat rounded keel. The whorl section was probably 
compressed. The umbilical wall is fairly low on the inner 
whorls, rounding gently into the convex flanks, but becoming 
steeper at umbilical diameters greater than 15 mm. 
The innermost whorls bear strong, swollen ribs that 
arise at the base of the umbilical wall and pass recti-
radiately across the flanks. The outer whorls bear ribs 
that are separated by wider interspaces. The ribs are 
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strongest on the lower part of the flank and some fade 
and disappear by the middle or upper third of the flank. 
Those that do not disappear, project slightly onto the 
ventral surface. 
Di scussion: These specimens compare with specimens col-
lected from the Snowshoe Formation near Seneca and figured 
by Imlay (Zoe. cit,), As noted by Imlay, they are similar 
to S , tuxedniensis Imlay but differ in having ribs that are 
stronger on the lower part of the flank. 
Sonninia sp. 
Pl, 3, fig. 1 
Material: One specimen. 
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De s c ription: Specimen Fl-22-22 is incomplete and has been 
crushed in some places. The inner whorls are not visible, 
mainly due to oyster encrustation. 
The shell is a large planulate with a compressed, 
ovate whorl section. The umbilical wall is steep, rounding 
rapidly into the flattened flanks. A high (c. 3 mm.), 
flat-sided keel is present. 
The earliest visible whorl bears strong, widely 
spaced, simple, rectiradiate ribs that are strongest at 
Wb 
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mid-flank. The ribs became more closely spaced and project 
slightly onto the venter where they fade, well before reach-
ing the keel. The ribbing becomes obsolete on the last part 
of the outer whorl which is smooth except for fine, flexuous 
striations. 
Di s c uss i on: The costate whorls of this specimen appear to 
be identical with the holotype of Sonninia aZsatiaa (Haug) 
as figured by Westermann and Riccardi (1972, p. 49, fig. 9) 
who also figure specimens of this species collected from 
0a u ze i Zone age deposits in the Andes (op. cit., pl. 10, 
figs. 1-7). The Oregon specimen is much larger, however, 
and differs in developing a smooth outer whorl (a charac-
teristic of the genus Sonnin i a) with flexuous striae similar 
to s . noda tipinguis (Buckman) (1923, pl. 398) and to a lesser 
extent, s . tuxe dni e nsis Imlay (1964b, pl. 2, figs. 5-10). 
Subgenus PapiZZiaeras Buckman, 1920 
Son ni n i a ( Papi ZZ i a eras} spp. 
Pl. 3, figs. 3-4, 6 
Material : Eight specimens. 
Desc~iption: This subgenus is represented by fragments 
of internal molds with some shell material adhering. 
One group, represented by three specimens, is fairly 
involute, with a narrow umbilicus bordered by a very low, 
vertical umbilical wall. The shell i s compressed and a 
low keel is present. The ribbing is very weak, arises 
from the umbilical shoulder, passes flexuously across the 
flank, becomes swoll
1
en or tuberculate at mid-flank and 
projects slightly onto the venter (specimen F3~17-29 and 
F3-17-80, pl. 3, figs. 3, 6). 
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Another group, represented by two specimens, is 
slightly more evolute and differs also in the ribs being 
stronger and lower on the flank, in the tubercles being 
stronger and positioned slightly below mid-flank, and in 
the ribs fading on the upper part of the flank. One speci-
men is septate (_specimen F3-30-243, pl. 3, fig. 4) • 
One small fragment of a whorl (.F3-30-319} is distinct 
from the other specimens in possessing large, blunt tuber-
cles whereas another, large, flattened specimen (F2-52-7, 
D = c , 100, Ud = c , 30) bears rectiradiate ribs on its 
outer whorl that show incipient swellings at the mid-flank 
position. 
Discussion: These specimens are assigned to the subgenus 
PapiZZic e ras on the basis of the tubercles or papillae 
developed, or incipiently developed, at or near the mid-
flank position. Whether this is an adequate characteristic 
to separate the subgenus from Sonninia s. s. has been dis-
cussed by Westermann and Riccardi (1972, p. 73-77} and 
Morton (1975, p. 45}. 
The specimens of the first group described here 
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resemble the inner whorls of S. CP.) cf. S. (p.) juX'amon tana 
(Crickrnay} figured by Dnlay (1973, pl. 27, fig. l} • However, 
the holotype on which this species is based (Crickrnay, 
1933, p. 911, pl. 311 is a poorly preserved fragment and 
consequently, the species has been declared nomen dubium 
by Westermann and Riccardi (1972, p. 76). 
The other specimens are too poorly preserved to 
allow specific comparisons. 
Subgenus Eu hop lo ceras Buckman, 1913 
So nninia (Eu ho pZo ceras) spp. 
Pl. 3, fig. 2 
Material: Two specimens. 
Description: Both specimens are flattened whorl fragments. 
One of the ammonites (A. 0756) was collected from Section 
3 and donated by Mr. Taylor. It is a large whorl fragment 
characterized by very faint, broad ribs at the base of the 
flanks passing into very large, widely . spaced tubercles, 
one of which bears an elongate spine. The upper part of 
the whorl is not visible. 
The other fragment, representing less than one-
eighth of a whorl, bears strong, closely spaced ribs that 
are sharp in outline and separated by broadly rounded 
interspaces. Two of the ribs are fairly straight, the 
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others flex slightly, just above the mid..-.flank position. 
Discus·sio n: Specimen A. 0756 has been compared by Taylor · 
(personal communication, 1975)_ with some of the specimens 
figured by Imlay and referred to s. (E.) crassispinata 
Buckman (Imlay, 197:3, pl. 22, figs. 1, 2; pl. 23, figs. 
2-4; pl. 24, figs. 1, 4; pl. 25, figs. 17-19 only). 
Taylor separates these specimens, referring them to a new, 
soon to be described species, Euhoploceras westi, which 
differs from Irnlay's specimens in possessing much coarser 
and more widely spaced spines on the outer whorl as well 
as in other respects not evident in the specimen presently 
under discussion (Taylor, 1976). 
The other fragment bears ribbing whose strength and 
style compares with some specimens of s. (E.) adicra 
(Waagen) (Imlay, 1973, especially pl. 14, figs. 1, 5; 
pl. 15, fig. 5; pl. 16, fig. 1) but poor preservation 




Genus Witchellia Buckman, 1889 
Witchel Zia connata (Buckman) 
Pl. 2, fig. 10 
Zugella connata Buckman; pl. 750. 
Witchellia (Zugella) aff. connata Buckman; 
Maubeuge, p. 31, pl. 16~ fig. 4. 
Wi tchel Zia conna ta (Buckman) ; Imlay, p. 69, 
pl. 21, figs. 1-7, 10, 11; (non pl. 20, 
fig. 4}. 
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Ma t er i al: Eleven specimens. 
Dimensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
*F3-30-8 45 
FJ-30-31 22 o.6.5 23 30 
F3-30-33 22 8.5 21 39 
FJ-30-131 18 6 33 
* Distorted slightly 
Des cri p tw n: Half of the specimens representing this 
species are flattened internal molds, mostly fragmentary, 
the others being external molds. 
This species is characterized by its moderately 
involute coiling (u for the holotype measured from the 
plate = 32 at D = 56) and a low keel bordered by furrows. 
The umbilical wall is low and rounds evenly into the 
flattened flanks of the compressed whorls. 
The ribs are thin and sharp, separated by wider 
interspaces. They arise singly or in pairs from the 
umbilical shoulder, are generally rectiradiate and slightly 
flexuous on the flank and project onto the venter, termin-
ating near the ventral furrows. 
Discus sio n: As noted by Imlay (1963, p. 69), these 
Oregon specimens are virtually identical with the holotype 
of fv . connata Buckman {1927, pl. 750) collected from 
Sherborne, Dorset, England. 
WitcheZZia spp. 
Pl. 2, fig. 11 
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Ma te:r>ia Z: Three specimens. 
Desc:r>iptio n: Two of the specimens (.from Locality A) 
are internal molds with some shell material adhering. 
They are characterized by being fairly involute, compressed, 
with steep rounded umbilical walls, flattened flanks and a 
broad venter bearing a high keel bordered by shallow sulci. 
The simple (?) ribs arise near the umbilical region, are 
f lexuous and rectiradiate to slightly prorsiradiate on 
the flanks and fade on the ventro-lateral shoulder. The 
ribs are fairly strong on the earlier whorls but at 
umbilical diameters greater than approximately 10 mm. 
they fade, becoming striate or effaced. 
The other, poorly preserved specimen is more involute, 
more inflated and the bisulcate, unicarinate venter is 
less evident. 
Di s cussion: These specimens are places in the genus 
WitcheZZia rather than Do:r>setensia because they are small, 
involute forms and yet their venters are tabulate rather 
than fastigate. Also, the keel is laterally sulcate. 
Subgenus LatiwitaheZZia Imlay, 1973 
Wi tcheU ia (La tiivi tcheZZ ia) evol u ta Imlay 
Pl. 2, fig. 12 
cf. 1964b Sonninia ? n. sp. indet.; Imlay, p. B33 1 
figs. 10, 11 only. 
1973 WitcheZZia (Lat i witcheZZiaJ evoluta Imlay; 
p. JG, pls. 31-33. 
Material: Four specimens. 
De s-c r ip tio n: Most of the material consists of flattened 
internal or external molds with no shell material adher-
ing but specimen F3-30-68 (pl. 2, fig. 12 l retains some 
cross-sectional shape. 
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These specimens are characterized by their evolute 
coiling with a wide umbilicus bordered by a fairly high, 
rounded umbilical wall. The whorl shape seems -to have 
been low, somewhat compressed, with gently rounded to flat 
flanks that round evenly into the venter. The venter is 
not well preserved on any of the specimens but specimens 
FJ-17-93 and F3-30-68 do show a keel that is bordered by 
furrows. 
The innermost who_rls bear very broad, rounded, 
simple ribs that are separated by much narrower and sharper 
interspaces. The ribs trend rectiradiately across the 
lower part of the flanks and bear nodes evident just below 
the umbilical seam. Specimen FJ-30-68 bears strong ribs, 
some of which are swollen at the point of maximum curva-
ture of the flank. Secondary ribs arise periodically by 
intercalation just above mid-flank and all the ribs project 
to some degree, sometimes strongly, onto the ventral sur-
face where they terminate abruptly against the sulci. On 
other whorl fragments of a comparable size, the swollen 
ribs bifurcate at or just below the middle of the flank. 
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The first lateral lobe of the suture line is much 
longer than the second lateral lobe. 
Discussion: These specimens appear to be identical with 
the variants of w. (L.) evoluta that display ribbing of 
moderate strength (Imlay, op. cit., p. 71, pl. 32). 
Genus Dorsetensia Buckman, 1892 
Dorsetensia edouardiana (.d'Orbigny) 
Pl. 4, fig. 1 
18 92 Ib rs e tensia edouardiana (d 'Orbigny) ; Buckman, 
p. 304, pl. 52, figs. 8-24. 
1892 Dorsetensia sp. A; Buckman, p. 304, pl. 52, 
figs. 1-3. 
1892 D:Jrsetensia sp. B; Buckman, p. 304, pl. 52, 
figs. 4-7. 
1957 Do rse tens.ia edouardiana Cd' Orbigny} ; Arkell, 
et al., p. L270, fig. 311, lOa, b. 
1968 Dorsetensia edouardiana (d'Orbigny}; Huf, p. 
72, pl. 7, figs. 6-7; pl. 8, figs. 1-4; pl. 
9 , fig. 1. 
Material: One specimen. 
Description: This specimen consists of part of an internal 
mold (external mold also available) that has been distorted 
and compressed. The coiling is fairly evolute with a wide 
umbilicus bordered by a step-like umbilical wall. The 
whorl section was probably compressed with flattened flanks 
and a venter bearing a high keel. 
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The strong, sharp ribs arise singly from the umbili-
cal wall, pass rectiradiately across the flank and project 
onto the venter. Some of. the ribs flex slightly just below 
the middle of the flank. Adorally, the ribs appear to 
become rursiradiate but this may be due to distortion. 
Discussion: As far as preservation allows comparison, 
this specimen appears to be identical with D. edo uardiana. 
Even the rursiradiate ribbing on the outer part of the last 
whorl is identical with the ribbing on a specimen figured 
by Buckman (np. cit., pl. 52, fig. 18). 
Dorsetensia oregonensis Imlay 
Pl. 4, figs. 2-3 
1973 Dorsetensia or egonensis Imlay; p. 72, pl. 29, 
figs. 1-4. 
Ma terial : · Eight specimens. 
Dim en s io ns: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
*F3-30-346 (2) 39 12 c.15 31 
F3-30-362 7.2 8 
F3-31-53 32 9.2 13 29 . 
*F3-31-84 36 11.6 12 32 
F3-31-147 60 18.8 c.17 31 
9 16 
*F3-31-224 *175 19 25 
* Slightly distorted 
*l Estimated 
Description: The specimens representing this species are 
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all internal molds, some with a great deal of thick, 
original shell material adhering. 
The coiling is fairly evolute with a wide, shallow 
umbilicus bordered by a steep (becoming vertical adorally) 
umbilical wall that rounds very abruptly into the flat-
tened flanks. The whorl section is compressed, higher 
than wide with flattened flanks and a venter that bears 
a simple, usually low keel. 
The inner whorls are ornamented with simple, fairly 
wide, rectiradiate ribs that become slightly weaker ven-
trally and slightly projected. The ribbing becomes weaker 
adorally. 
Di s cussion: These specimens are considered conspecif ic 
with the conunon D. oregonensis Imlay. This species dif-
fers from D. e~uardiana (d'Orbigny) in the nature and 
strength of the ribbing , and from D. romani (Oppel) in 
being more evolute and bearing stronger ribs. 
Dorsetensia pinguis (Roemer) 
Pl. 4, figs. 5-6 
1939 So nn1:nia pinguis (Roemer); Hiltermann, p. 164, 
pl. 11, figs. 8-12 only. 
1968 So nninia (Po eciZ omo rphus) pinguis pinguis 
(Roemer); Huf, p. 54, pl. 4, figs. 7-12; 
pl. 5, figs. 1-8. 
1972 Dorsetensia pinguis (Roemer); Morton, p. 510, 
pl. 105, figs. 1-10, 17-20 (non figs. 11, 12). 
Ma te rial: Nine specimens. 
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Di mensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F3-30-389 20 6.5 o.12 33 
F3-31-27 20 5.2 c.10 26 
*F3-31-82 34 9.5 12 28 
F3-31-86 27 9 11 33 
F5-4-68 29 6.8 16 23 
F5-5-2 23 7.4 14 32 
F5-5-ll Cl l 18 7.2 40 
* Slightly distorted 
Descr i ption: Moderately evolute, small, with steep umbili-
cal wall passing into a rounded to sub-angular umbilical 
shoulder. Whorls slightly compressed, with flattened to 
gently convex flanks. The original shape of the venter is 
difficult to determine because of crushing but a fairly 
prominent keel is present. 
The ornamentation consists of broad to fairly fine 
ribs that arise mostly in pairs from the umbilical shoul-
der and trend radially across the flanks. Some of the 
ribs are slightly flexuous . 
Dis cu s s ion: These specimens are all considered to fall 
within the range of variation of that group of ammonites 
now referred to as D. pi nguis, as recently discussed by 
Morton (o p . ci t., p. 511). Some of the specimens, e .g. 
F5-5-2, appear to be identical with Morton's material 
(especially pl. 105, figs. 5, 6) whereas others, e.g. 
F3-31-27, compare most favorably with Huf's material 
(especially pl. 4, figs. 9a, b). 
Do rsetensia ro mani (Oppel) 
Pl. 4, figs. 4, 7-8 
1892 Do rsetensia aompZ anata Buckman; p. 306, 
pl. 53, figs. 1-10; pl. 54, figs. 1-2. 
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1935 Do rse tensia comp Zana ta Buckman; Dorn, p. 98, 
pl. 9, fig. 4· I pl. 10, fig. 5. 
1935 Dorsetensia romani Oppel; Dorn, p. 100, pl. 
fig. 5· I pl. 11, fig. 4. I pl. 13, fig. 2. 
1951 Dorsetensia compZanata Buckman; Maubeuge, 
p. 40, pl. 1, fig. 2a-c; pl. 14, fig. 3 • 
• 
9, 
1968 Dorsetensia romani romani (Oppel); Huf, p. 86, 
pl. 13, fig. 6~ pls. 14-27; pl. 28, figs. 1-2. 
1972 Dorsetensia .romani (Oppel); Morton, p. 508, 
pl. 103, figs. 3-8; pl. 104, figs. 3-6. · 
1972 Dorsetensia romani (Oppel); Westermann and 
Riccardi, p. 104, pl. 30, figs. 6-7. 
Mate rial: Seven specimens. 
Dime nsions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd 
F3-30-345 54.4 12.5 
4.4 11 
*FJ-30-361 (.1) 17.6 5.7 14 
F3-30-361 (2) 44 12.9 
*F3-31-98 (1) a.19 6.2 13 
*F3-31-98 (.2) c.22 6.3 
*F3-31-108 22 7 
* Juveniles 








forms. The whorls are much higher than wide with flattened 
flanks and an acutely fastigate venter bearing a low keel. 
The umbilical wall is vertical, the umbilical angle sharp. 
The inner whorls bear broad, undulating or crinkled 
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ribs that trend rectiradiately or prorsiradiately on the 
flanks and project slightly onto the venter, where they 
fade. The ribbing becomes obsolete at umbilical .diameters 
greater than about 7 mm., the outer whorls being smooth 
except for distant undulations confined to the lower part 
of the flank and fine striae which flex slightly at mid-
flank. 
Di scussion: The specimens from Oregon are slightly more 
involute and the whorl section is slightly higher than on 
the holotype of D. romani as figured by Huf (1968, pl. 
13, fig. 6). However, they are considered to fall within 
the range of variation since they compare very favorably 
with other figured specimens of D, romani, particularly 
those from Skye, Scotland (Morton, 1972, especially pl. 
104, figs. 5-6). 
The reasons for including D. aomplanata in the 
synonorny of D. romani are discussed by Huf (op. cit., p. 
89) and Morton (op. cit., p. 509). D. romani is typically 
recorded from the Humphrie~ianum Zone although D. complana t a 
has been collected from the Sauzei Zone (Dorn, 1935, p. 120). 
cf. 1892 
cf. 1935 
Dors e tensia cf. D. subtecta Buckman 
Pl. 4, figs. 9-10 
Do rsetensia subtecta Buckman; p. 309, pl. 54, 
figs. 3-5; pl. 55, figs. 1, 2. 
Do :r>se t ensia sub tee ta Buckman; Dorn, p. 103, 
pl. 21, fig. 2; pl. 23, fig. l; pl. 25, fig. 
7; pl. 29, fig. 4 
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cf. 1951 Dorsetensia subtecta Buckman; Maubeuge, p. 
34, pl. 12, fig. 2. 
cf. 1968 Dorsetensia Ziostraca subtecta Buckman; 
Huf, p. 103, pl. 41, fig. l; pls. 42-46; 
pl. 4 7 ' fig. 1 • 
197 3 Do rse tensia cf. D. sub texta Buckman (no men 
nuUum); Imlay, p. 71, pl. 28, figs. 1-7; 
pl. 29' fig. 7. 
Mate rial: Eight specimens. 
Description: All of the Oregon specimens compared with 
D. subtecta are either fragmentary or flattened in the 
plane of coiling. The best preserved specimen available 
from the Izee area (CAS 13430) has already been figured 
by Imlay (1973, pl. 28, fig. 5). This specimen is re-
figured here for comparative purposes (pl. 4, fig. 9). 
This species is characterized by its fairly involute 
coiling with a moderately narrow umbilicus bordered by a 
high, step-like umbilical wall. The whorl section is com-
pressed, ogival, much higher than wide with a well pronounced 
keel. 
The ribbing is very weak (almost striate), flexes 
slightly on the flanks and projects onto the ventro-
lateral shoulder. The internal mold is almost smooth. 
Discussion: These specimens are considered conspecific 
with other Oregon specimens of D. cf. D. sub tee ta (no men 
coPr>ectum, Imlay, lac. cit.) which differ from D. subtecta 
in having a slightly stouter whorl section. It should be 
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noted that the "Z iostraca group" of Buckman (.1892, p. 308) 
consisting of the very similar forms D. subteata, D, teata 
and D. Ziostraca probably consists of variants of a 
single species (Morton, 1972, p. 506) that Westermann and 
Riccardi have called D. Ziostraca, the most common name 
(1972, p. 104). 
Doraetensia sp. A 
Pl. 4, fig. 11 
Material: Two specimens. 
Des oriptio n: The specimen figured here lCAS 13442) has 
already been described and figured by Imlay (Dorsetensia 
sp. indet., p. 72, pl. 30,figs. 5, 6) and the reader is 
referred to this work. 
Di s cussion: This ammonite (from Locality B) was included 
because it is the best preserved specimen of Dorsetensia 
collected from the Izee area. One poorly preserved 
fragment from Section 3 appears to be similar in whorl 
section, has a similar keel and appears smooth as with the 
outer whorl of D. sp. indet. of Imlay. 
This species may be related to D. hannoverana 
which it resembles in some respects (see especially Morton, 
1972, pl. 105, figs. 23, 24). However, D. sp. A is more 
involute (u = 29 cf. u mean for Skye specimens = 33.6, 
~= 2.9) and its whorl breadth to whorl height ratio 
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is lower (Wb/Wh = 0.62 cf. Wb/Wh mean for Skye specimens 
= 0.86, ~= 0.11). 
Do rse tensia sp. B 
Pl. 5, figs. 1-2 
1973 Ih rse tensia cf. D. complana ta Buckman; Imlay, 
p. 72, pl. 29, figs. · 5,6. 
Mate r i al: Six specimens. 
Dimensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F3-31-127 c.31 c. 9 8 29 
F3-31-149 37 10.6 9 29 
F5-5-81 40 c.13 11 33 
F5-5-97 c.26 8.5 c. 8 33 
Des cription: These specimens are moderately evolute with 
a shallow umbilicus bordered by a low umbilical wall that 
is vertical at its base but rounds rapidly into the flattened 
flanks. The whorl section was probably somewhat compressed. 
A distinct keel is present. 
On the inner whorls the simple ribs are broad with 
narrow interspaces and tend to be rursiradiate to recti-
radiate in trend. At umbilical diameters greater than 
about 8 mm., the ribs become more distant and predominantly 
rectiradiate. They arise near the umbilicus, are strongest 
on the lower two-thirds of the flanks after which point 
they rapidly become obsolete. 
Discussion: These specimens appear to be identical with 
D. cf. D. co m pl ana ta (Imlay, lo c . cit.) which differs quite 
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markedly from D. compZanata Buckman (1892, p. 306, pl. 53, 
figs. 1-10; pl. 54, figs. 1-2) in the nature of the ribbing. 
Do rse tensia ? sp. 
Pl. 3, fig. 7 
Ma terial: Two specimens. 











* Distorted slightly 
De scrip tio n: This species is represented by two fairly 
well preserved specimens that are characterized by their 
moderately evolute coiling with an umbilicus bordered by 
a high, steep umbilical wall that rounds into the slightly 
flattened to convex flanks. The whorl section is low, 
slightly compressed with a sub-tabulate venter bearing a 
high, simple keel. 
The ribs are strong, fairly distant and simple, aris-
ing from the umbilical shoulder, passing rectiradiately 
across the flanks and projecting ventrally very slightly. 
The ventral ends of the ribs fade well before reaching the 
keel. 
Discussion: This speci~s bears resemblances to Vorse tens i a 
han noverna (Morton, 1972, p. 513, pl. 105, figs. 11-12, 
15-16, 23-24; and synonomy) in nearly all respects except 
that the ribbing is simple and the keel is not bisulcate 
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(D. hannoverana is only sometimes bisulcate}. Because 
these specimens have simple ribs, are small, moderately 
evolute and have rounded umbilical walls, it becomes 
difficult to separate this species from Sonninia, partic-
ularly in the absence of a septal suture for study. It is 
placed tentatively in Dorsetensia because there is no 
evidence of tuberculation and because of the general resem~ 
blance to D. hannoverana. 
Genus Pelekodites Buckman, 1923 
Pelekodites silviesensis Imlay 
Pl. 5, figs. 4-5 
1973 Pelekodites silviesensis Imlay; p. 74, pl. 34, 
figs. 5-18. 
Material: Twenty-six specimens. 
Dimensions: Specimen. D Ud Rd u 
F2-52-40 16.5 5,.9 a.16 36 
*F3-30-41 18 7.4 11 41 
F3-30-244 20 7.4 37 
F3-30-266 22 9.5 18 43 
F3-30-281 18 7.7 43 
F3-30-413 20.5 7 7 34 
F3-31-131 18 5.9 33 
F5-4-57 17.1 6 35 
*F5-4-60 29 10.4 16 36 
F5-4-62 21 7.8 13 37 
F5-4-63 23 7.8 c.14 34 
F5-4-65 23.1 8 35 
F5-4-66 22.8 8.1 15 36 
F5-4-69 16.9 6.5 17 38 
F5-5-83(1) a.21 7 33 
F5-5-106 26 10 13 38 
* Slightly distorted 
Description: This species is small and evolute with a 
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wide, shallow umbilicus bordered by a low, vertical to 
rounded umbilical wall. The whorl section was probably 
ovate, higher than wide, with gently convex flanks and an 
inconspicuous keel. 
The ribs are mostly simple and fairly strong. They 
arise near the umbilical shoulder, pass prorsiradiately 
across the lower part of the flank, recurve backwards 
(sometimes strongly) on the middle part of the flank and 
then project slightly onto the ventral surface where they 
fade. 
None of the specimens are complete so that the 
peristome is not available for inspection. 
Discuss-ion: These specimens are considered conspecific 
with the Oregon material abundantly figured by Imlay 
(l o c. cit. ) 
1973 
PeZekodites dobsonensis Imlay 
Pl. 5, fig. 6 
Pelekodites dcbsonensis Imlay; p. 74, pl. 34, 
figs. 1-4. 
MatePiaZ: Five specimens. 






















Descr>ip tio n: Most of these specimens are internal molds 
with conellae attached. 
The specimens are large for the genus, evolute, 
egressing at maturity with a low to moderately high, 
rounded umbilical wall. The whorl section is compressed 
with flattened flanks and a somewhat tabulate venter 
bearing a low keel. 
The ribbing is mostly simple and backwardly inclined, 
becoming distant and weaker on the body chamber. Two of 
the specimens bear lappets that are narrow near the aper-
ture and fairly elongate, becoming spatulate anteriorly 
(see fig. 18). The lappets are marked with fine, dense 
growth striae. 
Discussion : This is a microconchiate group most resem-
bling P, dobsonensis Imlay, op. cit. (especially pl. 34, 
fig. 3). This is the first record of P. dobsonensis with 
the lappets intact. 
Pel eko di tes cf. P. zur>cher>i (Douvill~) 
Pl. 5, fig. 3 
cf. i968 So nninia (Poecilonv r>phus) bower>i bower>i Buckman; 
Huf, p. 36, pl. 1, figs. 6-7; pl. 2, figs. 1-5. 
cf. 1975 Pel eko di tes zurcher>i (Douvill~); Morton, p. 64, 
pl. 10, figs. 7-10, 13-16. 
Mater>ial : One specimen. 













Pelekodites cf. P. zurcheri 
(Douvill~) 
Specimen F3 - 31 - 35 
Pelekodites sp. 
Specimen FS - 5 - 84 (1) 
Specimen FS - 5 - 1 
Pelekodites dobsonensis 
Imlay 
Specimen F3 - 31 - 76 
Not to scale. 
Figure 18. Sketches showing the variety of lappets 
displayed by species of Pelekodites from the Izee 
area. 
Description: This specimen is an internal meld with a 
majority of the shell material adhering. 
This rather large specimen is characterized by its 
evolute coiling with an egression of the body chamber so 
that the coiling is almost advolute in the last half whorl. 
The umbilicus is wide and fairly deep, bordered by the 
step-like umbilical wall. The visible whorls are compressed 
with flat flanks and a narrow tabulate venter bearing an 
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indistinct keel. 
The ribbing is convex, strongest on the flanks, 
becoming broader and fading ventrally. It is much weaker 
on the last part of the last whorl where the shell material 
is not present. Long, anteriorly swollen lappets are 
present (see fig. 18) bearing dense, fine growth striae. 
Septa are not evident so that the length of the body cham-
ber is unknown. 
Di s cus.c; io n: This specimen compares with the material 
fi gured by Huf (l o o. ait. ) except that the whorl sec-
tion is not so inflated. In this respect it is closer 
to the specimens from Scotland figured by Morton except 
that mature examples of this species are smaller (Morton, 
1975, p. 65, text-fig. 6). This Oregon specimen of 
Pe l e kodites appears to be younger (Sauzei Zone) than 
recorded examples of P. zurah er i (fuw er by i Zone) from 
Europe. 
Pe l e kodites spp. 
Ma t er i a l: Two specimens. 












D?: s cuss io n: These small specimens are assigned to 
PeZe kodites because they both bear lappets (see fig. 18), 
display evolute coiling a nd possess backwardly inclined 
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ri bbing. The lappets on both specimens are slightly 
dorsally inclined. Specimen F3-30-262 possesses much 
sharper ribbing than P. si l vie se n s1:s, is smaller and more 
densely costate than P. dobsone nsis and differs from P. 
zuPahe r i also in the sharpness of its costation. 
Specimen F5-5-84(1} compares most favorably with 
P. :::u rc heri but is too poorly preserved to warrant specific 
designation. 
Genus Poeci lomor phus Buckman, 1889 
Poe cilomorphu s varius Imlay 
Pl. 5, fig. 7 
1973 Poec ilomor•p hus v ar i u s Imlay; p. 75, pl. 25, 
figs. 1-16. 
Material : Two specimens. 
Dimensions : Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F3-31-185 19 4 30 21 
Des cription : Specimen F3-31-185 is an external mold 
whereas specimen F3-31-202 consists of a poorly preserved 
internal and external mold. 
This species is involute, compressed, with a narrow 
umbilicus bordered by a low, fairly steep umbilical wall 
that rounds rapidly into the flattened flanks. A low 
(laterally sulcate?} keel is present on part of one 
spe cimen. 
On the smaller specimen the ribs are dense and falcate. 
ribs are sharp and strongly rursiradiate. 
Dis cussion: Poeci ZnrJ rphus varius differs from specimens 
of Oppe lia subradi ata ?, collected from the Izee area, 
in being less involute and the ribs being strongly rursi-
radiate and falcate instead of falcoid. 
Family STRIGOCERATIDAE Buckman, 1924 
Genus Strigo c eras Quenstedt, 1886 
S t r i go c eras cf. s . languidum (Buckman) 
Pl. 5, fig. 8 
1964b S tr i goce ras cf. s . languidum (Buckman); Imlay, 
p. B37, pl. 23, figs. 2-4, 8. 
no n 1972 S tr i go ceras cf. S , Z a nguidum (Buckman); Sato, 
p. 285, pl. 34, figs. 12, 13. 
·? 1973 S trigo ce ras cf. S . l anguidi.m (Buckman); Imlay, 
p . 76, pl. 36, figs. 13, 17-21 • 
. ' 1a. Ce r>1: 0 7. : On e specimen. 
n i ~~n s ions : Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F5-5-ll 30 5 15 17 
JJe;;c r ip t1:on : This specimen is extremely involute with a 
very high, sub-oxyconic whorl section. The exceedingly 
small umbilicus is bordered by a low, rounded umbilical 
wall that passes rapidly into the flattened flanks. Where 
preserved, the venter is seen to bear a fairly high keel. 
Ornamentation appears to be absent on the lowest 
ribs are sharp and strongly rursiradiate. 
Dis cussion: Poeci Znv rphus varius differs from specimens 
of Oppelia subradiata ?, collected from the Izee area, 
in being less involute and the ribs being strongly rursi-
radiate and falcate instead of falcoid. 
Family STRIGOCERATIDAE Buckman, 1924 
Genus Strigo ceras Quenstedt, . 1886 
Strigoceras cf. S. languidum (Buckman) 
Pl. 5, fig. 8 
1964b 8 trigoceras cf. s. languidum (Buckman); Imlay, 
p. B37, pl. 23, figs. 2-4, 8. 
non 1972 S trigoceras cf. S, Z angu idum (Buckman); Sato, 
p. 285, pl. 34, figs. 12, 13. 
·? 1973 S trigo ceras cf. S . l anguidi..m (Buckman) ; Imlay, 
p. 76, pl. 36, figs. 13, 17-21 • 
. ' ·1a. i;e rf o l : On.e specimen. 
n i nensions: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
FS-5-11 30 5 15 17 
Ucr,c r iption: This specimen is extremely involute with a 
very high, sub-oxyconic whorl section. The exceedingly 
small umbilicus is bordered by a low, rounded umbilical 
wall that passes rapidly into the flattened flanks. Where 
preserved, the venter is seen to bear a fairly high keel. 
Ornamentation appears to be absent on the lowest 
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part of the flanks (on the internal mold) but the upper 
part bears broad, falcoid ribs that become stronger and 
markedly rursiradiate ventrally. The wide ventral ends of 
the ribs fade before reaching the keel. 
Discussio n: This specimen is most similar in degree of 
involution and style of ribbing to some larger specimens 
collected from Alaska (Imlay, 1964b) except that the ribs 
a r e slightly broader. 
Family HAPLOCERATIDAE Zittel, 1884 
Genus Lis soce ras Bayle, 1879 
Lisso ce r as hy de i Imlay 
Pl. 5, figs. 9-10 
1973 Lissoce r a s hy d e i Imlay; p. 77, pl. 40, figs. 
24-33. 
Ma t~ r i al : Eight specimens. 
nime n sio n s~ Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
F3-17-92 c .32 7.5 c .50 23 
De8cr•i p t ion : These specimens are mostly fragments or 
c orroded and flattened internal molds. 
This species is characterized by its involute coil-
i n o with a narrow umbilicus bordered by an extremely low 
umbilical wall that passes evenly into the flattened or 
gently convex flanks of the high whorl section. 
On th.e smaller whorl fragments the weak, dense ribs 
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are prorsiradiate on the lower third of the flank and 
rursiradiate on the remainder of the flank. At umbilical 
diameters greater than 5 mm. or so the costation is 
extremely weak to absent on the lower two-thirds of the 
flank but is quite strong and still rursiradiate on the 
ventro~lateral shoulder and upper flank. 
Dis cussion: These specimens are considered conspecific 
with other examples of L. hydei collected from the Izee 
area. As noted by Imlay Clo c. cit.) , L. hydei has the 
same general appearance as Bradfordia helenae Renz (Arkell, 
et al. , p. L275, fig. 318, la, b) but in Bradfordia the 
umbilical wall forms a sharp raised edge. 
Family OPPELIIDAE Bonarelli, 1894 
Genus Oppelia Waagen, 1869 
Oppelia subradiata ? (J. de C. Sowerby) 
Pl. 5, figs. 11-12 
? 1938 Oppelia subradiata (J. de c. Sowerby); Roman, 
pl. 13, fig. 141. 
? 1951 Oppel ia (Oppelia) subradiata (J. de C. Sowerby); 
Arkell, p. 50, test-fig. 11. 
? 1971 Oppe l ia subradiata (J. de c. Sowerby); Sturani, 
p. 112, pl. 7 figs. 2, 3. 
? 1971 Oppel ia (Oppel ia) ? subradiata (J. de c. Sowerby) ; 
Morton, p. 271, pl. 40, figs. 3-4. 
? l.973 Oppel ia cf. o. subradiata (J. de c. Sowerby); 
Imlay, p. 78, pl. 40, fig. 13. 
Mate r ia l: Three specimens. 
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De scr ip tio n : These poorly preserved specimens are very 
involute forms with smooth lower flanks and fine, falcoid 
ribs on the upper flanks. 
Discussion: These specimens are considered conspecific 
with 0 , subra diata, as listed in the synonomy, as far as 
the poor preservation allows comparison. 
Genus Oe ootraustes Waagen, 1869 
Oecotraustes sp. 
Pl. 5, fig. 13 
Ma t e r ia l: One specimen. 
Dirne n s i ons: Specimen no. D Ud Rd u 
Un. Sn. Loe. A 
#1 (2a) 19 4.9 c .26 26 
Description : This specimen is a small, involute form with 
a narrow umbilicus bordered by a rounded umbilical wall. 
On the outermost preserved whorl, the umbilical wall be-
come s higher and slight egression occurs, resulting in 
e lliptical coiling. The whorl section is compressed with 
gentl y rounded flanks and a fastigate, keeled venter. 
The costation, consisting of dense, fine, rursiradiate 
rib s that project onto the venter, becomes stronger ador-
a ll y a nd a ppears to be r estricted to the upper third of the 
f l a nk . 
Dincussion1 This specimen . is assigned to the genus 
Oe~o traustes because of its general resemblance to Oppe l ia 
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combined with elliptical coiling of the outer whorl. 
Family STEPHANOCERATIDAE Neumayr, 1875 
Genus Normannites Munier-Chalinas, 1892 
Normannites (Normannites) orbignyi Suck.man 
Pl. 5, fig. 14 
184 5 Ammonites braikenridgii d 'Orbigny; pl. 135. 
1927 Normannites orbignyi Buckman; pl. 734. 
1954 Normannites (Normannites) orbignyi orbignyi 
Buckman; Westermann, p. 135, pl. 5, figs. 3-4; 
pl. 6, fig. 1. . 
? 1971 Stephanoceras (No rmannites) ? orbignyi 
(Buckman); Morton, p. 282, pl. 51, figs. l; 2. 
1973 Normannites (Normannites) o'l'bignyi Buckman; 
Imlay, p. 82, pl. 41, figs. 9, 10, 18, 20. 
Material: One specimen. 
Di rne nsio ns: Specimen no. D Ud sRd u Wh . 





24 42 a.9 
DeGc ription: This specimen is evolute with a wide, fairly 
shallow umbilicus bordered by a rounded umbilical wall. 
The whorl section was probably somewhat depressed before 
post-depositional crushing. The flanks are rounded and 
the venter probably somewhat flattened. The outer part of 
the last whorl appears to be non-septate but the specimen 
is incomplet~ and no lappets are preserved. 
The costation is bold. Some of the primaries are 
slightly curved. They trend prorsiradiately or rectiradiately 
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to the middle of the flank where prominent tubercles mark 
the furcation points. All the primary ribs give rise to 
pairs of secondary ribs, with an occasional intercalated 
rib between the pairs, that trend approximately recti-
radiately onto the venter. 
Discussion: This specimen is considered to fall within 
the range of variation of N. orbignyi Buckman. N. orbignyi 
is the type species for the genus Normannites which is 
now considered a microconchiate dimorph, probably of 
8tn phanoceras. 
Normannite s cf. N. vigorosus (Imlay) 
Pl. 5, figs. 15-17 
cf. 196la De tte1•manite s vigorosus Imlay; p. 472, pl. 
64, figs. 1-3. 
c f . 1962 Dettermanites vigoro8us Imlay; p. Al2, pl. 
4, figs. 1-9. 
Mate i> 1'. a l: Eleven specimens. 
De :_:cr•l p t;i.o n: All the specimens are poorly preserved, 
incomplete individuals or whorl fragments. 
The coiling is moderately evolut~ producing a fairly 
wide umbilicus bordered by a steeply inclined umbilical 
wall that rounds evenly into the convex flanks. Before 
crushing, the whorl section was probably wider than high. 
The ribbing, where the shell material is preserved, 
is very strong, consistin0 of distant, slightly curved and 
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slightly prorsiradiate primary ribs that give rise to two 
(rarely three) slightly weaker prorsiradiate secondary 
ribs. At the point of furcation at about mid-flank, small, 
acute tubercles are developed. Pairs of secondary ribs 
are often separated by intercalated ribs. On specimens 
consisting only of an internal mold, all the ornamenta-
tion is weaker. 
Specimen F3-38-ll (pl. 5, fig. 17) is a fragment of 
the outer whorl of a mature individual. It is an internal 
mold showing a constricted aperture followed by flared 
lappets. 
Discussion : The genus Dette rma n i t e s was erected in 1961 
for a group of rather large, upper Bajocian microconchs 
tha t bore a resemblance to certain stephanoceratids. It 
wa s di f ferentiated from Normann i te s on the basis of the 
suture line and the larger number of secondary ribs (Imlay, 
1964b, p. B6) but it has since become apparent that the 
r e lationship between these two groups is so close that the 
ere ction of a new genus is not warranted. Hence, De tte r manites 
is he r e regarded as a junior subjective synonym and is 
r ej ecte d in favor of NoPmannite s (see also, Imlay, 1964b, 
p . BS-6; 1973, p. 84). 
The specimens from the Izee area differ slightly from 
the type material in the ornamentation being more suppressed 
o n the internal mold and in the whorl section probably 
be i ng a little more compressed, although poor preservation 
hinders detailed comparison. 
Normann i t e s sp. 
Pl. 5, fig. 18 
Material : One specimen. 
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Descr ip t i on: This amrnonite is a small (D estimated 45 mm.), 
mature individual that is fairly evolute with the body cham-
be r egressing slightly. 
The ribbing on the septate whorls is poorly preserved 
but on the body chamber sharp, moderately spaced primary 
ribs incline forward on the lower two-thirds of the flanks 
and terminate in prominent, tetrahedral tubercles. From 
these tubercles arise two or three prorsiradiate, slightly 
weaker secondary ribs • . Intercalation of secondary ribs 
results in a ratio of secondaries per primary of over 3:1. 
The body chamber is terminated by a constriction, 
followed by a flaring and, finally, elongate (incomplete) 
lateral lappets. 
Di nc u ss i o n: This specimen is assigned to the genus 
Normanni tes .because it is a microconch resembling Ste phano -
ceras , It differs from many of the described species of 
No i'manni tes in having tetrahedral-like tubercles, a high 
ratio of secondary to primary ribs and rather unusual lappets. 
Genus S tephanoceras Waagen, 1869 
S tephanoceras no dosum (Quenstedt) 
Pl. 6, figs. 1, 3 
1932 S t e phanoce ras nodosum Quenstedt em. Weisert; 
Weisert, p. 136, pl. 15, figs. 1-2. 
1951 S tephanoc e ras nodosum Quenstedt; Maubeuge, 
p. 57, pl. 10, fig. 6. 
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1951 S t e phanoce ras aff. nodosum Quenstedt; Maubeuge, 
p. 58-60, pl. 6, figs. 5, 6; pl. 11, fig. 3. 
1964b S t e phanoce ras cf. S , nodosum (Quenstedt); Imlay, 
p. B46, pl. 16, figs. 7, 8. 
1967 S t ep hano c e ra s aff. S , nodosum (Quenstedt); 
Imlay, p. 8 9, pl. 7, figs. 4, 5. 
1971 S t e phano c e ras (S te phanoceras) no do sum (Quenstedt); 
Morton, p. 276, pls. 42-45. 
1973 S te ph ano ceras cf. S . no do s um (Quenstedt); Imlay, 
p. 87, pl. 44, figs. 7-11. 
Material : Eight specimens. 
Descriptio n: These specimens are evolute and characterized 
b y large tubercles situated at approximately the middle of 
the flank. The umbilicus is wide, the umbilical wall low 
and the whorl section slightly depressed. 
The sharp primary ribs are characteristically straight 
but sometimes curved. They are widely spaced, rectiradiate 
and give rise to, usually, three rectiradiate to slightly 
prorsi r adiate secondary ribs. Intercalated ribs occasion-
ally arise at the zone of furcation. 
Diseussion: The ammonites listed in the synonomy show a 
certain amount of variation in such characteristics as 
strength of the tubercles, degree of involution and density 
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and strength of ribbing. Such variation is probably infra-
specific. Some of the incipient splitting seems to have 
stemmed from the work of Maugeuge but his s. nodosum and s . 
aff. nodo sum were synonomised by Morton (loo. cit.) and this 
procedure is followed here. 
Stephanooeras sp. A 
Pl. 6, fig. 2 
1973 Step hanoo eras sp. A; Imlay, p. 86, pl. 45, 
fig. 10. 
Mat.e Y' 1:a l: One specimen. 
Des cription: This specimen consists of a very poorly 
preserved internal mold complemented by an external mold 
on which details are better preserved. 
The innermost whorls are obscured by oyster growth but 
the earliest visible whorls bear fine, strongly prorsiradiate 
primaries that bifurcate below the line of involution. The 
furcation points are slightly swollen. Intercalated second-
ary ribs usually separate the forked ribs. On the outermost 
preserved whorl, the ribbing is decidedly stronger, the 
rapidly elongate tubercles slightly more pronounced ahd on 
the most adoral portion of the last whorl (which may repre-
sent a collar on the adult body chamber), dense, fine, pror-
siradiate and flexuous striae are present. 
Di r: cussion : This specimen is very similar to a specimen 
described by Imlay and called by him S tephanoce i•as sp. A 
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(Zo e . cit.). This individual could represent the macro-
conch dimorph of Lupherites, as suggested in the discussion 
of L . seneeaensis on p. 150. 
S tephanoc e ras spp. 
Pl. 6, figs. 6, 8 
Discussion: Many poorly preserved whorl fragments whose 
style of ribbingsuggests assignment to the genus Stephanoc e ras 
were collected from the Snowshoe Formation. The fragments 
figured here are some of the largest collected but many more 
smaller fragments of uncertain specific affinities were also 
found. 
Stephanoceras n. sp. ? 
Pl. 6, fig. 7 
Mate rial: Eight specimens. 
Description: These specimens are all poorly preserved 
fragments. 
This species is involute with a deep umbilicus bordered 
by a steeply inclined umbilical wall. The whorl section was 
probably only slightly compressed on the inner whorls but 
on the outermost whorls, the whorl section is much higher 
than wide, with gently convex flanks. 
The gently curved primary ribs are strong, closely 
spaced on the inner whorls, becoming more distant with 
growth. In outline, the adoral slope if much gentler than 
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the adapical slope. They arise a short distance from the 
umbilical seam and cover the lower quarter to a third of 
the flank, at which point they terminate in small, acute 
tubercles that are reduced to swellings on some specimens. 
From the tubercles, two secondary ribs arise that are 
extremely long, appreciably weaker than the primary ribs 
and show a rounded rather than an asymmetric outline. 
Further secondary ribs arise by intercalation, resulting in 
a ratio of secondary to primary ribs of a little over 3:1. 
The secondary ribs are gently prorsiradiate on the middle 
part of the flank but recurve backwards on the upper part 
to approach the venter in a rectiradiate manner. 
Discussion : The ribbing on these specimens is similar to 
S tephanoceras pyritosum Quenstedt (Maubeuge, 1951, p. 56, 
p l. 11, fig. 2; Morton, 1971, p. 281, pl. 47, figs. 3, 4; 
p ls. 48, 49; pl. 50, figs. 1, 2) but differs in being not 
qui te a s sharp. Also, the tubercles are more prominent. 
There is a similarity between these specimens from the 
I zee area and one specimen of Step hanocera s (Skirroceras) 
l<i)•schneri Imlay from the Emigrant Creek area (Imlay, 1973, 
p l. 42, figs. 3, 4 only} except that the primary ribs on 
th i s specimen are longer and the tuberculation weaker. 
These specimens probably represent a new species but 
be t te r preserved material must be collected before a new 
spe c i f ic name could be appli~d with confidence. 
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Subgenus Skirroceras Mascke, 1907 
Step hanoceras (Skirroceras) juh l ei Imlay 
Pl. 6, fig. 4, Pl. 7, fig. 1 
1964b S t ep hanoceras (Skirroceras) juhZei Imlay; p. 
B47, pl. 16, figs. 1, 3-6, pl. 17. 
1973 Stephanoceras (Ski rroceras) juhZei Imlay; Imlay, 
p. 88, pl. 43, figs. 1-7, 15. 
Ma t erial: Fourteen specimens. 
Di me nsions: Specimen no. D Ud Wh Wb u 
Fl-21-31 300 182 61 
68 17 
F3-14-87 c.52 c. 12 10 c.42 23 
*F3-31-l 14 10 c.36 
F3-31-2 32 13 
9 9 
F3-32-27 14 12 
F3-35-14 c. 35 15 43 
7 13 
* Slightly distorted 
ne.c:cription : This species is evolute in its early whorls 
and gradually uncoils during growth to give the appearance 
of a serpenticone at large diameters. The umbilicus, 
therefore, is wide and shallow. 
The primary ribs are sharpest on the earlier whorls, 
are fairly straight and dense and incline gently forward 
across the lower part of the flank. Just below the mid-
flank position, tuberculate furcation points give rise to 
two or three secondary ribs (with a fourth ribs occasionally 
intercalated) that are rectiradiate or gently prorsiradiate. 
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The secondary ribs become more distant with growth and both 
ribbing and the tubercles become weaker. The suture, poor-
ly exposed on two specimens, shows broad, adapically elon-
gate saddles. No specimen is complete so that the length 
of the body chamber is unknown. 
Di scu s sio n : These specimens are considered conspecific 
with the material from Alaska and Oregon figured by Imlay 
(see synonomy). 
According to the diagnoses, S . ( S ,) juhlei can be 
differentiated from s . ( S . ) kirschn eri by its finer ribbing, 
smaller tubercles positioned lower on the flanks, by more 
slowly enlarging whorls and a depressed whorl section. Also, 
the primary ribs are straighter on s . (S.) j uhl ei and the 
secondary ribs more sparse. The data for some of the holo-
types published by Imlay (1964b, p. B47, B48) is presented 
graphically in fig. 19. These two forms are closely 
related, if not variants of the same species, and they are 
usually difficult to separate. According to Imlay, s . ( S , ) 
ki r s a h n e ri ranges stratigraphically higher than s . ( S .J 
juhZei although their ranges overlap in the upper part of 
the Sauze i Zone (Imlay, 1973, p. 21). Such a stratigraphic 
distinction is not evident in the collections made from the 
Izee area during this study. 
Also, a thorough statistical evaluation of all the 
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Figure 19. Comparisons of some of the type material 
of St e phano ce ras (S k irroeeras) juhZei Imlay and 
Ste phanoceras (Skirroaeras) kirsahneri Imlay. 
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relationship between these North American species and the 
European species s . ( S .) ba y l ei (Oppel) (d'Orbigny, 1846, 
pl. 133) and s . ( S .) macrum (Quenstedt) (Buckman, 1921, pl. 
24 8) • 
Step hanoceras (Sk irro c eras) aff. S. (S.) j uhlei Imlay 
Pl. 6, fig. 5 
• 
1973 S t e pha no ceras ( Skirroceras) aff. S. ( S.) j uhl e i 
Imlay; p. 88, pl. 43, figs. 8, 9. 
Materia l: Eight specimens. 

















Descr i p t ion : These specimens are mostly fragmentary exter-
nal molds, all from Section 3. 
They are very similar to Stephanoaeras (Skirroaera s ) 
j u hle i Imlay, as described earlier, but differ in being 
slightly more involute and possessing much denser primary 
ribs that are also higher and coarser on the outer whorls. 
Discu s s ion: These specimens are considered conspecif ic 
with s . (S.J aff. s . (S .J juhl e i, collected from beds cor-
relating with the upper part of the Humphri e s i anum Zone in 
the Seneca area (Imlay, 1973, p. 28). 
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St e phanoceras (Skirroceraa) kirachneri Imlay 
Pl. 6, fig. 9 
1964b S t e phanoc eraa (S kirroceraa) kirachneri Imlay; 
p. B47, pl. 18, figs. 1-4; pl. 19. 
1973 S tephanoceraa (Skirroceraa) kirachneri Imlay; 
p. 87, pl. 30, fig. 13; pl. 42, figs. 1-10. 
Mate rial: Twenty-four specimens. 
Descr i ption : All the specimens are fragments or incomplete 
molds. 
The inner whorls are moderately involute but egression 
occurs with growth so that larger specimens are very evo-
lute. The umbilical wall is low and slopes evenly into 
the convex flanks. 
The primary ribs, which may va~y in trend, are strong, 
usually gently convex and terminate in prominent, elongate 
tubercles just below the middle of the flank. From these 
tubercles arise three or four weaker secondary ribs that 
trend rectiradiately to prorsiradiately across the upper 
part of the flanks. The secondary ribs become stronger with 
g rowth as do the tubercles. 
Diseussion : The differences between s . (S. J k i11 s c h ne:r1: 
and the closely related species S . (S .) j uhl ei are described 
in the discussion of the latter on p. 140. 
Genus S t emma to c?e ra s Mascke, 19 01 
Stemmatocera s aff. s . alb erte nae McLearn 
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Pl. 8, fig. 1 
aff. 1928 S t e mmato c e ras albertense McLearn; p. 20, pl. 5-7. 
aff. 1957 S t e mmatoc e ras albertense McLearn; Frebold, p. 
50, pl. 21, figs. 2a, b; pl. 23, figs. la-c. 
1967 S t e mma toceras n. sp. aff. S. albertense McLearn; 
Imlay, p. 91, pl. 10, figs. 1-8; pl. 16, figs. 
5-7. 
1973 Ste mmato ceras aff. s. albertense McLearn; Imlay, 
p. 89, pl. 46, figs. 1-9. 
Ma t eri a l : Thirteen specimens. 
De s cription: This species is represented by incomplete 
and fragmentary specimens, mostly internal molds. 
The specimens are fairly evolute and show a whorl 
section that is depressed in the smaller fragments becoming 
even more depressed in the larger fragments. 
The primary ribs are sharp, dense and fairly long, 
terminating in small, acute tubercles just above the middle 
of the flank. The primaries are somewhat flexuous and tend 
to be prorsiradiate. Two or three weaker secondaries, often 
separated by intercalated ribs, arise from the tubercles 
and incline prorsiradiately across the upper flank on 
smaller whorls to cross the venter transversely. On the 
larger, more depressed whorls the tubercles are closer to 
the ventro-lateral shoulder and the secondaries pass across 
the venter, from tubercle to tubercle more directly. 
The ventral part of the suture exposed on one specimen 
appears to be identical with that of the holotype (McLearn, 
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1928, pl. 7) • 
Dis cussion: These specimens, together with the specimens 
discussed by Imlay (1967, 1973), probably represent the 
variants of a new species of Stemmatoceras related to S. 
al bertense but differing in having more closely spaced 
primaries on the inner whorls, more distant primaries on 
the outer whorls, slightly fewer and sharper secondary 
ribs and a slightly higher whorl section. 
S. aff. S. albertens e differs from S. sp., described 
herein, in being less depressed and in the ribbing being 
sharper and more dense. 
S temma toc e ras sp. 
Pl. 8, fig. 2 
Ma teri al: Seven specimens. 
De s crip t i on: These fragments are characterized by an 
extremely depressed whorl section, over twice as wide as 
high. The whorl sides are very low and strongly convex. 
The venter is only gently arched (pl. 8, fig. 2). 
The primary ribs are distant, strong and flexuous, 
terminating in small, pronounced tubercles. From each 
tubercle arises a pair of secondary ribs, separated from its 
neighboring pair by a single intercalated rib. The second-
ary ribs cross the venter transversely. When viewed in 
outline, they tend to have a steeper adapical than adoral 
slope. 
Discuss -ion: This species is close to the Teloceras pole 
of the S te p hano c e ras, S t emmatv ceras, Tel oceras sequence 
in that the whorl section is very depressed. 
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There is some resemblance, particularly in whorl 
shape, to Ste mma t oceras n. sp. undet. from Alaska described 
by Imlay (1964b, p. B48, pl. 20, figs. 1-4) but the mater-
ial is not complete enough to make detailed comparisons. 
Genus Cadomite s Munier-Chalmas, 1892 
Cadomite s ? sp. 
Pl.8, figs. 3-4 
Mat e r ia l: Two specimens. 
J) es criptwn : Both the internal and external molds of 
these fragments are available for study. Only the non-
tuberculate parts of the primary ribs are visible on the 
inner whorls, suggesting this ammonite was not evolute. 
The umbilical wall is fairly steep and the umbilical shoul-
der rounds evenly into the convex sides of the high whorls. 
The sharp, dense primary ribs are extremely long, 
extending at least across the lower two-thirds of the flank. 
They arise from the umbilical seam, are strongly rursira-
dia te on the lowermost part of the flank but gradually 
straighten to terminate in radially elongate, sharp tubercles. 
The tubercles on the non-septate part of specimen F3-35-7 
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(pl. 8, fig. 3) are stronger than on the septate portion. 
Three, or more rarely two, secondary ribs arise from each 
tubercle by furcation. The forked ribs are often separated 
by intercalated secondaries so that the ratio of primaries 
to secondaries remains approximately 3:1. The secondary 
ribs arch gently forward from the zone of furcation and 
then recurve gently backwards toward the venter. 
The s~ture line cannot be traced accurately. 
Discussion : These specimens bear a resemblance to some of 
the specimens figured by Imlay and referred to Stephanoceras 
sp. c (1973, p. 86, pl. 44, figs. 1-4). However, these 
specimens, which Imlay questionably compares with Cadomite s , 
are not as strongly tuberculate and have fewer secondary 
ribs. 
The specimens from the Izee area are questionably 
referred to the genus Cadomites because of the sharpness 
and density of the ribbing (Arkell, et ai., 1957, p. L290, 
fig. 342, 8) and the extraordinary length of the primary 
ribs that compare with those on several species of Cadomites 
( e .g. d'Orbigny, 1846, pl. 134, 138). The association on 
Section 3 with ammonites indicative of the upper Humphri es -
&a n um Zone does not preclude an assignment to Cadomites 
since this genus originated in late Humphriesianum Zone 
time but did not become abundant until the upper Bajocian 
(Westermann, 1964b, fig. 14; Westermann and Rioult, 1975, 
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p. 875). 
When, and if, better preserved material becomes 
available showing the nature of the whorl section, a more 
confident assignment will be possible. 
Genus Lupherites Imlay, 1973 
Lupherites senecaensis Imlay 
Pl. 8, figs. 5-6, 8 
1973 Lupherites senecaensis Imlay; p. 90, pl. 47, 
figs. 1-20. 
Mate rial: Forty-eight specimens. 
Dime nsions: Specimen no. D Ud pRd sRd u 
F6-l-0 c.50 c.20 19 40 
F6-l-l 59 20 34 
F6-l-3 a.27 11 24 41 
F6-l-8 48 16 18 54 33 
F6-l-17 26.5 8.5 32 
F6-l-19 * 60 23 16 50 38 
* Estimated 
Desc ~ iption: This species is represented mostly by frag-
mentary internal and external molds form the type Silvies 
Member of the Snowshoe Formation. 
The umbilicus is moderately wide and shallow, bor-
dered by a low umbilical wall on the phragmocone and a 
slightly higher wall on the body chamber which is usually 
retracted to some degree. The whorl section was probably 
higher than wide with the flattened flanks rounding evenly 
into a slightly flattened venter. 
This species is variocostate. The inner, septate 
whorls bear extremely fine and sharp primary ribs that 
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trend rursiradiately up the umbilical wall but become 
quickly and markedly prorsiradiate on reaching the umbilical 
shoulder. Some of the primary ribs bifurcate on the middle 
of the flank whereas others remain simple. None of the 
furcation points are tuberculate. Intercalated secondary 
ribs are common so that the ratio of secondary to primary 
ribs is approximately 3:1. 
On the body chamber the ribbing becomes suddenly 
stronger, more widely spaced and tubercles develop at the 
points of furcation. The body chamber occupies at least 
one-fourth of a whorl on specimen F6-l-l (pl. 8, fig. 8) 
but it is not complete. One coarsely ribb~d fragment bears 
a short, dorsally flexed, rounded lateral lappet. Specimen 
F6-l-19 (pl. 8, fig. 5) is a large example that is entirely 
septate but the ribbing has become gradually (as opposed 
to suddenly) stronger and tubercles are developed. In all 
other respects, it is identical to L. senecaensis. 
The suture line is complex with a long, irregularly 
trifid first lateral saddle. 
Discussion: These specimens are considered conspecific 
with the type material from the Snowshoe Formation in the 
Seneca area as figured by Imlay (lac. cit.). The develop-
ment of coarser, more distant costation and tubercles does 
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not appear to be confined solely to the mature body chamber, 
however, although these are features characteristic of a 
late stage in the ontogeny. 
This is a microconchiate species that could possibly 
be paired with the somewhat similar but larger Stephanoceras 






Family SPHAEROCERATIDAE Buckman, 1920 
Genus Ch:> ndroceras Mascke, 1907 
Chondroceras allani (McLearn) 
pl. 8, fig. 9 
Saxitoniceras allani McLearn; p. 21, pl. 8, 
figs. 1, 2. 
Defonticeras oblatum (Whiteaves}; Imlay, p. 19, 
pl. 5, figs. 1-5. 
Chondroceras allani McLearn var.; Frebold, p. 
53, pl. 27, figs. 2a, b. 
Chondroceras allani (McLeain}; Frebold, p. 20, 
pl. 8, figs. 2-5. 
Chondro ceras sp; Frebold, p. 21, pl. 8, fig. 6. 
1964 Chondroce ras allani (McLearn); Imlay, p. B42, 
pl. 12, figs. 4-7, 9, 10. 
cf. 1967 Chondroceras cf. C. allani (McLearn}; Imlay, 
p. 93, pl. 6, figs. 1-3, 7, 8. 
1973 Chondroceras allani (McLearn}; Imlay, p. 81, 
pl. 40, figs. 11, 12. 
Material: Two specimens. 
Dime nsions: Accurate measurements could not be made because 
of the state of preservation. The diameter of specimen 
F3-35-5 was in excess of 40 mm. and the last half whorl 
bears approximately eight primary ribs. 
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Description: Specimen FJ-35-5, the best preserved specimen, 
is an internal mold with a considerable amount of shell 
material still adhering. The phragmocone is preferentially 
crushed and the whole test has been compressed slightly at 
right angles to the plane of coiling. It is still evident 
that this anunonite is highly involute with a very small 
umbilicus and that the final whorl egresses slightly, giving 
the appearance of a sphaerocone. 
Short primary ribs on the earlier whorls pass pror-
siradiately across the lower third of the flanks at which 
point three secondary ribs arise, recurving backwards across 
the middle and upper flanks to cross the venter transversely. 
On the body chamber, the ribs are more widely spaced and 
there are fewer secondary ribs per primary. The peristome 
is constricted. Where present, the test bears fine growth 
lines. 
Discussion: In spite of the state of preservation, this 
specimen can be referred with confidence to Chondrooeras 
allani {McLearn). Its ribbing is sharper than on the holo-
type but this can be considered as within the range of 
variation for this species since other figured examples of 
c. allani are identical with specimen F3-35-5 (e.g. Imlay, 
1964, pl. 12, fig. 4; Imlay, 1973, pl. 40, fig. 11). 
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c. allani differs from C. defontii in being less 
globose and the ribbing being coarser. 
Genus Sphaero ceras Bayle, 18 78 
Sphaeroceras sp. 
Pl. 8, fig. 7 
1973 Sphaeroceras sp.; Imlay, p. 82, pl. 40, figs. 
14-16. 
Material : One specimen. 
Description : This specimen is an extremely small fragment 
of an external mold that displays involute, elliptical 
coiling. The elongate umbilicus is bordered by a low 
umbilical wall that rounds evenly into the convex flanks. 
The costation is sharp and consists of fine, dense 
primary ribs that pass prorsiradiately across the lower half 
of the flank at which point weaker secondary ribs arise by 
bifurcation and intercalation. These secondaries arch 
backwards gently, to approach the venter (which is not 
preserved) in a rectiradiate manner. 
Dis cussion: Although the preservation is very poor, the 
manner of coiling and the style of costation suggests an 
assignment to the genus Sphaeroceras. Furthermore, this 
ammonite appears to be identical with the ammonites from 
the lower and middle Basey Member of the Snowshoe Formation 
that Imlay assigned to Sphaeroceras sp. (Imlay, 1973, 
especially pl. 40, fig. 16) • 
Family TULITIDAE Buckman, 1921 
Genus BuZZatimorphites Buckman, 1921 
BuZZatimorphites ? sp. 
Pl. 8, fig. 10 
Ma t erial: Two specimens. 
De scription: Specimen FS-14-36 (pl. 8, fig. 10) is an 
incomplete individual whereas specimen FS-14-28 appears 
to be complete but is poorly preserved. 
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The coiling is markedly elliptical with egression of 
the last whorl causing a rapid enlargement of the small 
umbilicus. The specimens are small (D maximum = c. 26 mm.). 
The whorl section is low, probably slightly higher than 
wide. The umbilical wall is extremely low, the venter 
broad and rounded. 
Two fairly deep constrictions occur together just 
before egression of the outer whorl on the figured specimen. 
Other constrictions, that cut across the ribs, are also 
evident on the adoral half of the outer whorl which is less 
well preserved than the inner whorls. 
The ribbing consists of short primaries that bifurcate 
on the lower third of the flank. The secondaries are rec-
tiradiate and appear to be uninterrupted on the venter. 
The peristome, preserved on specimen FS-14-28, is 
gently curved and projected slightly ventrally. It is 
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preceeded by a weak constriction. 
Discussion: The affinites of these ammonites are uncertain. 
They are very similar to Amnvnites dimorphus d'Orbigny 
(1846, pl. 141, especially fig. 7) which is the type species, 
by original designation, of Dirrvrphinites (Arkell, 1955, 
p. 131). However, this genus has only ever been collected 
from Bajocian age rocks whereas the Oregon specimens are 
associated with Callovian ammonites. 
The Oregon specimens agree with the familial and generic 
diagnoses of Bullatimorphites (Tulitidae) given in the 
"Treatise" (Arkell, et al., p. L292) and they are tenta-
tively assigned to this genus until a more detailed study 
can be made. 
Family MACROCEPHALITIDAE Buckman, 1922 
Genus Xenocephalites Spath, 1928 
Xenocephalites vicarius Imlay 
Pl. 8, figs. 11-13 
1953b Xenocephalites vicarius Imlay; p. 78, pl. 28, 
figs. 1-8. 
1964a Xenocephalites vicarius Imlay; p. Dl4, pl. 1, 
figs. 23-27. 
Ma t erial: Twenty-one specimens. 
De scription: These ammonites are all fairly small and 
somewhat compressed, consisting mostly of inner whorls. 
One large fragment is more inflated (F5-14-86(1)). 
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The coiling is extremely involute to convolute with the 
narrow umbilicus being bordered by a steep, low wnbilical 
wall. On larger specimens, the wnbilicus widens as slight 
egression occurs. 
The ribbing on the in er whorls is fine and dense. 
On the lower flank the ribs concave but recurve back-
wards so that the general t of the ribbing is rectira-
diate. Some ribs are simpl but most bifurcate at about 
the mid-flank position. So e intercalated secondaries 
occur. On the larger whorl the ribbing becomes coarser, 
more distant and somewhat p orsiradiate. 
Discussion: These specimen are identical to specimens 
of X. vicarius already coll from the Izee area. 
Genus LiZ Zo e tia Crickmay, 1930 
LiZZoettia ZiZloetensis Crickmay 
Pl. 8, fig. 14 
1953b LilZoettia ZilZoetensis Crickrnay; Imlay, p. 
77, pl. 30, figs. 1, 2, 4, 8. 
1957 LiZZoettia ZiUoetensis Crickrnay; Arkell, et 
aZ., p. L294, fi. 352, 7a, b. 
1967 LilZoettia ZiZloetensis Crickrnay; Frebold and 
Tipper, pl. 1, figs. 7-9; pl. 3, fig. 3. 
Material: One specimen. 
Description: This rather poorly preserved specimen is 
characterized by being extremely involute and compressed. 
The inner whorls bear low, dense, prorsiradiate ribs that 
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bifurcate near the middle of the flanks. The ribbing fades 
on the outer whorl which is terminated by a broad, prorsi-
radiate constriction confined to the lower part of the 
flank, followed by a swelling. 
Discussion: This specimen is assigned to L. ZiUoetensis 
because it is compressed and bears low, dense ribs on its 
inner whorls. 
LiZZoettia buckmani (Crickmay) 
Pl. 8, fig. 16 
1953b LiZfoettia buckmani (Crickmay); Imlay, p. 75, 
pl. 27, figs. 1-9. 
1964a LiZZoettia buckmani (Crickmay); Imlay, p. 
Dl4, pl. 2, figs. 14, 15, 17, 18. 
Material: Four specimens. 
Discussion: These specimens differ from the specimen 
assigned to L. ZiZZoetensis in being much more inflated 
and possessing stronger ribbing. Consequently, they are 
assigned to L. buckmani which is the most coarsely ribbed 
and, next to L. miZZeri, the most inflated species of 
LiUo etia. 
LiZZoettia miZZeri? Imlay 
? 1953b LiZZoettia miZZeri Imlay; p. 75, pl. 28, figs. 
11, 13-15; pl. 29, figs. 14, 15. 
Material: One specimen. 
Discussion: This poorly preserved ammonite fragment is 
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characterized by being extremely depressed and involute, and 
in bearing low, rounded costae. It is assigned to L. 
miller i because it is so globose but it is too fragmentary 
to make the assignment with confidence. 
Lillo ettia merto nyarwoodi ? Crickmay 
Pl. 8, fig. 15 
? 1953b Li llo e ttia mertonyarwoodi Crickmay; Imlay, 
p. 76, pl. 30, figs. 3, 5-7, 9-11. 
Mate r i al: Two specimens. 
Uiscussion : These very poorly preserved fragments of 
inner whorls are questionably assigned to L. mertonyarwoodi 
but much better preserved material must be collected before 
a confident assignment can be made. 
Family KOSMOCERATIDAE Haug, 1887 
Genus Kepplerites Neumayr and Uhlig, 1892 
Ke ppl erite s spinosum Imlay 
Pl. 9, figs. 1-2 
1953b Go wericer a s s pinosum Imlay; p. 99, pl. 53, 
figs. 8, 11. 
Mat ePial : One specimen. 
Desc Piptio n : This is a fairly evolute specimen with a 
wide umbilicus that is bordered by an umbilical wall that 
is steep at its .base but rounds rather abruptly into the 
convex flanks. The whorl section on the inner whorls is 
extremely depressed but on the outer whorls it is slightly 
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higher, remaining somewhat higher than wide however. 
On the earlier whorls the primary ribs are sharp and 
prorsiradiate, terminating in acute tubercles at the point 
of maximum inflation. Two secondary ribs arising from each 
tubercle cross the flattened venter transversely (see pl. 9, 
fig. 2). On the outer whorls the primary ribs are rursi-
radiate on the umbilical wall and gently prorsiradiate on 
the lower flank. Because of poor preservation, it is 
difficult to determine the number of secondary ribs per 
primary rib but the ratio is probably in excess of 3:.1. 
Discussion: The genus Gowericeras is synonomised with 
KeppZ erites following Arkell, et aZ. (1957, p. L298). 
Family PARKINSONIIDAE Buckman, 1920 
Genus Garantiana Mascke, 1907 
Garantiana ? 
Pl. 9, figs. 3-4 
Material: One specimen. 
Description: This specimen is a fragment of an internal 
mold with some shell material adhering. 
The shell is fairly involute, embracing by a little 
more than one half. The umbilical wall is very high and 
steep on the lower whorls but lower on the outer whorl. 
The whorl section was probably ovate, higher than wide with 
a tabulate venter bearing a wide, shallow sulcus. 
The dense, strong primary ribs pass rursiradiately 
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across the umbilical wall and swing gently forward to 
terminate in slightly elongate tubercles. From these tuber-
cles arise three weaker secondary ribs that are strongly 
prorsiradiate. The ventral ends of the secondaries are 
swollen. The ribbing is seen to pass across the ventral 
sulcus but is much reduced in strength. On the outermost 
whorl fragment preserved the primaries are a little longer 
and there appear to be only two secondaries per primary. 
A poorly preserved suture line is evident on part of 
this specimen, suggesting that the body chamber possibly 
reached a whorl in length (the peristome is not preserved). 
Discuss ion: This specimen differs from species of 
Ark eZ Zoceras (Frebold, 1958; Imlay, 1964b) in having a 
compressed rather than a depressed or subhexagonal whorl 
section and in there being no off-set of the ventral ends 
of the ribs from one side of the sulcus to the other. 
This specimen is tentatively assigned to the genus 
Garantiana because the ribbing is interrupted on the venter 
by a sulcus, the ribbing is sharp, triplicate to bifurcate 
and both ventral and lateral tubercles are developed. If 
the designation is correct, an assignment to the subgenus 
G, (Garantiana) would be appropriate (Morton, 1971, p. 287). 
However, this specimen differs from Garantiana in that the 
zone of furcation is lower on the flanks, the ventral sulcus 
is wider and the ribs fade markedly as they cross the sulcus 
as opposed to being entirely interrupted. 
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Family PERISPHINCTIDAE Steinmann, 1890 
Genus Leptosphinates Buckman, 1920 
Leptosphinates cf. L. evoZutus Imlay 
cf. 1964b Leptosphinates evoZutus Imlay; p. B54, pl. 28, 
figs. 4-6. 
1973 Leptosphinates cf. L. evoZutus Imlay; Imlay, 
p. 91, pl. 47, figs. 21-23, 26, 27. 
Material: Two specimens. 
Dim ensions: Specimen no. *D u Rd u 




* Maximum measurable diameter 
De s aription: This species is represented by two specimens, 
one of them very poorly preserved (Float 5-14) • Specimen 
F3-64-2 is entirely septate but the outer whorl is crushed. 
The specimens are extremely evolute with a wide, shallow 
umbilicus bordered by a rounded umbilical wall. The whorl 
sides are rounded and the section was probably a little 
higher than wide before crushing. 
All the whorls bear high, slightly prorsiradiate ribs 
that are interrupted in at least two places, on specimen 
F3-64-2, by constrictions. None of the ribs appear to 
bifurcate but the ventral region is generally poorly 
preserved or inaccessible. 
Discussion: These specimens are only compared with L. 
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e voZutus because poor preservation obscures whether or not 
the ribs on the earlier whorls are tuberculate. Also, rib 
furcation seems to be absent. In the latter respect, these 
specimens are similar to L. cf. L. evolutus collected from 
the Snowshoe Formation near Seneca (Imlay, 1973, p. 91). 
Lepto sphinotes sp. 
Pl. 9, fig. 7 
1973 Leptosphincte s sp.; Imlay, p. 91, pl. 47, fig. 
24. 
Ma terial: One specimen. 
Des cription: This specimen consists of a fragment of two 
whorls characterized by their evolute coiling and long, 
sharp primary ribs that pass prorsiradiately across the 
whorl sides. Slightly lower and broader secondary ribs 
arise by furcation and intercalation high on the flanks. 
Discu s s i on: This specimen appears to be identical with 
L. sp. figured by Imlay (Zoe. cit.) which he compares 
(in some respects) to L. (Prorsisphinotes) pseudomartinsi 
(Arkell, e t aZ., 1957, p. L314, fig. 395). 
Procerites ? sp. 
Pl. 9, fig. 6 
Ma t erial: Four fragments. 
Discu s sion: These wretchedly preserved fragments are 
compressed and show a style of ribbing that compares with 
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specimens of Procerites sp. figured by Imlay (1953b, p. 102, 
pl. 53, figs. 1-3). 
Ammonite gen. and sp. indet. A 
Pl. 9 1 fig. 11 
Ma t erial: One specimen. 











(c. 1 nun. thick at D = 73) and has been slightly crushed 
in places. 
· The whorls of the phragmocone, which is less crushed 
than the body chamber, are ovate in section, wider than high 
(Wh/Wb = 0.8). The umbilicus is wide and deep but has 
probably been widened by preferential crushing of the body 
chamber. The umbilical wall is high on the phragmocone and 
steeply inclined at its base but rounding evenly and abruptly 
into the convex flanks. 
The earliest whorls are not visible but the outer 
whorl of the phragmocone displays coarse, evenly spaced, 
swollen (almost bullate) primaries that arise very low on 
the wall and pass rectiradiately across the lower flanks. 
Fairly low on the flanks, just above the point of maximum 
inflation, each primary rib becomes associated with two 
weaker, intercalated secondaries that pass slightly 
prorsiradiately across the upper flank and venter. 
On the body chamber, which occupies approximately 
nine-tenths of the last whorl, the primary ribs are less 
sharp and the interspaces increase in width slightly to 
become the same width as the ribs. At diameters greater 
than 60 mm. the intercalated secondary ribs become les·s · 
apparent and the ribbing becomes bifurcate and entirely, 
although slightly, prorsiradiate. The ribbing passes 
uninterrupted across the somewhat flattened venter. The 
constricted peristome is preceeded by an unribbed, 8 mm. 
wide section that displays crowded growth lines. 
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Discu s s io n: This mature individual has not been satisfac-
torily identified. It bears some resemblance to Choffatia 
(Imlay, in Utt., 1975} but it is associated with ammonites 
of undoubted middle Bajocian age. It possibly represents a 
s pecies of the macroconchiate genus EmeZeia. Otoites, t h e 
corresponding microconch, is present in the Suplee area. 
Ammonite gen. and sp. indet. B 
Pl. 9, fig. 8 
Mate rial: One specimen. 
Descr i ptio n: One tiny whorl fragment from Section 1 shows 
a compressed whorl section bearing a high, wide, flat-
topped, hollow keel. The upper part of the flank bears 
sharp ribs, separated by wider interspaces, that project 
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strongly onto the venter but do not reach the keel. 
Discussion: This is the only anunonite of its kind collected 
during this study and its affinities are uncertain. 
Ammonite gen. and sp. indet. C 
Pl. 9, fig. 10 
MateriaZ: Two specimens. 










Description: These ammonites are characterized by being 
evolute, having a low, rounded whorl section producing a 
high, rounded umbilical wall. The sharp, dense, simple ribs 
arise from high on the umbilical shoulder, pass prorsira-
diately to the middle of the flank whence, in a geniculate 
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PLATES 
All figures are natural size. All specimens were 
coated with sublimate of ammonium chloride prior to photo-
graphy (see 1'1arsh and Marsh, 1975). The plate explanations 
list the following information after the name of the fossil: 
hypotype number (= specimen number, see Appendix C); strati-
graphic position above the base of the Snowshoe Formation in 
feet followed by the metric equivalent in parentheses: member 
from which the specimen was collected; age of the specimen; 
page where systematic description is located. 
Plate 1 
Figures 1. Phy'lZoceras kunthi ? Neumayr. 
F2-17-2; 159 (48.S); lower; lower 
Bajocian; p. 69. 
2, 3. Phy'l'loceras sp. 
2. FS-4-3; 229 (69.8); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 70. 
3. Float 2-52; float; middle?; middle 
Bajocian? p. 70. 
4. Ho'lcophyZ'loceras costisparsum Imlay. 
FS-3-3; 220 (67.1); lower; lower 
Bajocian; p. 71. 
5. Lytoceras aff. L. eudesianum (d'Orbigny). 
FS-5-12; 350 (106.7); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 74. 
6. Lytoceras espinaaitum Pugin. 
FS-4-23; 229 (69.8) lower; middle 
Bajocian; p. 73. 
Figures 
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1. Pseudolioceras cf. P. spitsbergense Frebold. 
F4-4-22; 123 (37.5); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 74. 
8-10. PoZypZectus spp. ? 
8. F4-3-13; 68 (20.7); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 77. 
9. F4-3-61; 97 (29.6); as for figure 8. 
10. F4-3-9; as for figure 8. 
11-14. Grammoceras s. l. 
11. FS-1-0; 11 (3.4); lower; upper Toar-
cian; p. 79. 
12. F4-4-17; 123 (37.5); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone) ; p. 79. 
13. F4-3-165; 109 (33.2); as for figure 12. 
14. F4-3-123; 106 (32.3); as for figure 12. 
15, 16. Dumortieria raricostata G~czy. 
15. F4-3-138; 108 (32.9); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 83. 
16. Ventral view of same specimen. 
17. Dumortieria insignisimilis (Brauns). 
F4-4-14; 123 (37.5); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 81. 
18. Dumortieria cf. D. exacta Buckman. 
F4-4-38; 123 (37.5); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 88. 
19. Dumortieria cf. D. dumortieri Thiolli~re. 
F4-4-88; 131 (39.9); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 87. 
20-22. Dumortieria ? cf. D. pusiZZa Jaworski. 
20. FS-1-4; 51 (15.5); lower; upper 
Toarcian; p. 91. 
21. F'4-4-2; 12 3 ( 3 7. 5) ; lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 91. 
22. F4-4-41; as for figure 21. 

Plate 2 
Fig\Ires 1, 2. Tmetoceras scissum (Benecke). 
1. F4-5-3; 188 (57.3); lower; lower 
Bajocian; p. 94. 
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2. F2-7-l; 107 (32.6); as for figure 1. 
3, 5. Hammatoceras spp. 
3. F4-4-25; 130 (39.6); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 98. 
5. F4-4-28; as for figure 3. 
4. Hammatoceras speciosum Janensch. 
F4-4-39; 123 (37.5); lower; upper 
Toarcian (Levesquei Zone); p. 97. 
6-9. Planammatoceras ? spp. 
6. F2-19-43; 169 (51.5); lower; lower 
Bajocian (Murchisonae Zone ?) ; p. 100. 
7. F2-19-93; as for figure 6. 
8. F2-12-20; 151 (46); as for figure fi. 
9. F2-19-67; as for figure 6. 
10. Witchellia connata (Buckman). 
F3-30-33; 300 (91.4); lower; mitidle 
Bajocian (Laeviuscula Zone); p. 107. 
11. Witchellia spp. 
F2-52-58; float; middle?; middle 
Bajocian ; p. 108. 
12. Witchellia (Latiwitchellia) evoluta Imlay. 
F3-30-68; 304 (92.7); lower; middle 





1. Donninia sp. 
Fl-22-22; 1055 (321.6); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 103. 
2. Sonninia (Euhoploaeras) spp. 
A-075G; 240 (73.2); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Disaites Zone); p. 106. 
3, 4, 6. Sonninia (PapiLZiaeras) spp. 
3. F3-17-29; 375 (114.3); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 104. 
4. F3-30-243; 368 (112.2); as for figure 3. 
6. F3-17-80; 374 (114); as for figure 3. 
5. Aptychus. 
Associated with specimen F3-17-29 
(figure 3). 
7. Dorsetensia ? sp. 
FS-4-93; 290 (88.4); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 120. 
8. Sonninia cf. S. nodatipinguis (Buckman). 
FS-5-199; 386 (117.7); lower; middle 
Bajocian; p. 102. 

P late 4 
F'i g ures 1. Dorsetensia edouardiana (d'Orbigny). 
F3-Jl-170; 427 (130.l); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 111. 
2, 3. Dorsetensia oregonensis Imlay. 
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2. F3-31-147; 397 (121); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 112. 
3. F3-31-84; 391 (119.2); as for 
figure 2. 
4, 7, 8. Dorsetensia romani (Oppel). 
4. F3-30-3; 295 (89.9); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Laeviuscuia Zone); 
p. 115. 
7. F'3-30-345; 381 (116.1); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone) ; 
p. 115. 
8. F3-31-108; 393 (119.8); as for 
figure 7. 
5, 6. Dorsetensia pinguis (Roemer). 
5. F5-5-ll; 350 (106.7); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone) ; p. 113. 
6. F3-31-86; 390 (118.9); as for 
figure 5. 
9, 10. Dorsetensia cf. D. subtecta Buckman. 
9. CAS 13430 (see Imlay, 1973). 
10. FS-4-90; 290 (88.4); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 116. 
11. Dorsetensia sp. A. 
CAS 13442 (see Imlay, 1973). 

Plate 5 
Figures 1, 2. Dorsetensia sp. B. 
1. F3-31-149; 396 (120.7); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Sauaei Zone) ; 
p. 119. 
2. Float 5-3-2. 
1.86 
3. PeZ.ekodites cf. P. zurcheri (Douvill~). 
FS-5-1; 324 (98.8); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauaei Zone) ; p. 123. 
4, 5. PeZ.ekodites siZ.viesensis Imlay. 
4. F5-5-106; 383 (116.7); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone?); p. 121. 
5. FS-4-60; 272 (82.9); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauaei Zone) ; p. 121. 
6. PeZ.ekodites dobsonensis Imlay. 
F3-31-35; 387 (118); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauaei Zone); p. 122. 
7. Poec.i Z.omorphus varius Imlay. 
F3-31-185; 428 (130.5); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone) ; p. 12 6 • 
8. Strigoceras cf. s. Z.anguidum (Buckman). 
F5-5-ll; 350 (106.7); lower; 
middle Bajocian; p. 127. 
9, 10. Lissoceras hydei Imlay. 
9. F3-30-82; 306 (93.3); lower; 
middle Bajocian (LaeviuscuZ.a Zone) ; 
p. 128. 
10. F3-17-92; 373 (113.7); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone) ; 
p. 128. 
11, 12. OppeZ.ia subradiata ? (J. de c. Sowerby). 
11. FS-5-194; 386 (117.7); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 129. 
12. F5-5-67; 366 (111.6); as for 
figure 11. 
13. Oecotraustes sp. 
u. Sn. Loe. A., 2 (Locality E of 
this report); 450 feet (137.2) 
below the top of the Snowshoe 
Formation in the upper member; p. 130. 
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14. Normannites (Normannites) 01•bignyi lJuckn:an. 
F3-39-7; 1045 (318.5); middle; upper 
Dajocian; p. 131. 
15-17. Normannites cf. N. vigorosus (Imlay). 
15. F3-30-49: 1029 (313.6); middle; 
upper Bajocian; p. 132. 
16. FJ-38-4; 1023 (311.8); as for 
ficrnre 15. 
17. F3~38-ll; as for figure 15. 
18. Normannites sp. 
FJ-32-7; 487 (148.4); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone) ; p. 13 4. 

Plate 6 
rigures 1, 3. Stephanoceras nodosum (Quenste<lt). 
1. F5-5-103; 383 (116.7); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 134. 
3. F3-J0-322; 378 (115.2); lower; 
mid<lle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone) ; 
p. 134. 
2. Stephanoceras sp. A. 
F6-l-31; Locality G; Silvies; 
middle Dajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 136. 
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4. Stephanoceras (Skirroceras) juhlei Imlay. 
F3-31-l; 386 (117.7); lower; middle 
Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 139. 
S. Stephanoceras (Skirroceras) aff. 
s. (S.) juhlei Imlay. 
FJ-35-14; 762 (232.3); middle; middle 
Bajocian (Humphriesianum Zone) ; 
p. 142. 
6, 8. Stephanoceras spp. 
6. F3-30-377 (1); 382 (116.4); 10\JCr; 
middle Uajocian (Sauzei Zone); p. 137. 
8. F3-31-159; 420 (128); as for 
ficurc G. 
7. Stephanoceras n. sp. ? 
F3-38-71; 1026 (312. 7); middle; 
upper Bajocian; p. 137. 
9. Stephanoceras (Skirroceras) kirschneri Imlay. 
F3-31-265; 447 (136.2); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 





1. Stephanoceras (Skirroceras) juhlei Imlay. 
Fl-21-31; 1134 (345.6); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone) ; 
p. 139. 




1. Stemmatoaeras aff. S. aZbertense McLearn. 
F3-35-40 (4); 768 (234.1); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 143. 
2. Stemmatoceras sp. 
F6-l-2 (ventral view); Locality G; 
Silvies; middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 145. 
3, 4. Cadomites ? sp. 
3. F3-35-7; 715 (217.9); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 146. 
4. F3-35-7 (2); as for figure 3. 
5, 6, 8. Lupherites senecaensis Imlay. 
5. FG-1-19; Locality G; Silvies; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 148. 
6. F6-1-9 (lateral lappet); as for 
figure 5. 
8. F6-l-l; as for figure 5. 
7. Sphaeroceras sp. 
F3-35-41 (3); 770 (234.7); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone) ; p. 152. 
9. Chondroaeras aZZani (McLearn). 
F3-35-58; 779 (237. 4); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Humphriesianum 
Zone); p. 150. 
10. BuZZatimorphites ? sp. 
FS-14-36; 1768 (538.9); upper; 
lower Callovian; p. 153. 
11-13. XenoaephaZites vicarius Imlay. 
11. F5-14-6; 1768 (538.9); up1::.er; 
lower Callovian; p. 154. 
12. FS-14-GO (2); as for figure 11. 
13. FS-14-84 (2, 3); as for figure 11. 
14. LiZZoettia ZilZoetensis Crickmay. 
FS-14-31; 1768 (538.9); UJ;per; 
lower Callovian; p. 155. 
Figures 15. LiZZoettia mertonyarwoodi ? Crickmay. 
FS-14-1; 1718 (523.6); upper; 
lower Callovian; p. 157. 
16. LiZloettia buckmani(Crickmay). 
FS-14-27; 1768 (538.9): upper; 




rigures 1, 2. KeppZerites spinosum (Imlay). 
1. u. Sn. roe. A (Locality E of this 
report); float; upper?; lower 
Callovian; p. 157. 
2. Ventral view of an inner whorl of 
same specimen. 
3, 4. Garantiana ? 
3. F3-38-21; 1026 (312. 7); middle; 
upper Bajocian; p. 158. 
4. Ventral view of same specimen. 
5. Liptosphinctes cf. L. evoZutus Imlay. 
F3-64-2; 3114 (949.2); upper; 
upper Bajocian; p. 160. 
6. Procerites ? 
F5-11-2; 1551 (472.7); upper; 
lower Callovian; p. 161. 
7. Leptosphinctes sp. 
F3-63-l; 2989 (911); upper; 
upper Bajocian; p. 161. 
~. Ammonite gen. and sp. indet. B. 
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Fl-le-'1 (1); 1399 (426. 4); middle; 
p. lG 3. 
9. Gastropod gen. and sp. indet. 
Locality D; Silvies? 
10. Arnmonite gen. and sp. indet. C. 
Fl-18-5; 1399 (426.4); middle; 
p. 16 4. 
11. Ammonite gen. and sp. indet. A. 
Fl ... 22-21; 1064 (324.3); middle; 
middle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone); 
p. 162. 
12. Camptonectes sp. 
FS-5-13; 350 (106. 7); lower; 
middle Bajocian (Sauzei Zone) . 

APPENDIX A 
SECTION AND LOCALITY DESCRIPTIONS 
All locality information refers to the United States 
Department of Agriculture (Forest Service) Izee quadrangle 
(number _325) unless otherwise stated. 
Measured Sections (see fig. 1 and figs. 6 to 10). 
Section 1 (Big Flat): From the Big Flat triangulation 
station (SW~, SE~, sec. 3, T. 18 s., R. 27 E.) to the old 
Suplee-Izee road (W~, SW~, sec. 3, T. 18 s., R. 27 E.). 
Section 2 (Flat Creek) : From the right angled bend 
in Flat Creek (SW~, SW~, sec. 10, T. 18 S., R. 27 E.) 
along the creek to the NW~, NW~, sec. 15, T. 18 s., R. 27 E. 
Section 3 (Bunton Hollow) : Along the Forest Service 
road from the headwaters of Rosebud Creek (NE~, SW~, sec. 1, 
T. 17 s., R. 28 E.) to the eastern bank of Lewis Creek (SW~, 
SE~, sec. 6, T. 17 s.~ R. 29 E.). 
Section 4 (Sheep Creek Divide): From a road-cut in 
the headwaters of a tributary of Sheep Creek, southwest 
along the old Suplee-Izee road (SW~, NW~, sec. 36, T. 18 s., 
R. 27 E.). 
Section 5 (Caps Creek): 
Creek (eastern bank, SE~, NE~, 
to the eastern bank of Rosebud 
T. 17 S., R. 28 E.). 
Localities (see fig. 1). 
Along the lower reach of Caps 
sec. 16, T. 17 s., R. 28 E) 
Creek (NW~, SW~, sec. 15, 
Locality A: In the stream bed of Flat Creek approxi-
mately 80 feet (c. 24 meters) upstream from where the first 
main tributary flowing past the Bush Mill site enters Flat 
Creek (SE~, NW~, sec. 15, T. 18 s., R. 27 E.). Approximately 
50 stratigraphic feet (c. 15 meters) below the top of the 
Formation in the middle member. Specimens collected from 
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this locality are marked "F2-52". For purposes of the check 
list (Table II), Localities A and Bare treated as one. 
Locality B: Lupher's locality Ll28 
on the east side of Flat Creek, 100' above stream 
bed, and 250 yards N. 25° w. from mouth of first 
main tributary that comes into Flat Creek from the 
west below Big Flat, probably south central part 
of NW\, sec. 15, T. 18 S., R. 27 E. 
(Imlay, 1973, p. 50). Approximately 60 stratigraphic 
feet (c. 18 meters) below the top of the Formation in the 
middle member. For the purposes of the check list (Table 
II), Localities A and B are treated as one. 
Locality C: Lupher's locality L75 
on north side of knoll about 100' south of sharp 
bend in road and 300' ~outh of South Fork Bridge, 
SW\, sec. 30, T. 17 S., R. 28 E. 
(Imlay, 1973, p. 50). Approximately 250 feet (c. 76 meters) 
above the base of the Formation in the lower member. 
Locality D: From the crest of the spur on the 
eastern flank of Schoolhouse Gulch just to the northeast 
of the Izee Schoolhouse (NW\, SE\, sec. 29, T. 17 s., R. 
28 E.). From a conglomeratic unit of Silvies-like lithology, 
an estimated 1,850 stratigraphic feet (c. 560 meters) 
above the base of the Snowshoe Formation. This unit has 
been mapped as a marker horizon on the geologic map of 
Dickinson (1958). Only a few specimens of gastropods 
(marked Loe. D.) wer~ collected from this locality and it 
is not, therefore, included in the check list (Table II). 
Locality E: On the south bank of a short draw on the 
east side of the road to the old Parrish Ranch (SW\, SW\, sec. 
14, T. 17 s., R. 28 E.). Approximately 450 stratigraphic 
feet (c. 137 meters) below the top of the Formation (upper 
member) in an area of complex minor folds and .faults. 
Specimens collected f~om this locality are marked "U. Sn. 
Loe. A". For the purposes of the check list (Table II), 
Localities E and F are treated as one. · 
Locality F: Probably the same as Dickinson's locality 
Dll5. From a large float field appro~imately 500 feet (c, 
152 meters) southeast of Locality E (SW\, SW\, sec. 14, T. 
17 s., R. 28 E.). Approximately 150 stratigraphic feet 
(c, 46 meters) below the top of the Formation (upper member) 
in an area of complex minor folds and faults. Specimens· 
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collected from this locality are marked "U. Sn. Loe. B". 
For the purposes of the check list (Table II}, Localitie~ 
E and F are treated as one. 
Locality G: In a road cut approximately 150 feet 
(c. 46 meters) south along the new Forest Service Road 
(number 1,612) from where the road bridges the Silvies 
River (NW~, NW~, sec. 27, T. 16 s., R. 29 E., United States 
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management map, 
30 minute series, Izee). From lutite interbeds in the 
type area of the Silvies member of the Snowshoe Formation, 
80 stratigraphic feet (c. 24 meters) above the base of the 
Member. Specimens collected from this locality are marked 
"F6-l". For the purposes of the check list (Table II), · 
Localities G and H are treated as one. 
Locality H: Approximately 150 feet (c. 46 meters) 
south along the new Forest Service Road Cut (road number 
1,612) from Locality G, just north and opposite where 
Little Snowshoe Creek enters the Silvies River (township 
and range as for Locality G above). From a coarse grained 
graywacke in the type Silvies Member of the Snowshoe Forma-
tion, 220 stratigraphic feet (67 meters) above the base of 
the Member. Specimens collected from this locality are 
marked "F6-2". As only one ammonite was collected 
(Lupherites senecaensis, Imlay), this locality is combined 
with Locality G for the purposes of the check list (Table 
II) . 
APPENDIX B 
FORTRAN IV PROGRAM STRAT 
Program Strat is a Fortran VI computer program 
written by the author for the IBM 1130 computer currently 
in use at Portland State University (1974 and 1975). 
Using data obtained from standard compass and tape surveys 
as described by Compton (1962, p. 239), the program may 
be used: (a) to obtain stratigraphic thickness figures 
for constructing a stratigraphic column and (b) to obtain 
the necessary information that will allow the exact strati~ 
graphic position of a sample (lithologic or fossil) to be 
calculated in terms of feet above a chosen datum such as 
a contact. 
Variables measured for each leg of the section are 
shown in fig. 20. 
Mathematics 
Unfortunately, both the mathematics and the program 
itself are made more complicated by the absence of an 
arcsine function and a "logical if statement" in the IBM 
1130. 
Given: AB = SLDI 
ABD = SLA 
NU. OF 







I UP DO 
F 
DESCRIPTION INTEGER PLACES 
Angle of dip of the rocks (O to 
90 degrees). Real 
Direction of dip of the rocks 
(0 to 360 degrees; due north Real 
taken as 360 degrees). 
Angle of slope between stations 
(0 to 90 degrees). Real 
Direction of downslope from 
station (0 to 360 degrees; due Real 
north taken as 360 degrees). 
Length of leg, i.e. slope 
distance (any linear units may Real 
be used to a maximum of 104). 
A decision as to whether the 
leg continues in the general 
stratigraphic direction of the 
section ( i. e. up or down the 
succession) or whether it Integer 
repeats ground already covered. 
Zero denotes normal continua-
tion of the section whereas a 
non-zero integer indicates 
repetition. 




Fi~ure 21. Model illustrating parameters used 








Bearing A to B = DDSL 
Bearing c to A = DDIP (since AE is the 
strike) 
Required: Stratigraphic thickness = FB 
Method: IBACI = IDDIP - DDSLI = ANGA 
Before making the necessary corrections to the slope 
angle and the slope (leg) distance, it can be shown that, 
for the various possible values of ANGA, the conditions 
shown in fig. 22 hold true. 
-
DIP AND SLOPE ARE:-
IANGA (IN IN THE SAME 
OEGREES) COMMENTS DIRECTION OPPOSED 
0 No corrections to the 
slope angle and distance x 
are required. 
( 0' 90) Use the corrections as x 
shown. 
90 No thickness has been - -
measured. 
(90, 180) ANGA = 180 - ANGA, then 
use the corrections as x 
shown. 
180 No corrections required. x 
(180 I 270) ANGA = ANGA - 180, then 
use the corrections as x 
shown. 
270 No thickness has been - -
measured. 
(2 7 0' 360) ANGA = 360 - ANGA, then 
use the corrections as x 
shown. 
Figure 22. Program response to various values of ANGA. 
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Corrections (sub-routine SLOPE) 
To correct slope (leg) distance (AC): 
AC= AB.cos(ANGA) (.corrected slope distance 
designated ~SLDI) 
To correct the slope angle (.SLA): 
therefore, sin(ABD) = AD 
AB AD = AB.sin(ABD) 
sin (ACD) = AD = AB. s·in (ABD) 
AC AB.cos(ANGA) 
ACD = arctan sin(ACD) 
= sin (ABD} 
cos(ANGA) 
SQRT(l-sin(ACD)2) 
(the corrected slope 
angle is designated CSLA) 
Once these corrections have been made, the formulae 
shown in Compton (.1962, p. 241) may be used, viz. when the 
dip and slope are opposed: 
If slope angle plus angle of dip is less than 90 
degrees, then 
FB = AC.sin(DIP+ACD) 
If slope angle plus angle of dip is greater than 90 
degrees, then 
FB = AC. sin (180- (DIP+ACD)) 
When the dip and slope are in the same direction: 
If angle of dip is greater than angle of slope, 
then 
FB = AC.sin(DIP-ACD) 
If angle of dip is less than angle of slope, then 
FB = AC.sin(ACD-DIP) 
The Program 
DIMENSION A ( 4 0) 
READ(2,72) NTS 
K=O 















GO TO 42 
20 IF(ANGA-1.570787) 22,22,21 
21 IF(ANGA-1.570789) 24,27,27 
22 CALL SLOPE(ANGA,SLDI,SLA,CSLDI,CSLA) 
GO TO 42 
24 STTH=O.O 
CONSC=O.O 
GO TO 58 
27 IF(ANGA-3.141575) 29,29,28 
28 IF(ANGA-3.141577) 32,35,35 
29 ANGA=3.141576-ANGA 
CALL SLOPE(ANGA,SLDI,SLA,CSLDI,CSLA) 
GO TO 47 
32 CSLA=SLA 
CSLDI=SLDI 
GO TO 47 
35 IF(ANGA-4.712363) 37,37,36 
36 IF(ANGA-4.712365) 24,40,40 
37 ANGA=ANGA-3.141576 
CALL SLOPE(ANGA,SLDI,SLA,CSLDI,CSLA) 
GO TO 47 
40 ANGA=6.283152-ANGA 
CALL SLOPE(ANGA,SLDI,SLA,CSLDI,CSLA) 
42 IF(DIP-CSLA) 43,24,45 
43 STTH=CSLDI*SIN(CSLA-DIP) 
GO TO 54 
45 STTH=CSLDI*SIN(DIP-CSLA) 
GO TO 54 
47 IF((DIP+CSLA)-1.570787) 53,53,48 
48 IF((DIP+CSLA)-1.570789) 51,49,49 
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49 STTH=CSLDI*SIN(DIP+CSLA) 
GO TO 54 
51 STTH=CSLDI 
GO TO 54 
53 STTH=CSLDI*SIN (3 .141576- (DIP+CSLA)) 




















74 FORMAT(lHl,SlX, 'SECTION NUMBER ',I2,//) 
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75 FORMAT(4X, 'DIP' ,ax, 'DDIP' ,9X, 'SLA' ,ax, 'DDSL' ,ax, 'SLDI' ,5X, 




80 FORMAT (lHl,' UP SUCCESSION THICKNESSES', 
615X, 'LEG',6X,'TOTAL') 








GO TO 93 
91 TERM2=SIN(SLA)/TERM1 





Cards are used for data input. As here written, 
Program Strat will deal with up to 99 sections with no 
limit as to the number of legs composing each section. 
The first card in the data stack states (using an 
I2 format) how many sections are being run. 
For each section, the first card contains four 
variables (using a 4I4 format). 
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NlLEG, N2LEG: The numbers of the starting and 
finishing legs which need not necessarily start at 1 but 
must always be consecutive integers. 
NSECT: The number of the section; an integer used 
purely as a label. 
JUPDO: An instruction as to whether the entire 
section is being run from the base up or viae versa. This 
is expressed in terms of the integer variable JUPDO which 
is zero if the section was run from the base of the succession 
up, and non-zero if it was run from the top down. In the 
latter case, the stratigraphic thicknesses and the total 
stratigraphic thickness are written out in the correct order 
on a separate sheet at the end of the main calculations. 
Following the initial card for each section is a card 
for every leg. Each card carries the six variables shown 
in fig. 20 (using a 5F6.0,I2 format). 
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Data Output 
The exact stratigraphic position of a fossil may be 
calculated using the conversion scale for that leg (CONSC 
in the program) and the preceeding stratigraphic thickness 



















Assume a normal situation where the section was run 
from the base of the succession to the top. If a fossil 
was collected 80 feet along leg 2, its position would be 
calculated as follows: 
(Stratigraphic total + ((Position) x Scale)) 
up to that leg) 
= 20 + (80 x 0.4) = 52 feet above the base. 
See fig. 23A. 
(B) STRATIGRAPHIC 
LEG SCALE INTERVAL TOTAL LEG TOTAL 
1 o.s 20 20 3 80 
2 0.4 200 220 2 280 
3 0.6 80 300 1 300 
In this situation the section was run from the top 
of the succession to the base. The position of a fossil 
collected 80 feet along leg 2 is calculated using the figures 
in the two columns printed out after the main calculations 















I I 3 
'=a ... b 
Key: ' Fossil position. 











' = a + b 








'= a + b 
Leg 
1 
b = Position of 
fossil along leg 
multiplied by 
the scale. 




up to that '1eg) 
((Position) x Scale)) 
= 280 (80 x 0.4) = 248 feet above the base. 
See fig. 23B. 
(C) STRATIGRAPHIC 
LEG SCALE INTERVAL TOTAL 
1 o.s 20 20 
2 0.5 200 220 
3 -0.6 - 80 140 
This example illustrates the procedure to be adopted 
when it has been necessary to run a let (or legs) back 
across ground that has already been covered. Notice that 
the scale is negative. It is a situation where the section 
has been run from the base up and a fossil has been found 
20 feet along leg 3. 
(Stratigraphic total + ((Position) x (Scale)) 
up to that leg) 
220 + (20 x 0.6) = 208 feet above the base. 
See fig. 23C. 
(D) STRATIGRAPHIC 
LEG SCALE INTERVAL TOTAL LEG TOTAL 
1 o.s 200 200 3 120 
2 -0.4 -100 100 2 20 
3 0.6 120 220 1 220 
Finally, it could happen that a section was run from 
the top of the succession to the base and it was necessary 
to double back across already covered ground. Using the 
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two right hand columns, as for example (2), the position 
of a fossil collected 40 feet along leg 2 would be calculated 
as follows: 
(Stratigraphic total + ((Position) x (Scale)) 
up to that leg). 
= 120 + (40 x 0.4) = 110 feet above the base. 
See fig. 23D. 
APPENDIX C 
FOSSIL CATALOG NUMBERS 
Each fossil collected from a measured section bears 
a three part catalog number, with a letter prefix that will 
yield information as to the specimen's geographic and 
relative stratigraphic position. The initial letter denotes 
whether the sample was collected for its fossil content (F) 
or its value as a hand specimen (L). Samples that were not 
found in situ are preceeded by the word "Float". The first 
number in the sequence is the section number (see fig. 1). 
The second number is that of the legs which comprise the 
section. On Sections 3, 4 and 5 this is a measure of the 
relative stratigraphic position since the sections were 
measured from the base of the sequence to the top without 
repetition. This is not the case on Section 1 which was 
measured from the top to the base and on Section 2, which 
meandered up and down the sequence, across the strike of 
unit. The third number is unique to that particular speci-
men and is sequential along that leg. 
Where a sample yielded more than one fossil, further 
numbers in parentheses were added as necessary. External 
and internal molds, or fragments of the same specimen are 
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differentiated using suffixed letters. 
For specimen numbers used for each of the Localites 
A through H, consult the locality descriptions (Appendix A). 
The majority of the specimens and rubber casts are 
deposited at the Earth Sciences Museum, Portland State 
University except for selected specimens that are to be 
deposited in the United States National Museum, Washington, 
D. C. 
